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M any years ago, this magazine was in the habit 
of propagating the term 'next generation' as an 
identifier for what lay ahead in the future for 

videogaming. And, at the dawn of the 32bit era, the 
beginning of the so-called 'next generation', the original 
Wipeout was sometimes synonymous with this shorthand. 

For many it was the game that defined the PlayStation 
experience before such a concept had even been thought 
up by Sony's marketing types, and it's easy to see why: the 
audiovisual treatment was pioneering, but more than that it 
was a game discernibly unlike those of the era that had 
preceded it. In today's landscape, Wipeout's conceit does 
not seem so brave or different. You have to look to the 
hardware that runs Wipeout Pure, the latest iteration, to see 

what's important, which is among the many things we do 
this month in an in-depth preview, starting on page 64. 

With the next generation of hand held gaming having 
become the now, it's time to look back at the space under 
your television to see how the next wave of hardware 
activity is panning out. And it's no surprise to see Microsoft 
leading the charge. Its proposed solution for taking gaming 
to its next plateau may not be quite as conventional as you 
were expecting. however. Read about it on page 9. 

When you're talking videogaming in its purest form 
with the very people responsible for precisely that, there 
seems little point in discussing future hardware. Therefore, 
you won't find any such dialogue in Made in Nintendo 
(page 72), which attempts to get to the heart of the Wario 

Ware series by speaking to some of the most famous 
name in gaming's true unsung heroes. 

We asked them to come up with some Edge-styled 
minigames, too. The results, as you'll see in the article, 
are both charming and illuminating, and proof enough 
that even such 'early-generation' entertainment as ....., 
sketches on pieces of paper can be captivating. ~ 
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Hard Xbox 2 details emerge 
Details of final specs for M icrosoft's next console reach our desks, revealing 
that the company is committed to providing a powerful gaming unit th is year 

icrosoft's X box successor, planned for release in Europe and 
America before the end of 2005, will be powered by three 
IBM 3GHz PowerPC CPUs running in parallel and backed by 

256Mb of unified RAM. Sources close to Microsoft have also revealed 
that the final graphics solution will be a SOOMHz ATI unit with its own 
yet-to-be-finalised assignment of RAM. 

The console, whose devkits still go by the name of Xenon but 
whose final reta il name has yet to be revealed to even those working 
in close partnership with Microsoft, will also ship minus a hard drive, 
instead making use of 64Mb memory cards. Importantly, however, a 
separate hard drive unit will be made available for the console, 
although the price and capacity of the device is currently unknown. 

Despite talk of Blu-ray disc technology being a part of Sony's PS3, 

Crucially, this hardware does not reinvent 
the wheel: parallel processing will be an 

issue with Xbox 2, but there will be nothing 
as esoteric as the PlayStation2's vector units 

Microsoft will be making use of standard DVDs with Xbox 2. The 
console's joypads, meanwhile, will be wireless units, and an Eye Toy
style camera will be among the first peripherals launched for the 
platform, partly for use with Xbox Live communication software, with 
gaming applications also in development. 

Having already seen the benefits of offering HDTV support with its 
f1rst console, Microsoft's next machine will adopt a resolution of 
1 ,280x720 as standard, in widescreen mode (the hardware itself will 
apparently automatically adjust images to accommodate 4:3 sets). 
Furthermore, all Xbox 2 titles will output at 60Hz in all territories, with 
50Hz displays as selectable options (at present, the reverse is obviously 
the case in Europe and certain other regions). 

Such facts and f igures reveal several insights into Microsoft's 
next-generation strategy. First, the Spinal Tap approach has been 
applied to processing power - three PowerPC CPUs are clearly 'one 
louder' than two, and 'two louder' than one - and each processing 

unit's power is in excess of those currently in use in 
high-end Apple Macintosh hardware. Moreover, 
Microsoft still has no way of knowing just how 
capable the finished PS3 architecture will be, so it 
has decided upon what looks to be a reasonable 
benchmark for a next-generation console 
considerably in excess of even the most hefty 
gaming PCs in use today; and driven by architecture 
that will be largely familiar to game developers. 
Crucially, this hardware does not reinvent the 
wheel: parallel processing will be an issue with 
Xbox 2, but there will be nothing as painful as 
learning to make effective use of esoteric 
technology such as the PS2 's vector units. 

This makes the platform hugely attractive to 
developers and therefore (to a degree) publ ishers. 
Since it launched Xbox less than four years ago, 
Microsoft has made rapid progress in courting the 
game-making community to the point where many 
might count it as their preferred partner if only its 
first console wasn't so firmly in second place. 

Getting its successor to market before PS3 is the 
first step in Microsoft's masterplan of making up 
the ground and eventually removing Sony's 
dominance. Another benefit of readying Xbox 2 for 
a 2005 launch is that it'll no longer be pushing 
sales of its original console, on whose every sale it 
has infamously been losing money (three top-end 
PowerPC CPUs will be costly, but the absence of a 
hard drive is a significant factor). 

Xbox 2 (which may not be the console's final 
name, for fear of it appearing to be a generation 
behind PS3 when it finally appears) will be shown, 
alongside next-generation hardware and/or tech 
demos from Sony and Nintendo, at E3 in May. 
Expect Project Gotham 3 and a new DOA to ~ 
be among the console's first offerings. ~ 

<;TART~ 

These images of 'next generation' iterations of Madden and Need 
For Speed, apparently leaked from EA. give a fair idea of what 
to expect from Microsoft's next console, both in terms of the 
fidelity of its graphics and the types of games that will initially 
appear on the hardware. With mere months to go before launch, 
early X box 2 titles are hardly likely to turn gaming on its head 

Xbox 2: specs and beyond 

What to expect from the final hardware 

CPU: Three 3GHz PowerPC units running in parallel 
Graphics: SOOMHz ATI (as-yet-unspecified RAM) 
Controllers: Wireless as st andard 
Media: Standard DVD/ CD 
Additiona l storage: 64Mb memory card/ optional 
hard drive 
Standard output resolution: 1,280x720 
(widescreen, high definition) 
Peripherals: Optional camera 

Microsoft signs up heavyweight native 
talent for next-generation push in Japan 

Cynics of Microsoft's plans to beguile Japan 
(successfully, this time) with its next-gen Xbox w ill 
choke on the details of Redmond's latest signings, 
beginning with the shock announcement t hat Final 
Fantasy creator Hironobu Sakaguchi (above) has 
signed to develop t wo RPGs, with his Mistwalker 
studio, exclusively for Xbox 2. " Microsoft's cutting
edge technologies," said Sakaguchi, "will allow me to 
bring to life an array of ideas t hat I have had for 
many years. • Such remarks won't promote Sony's bid 
to close the hardware gap w ith P$3, compounded as 
they are by the further signings of Resident Evil 
pioneer Yoshiki Okamoto and Rez auteur Tetsuya 
Mizuguchi as developers for Microsoft's machine. 
Expect more simi lar announcements in due course. 
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Mario steals AOU Show 
A Namco/Nintendo collaboration draws crowds in japan. while cheaper 
hardware provides a way forward for the arcade industry as a whole 

Mario Kart Arcade GP (top) was the big surprise of AOU, sitting 
proudly in pastel alongside the more predictable racing entries 
like the fourth Battle Gear title from Taito (above). Both titles 
also shared an overseas arcade market appeal, with BG4 
introducing western courses and manufacturers for the first time 

ith the Makuhari Messe centre given 
barely a month to recover from the manga 
industry's Jump Festa, the 2005 AOU 

Show brought a similarly boisterous arcade industry 
determined to reinvigorate the love of the arcade. 

Of the big names, Sega's dominant position 
remained uncontested, with its networked 
machines still the biggest attraction in the arcades 
(often literally, with only two networked games- a 
wrestling game from Konami and The Idol M@ster 
from Namco - rivalling the lavishness of the Sega 
setups). But as the market continues to shift 
towards lower-end hardware, it seems the 
company is still unsure whether to press on with a 
high-specification, high-cost Naomi successor, or 
commit to cheaper hardware such as the 
Atomiswave. As there were no new tit les present, 
only version upgrades to popular franchises, the 
assumption was that its arcade divisions' projects 
would be unveiled at a later private event or the 
JAM MA Show - and it's rumoured Sega will show 
its first Atomiswave titles at the latter event. 

What Namco's presence lacked in quantity, it 
made up for with the unexpected appearance of 
Mario Kart Arcade GP (see p38). As popular with 
arcade operators as it was attendees, it was felt 
that it filled the need for a more family- or couple
oriented multiplayer game. Indeed, the children's 
arcade market continues to expand, with Sega and 
Banpresto collaborating on a new range of titles 
with miniaturised cabinets and one-button input. 

A video address from Miyamoto himself (below) accompanied 
Mario Kart Arcade GP, ensuring that it would have had star 
billing even if Namco had brought more titles to the show. Namco 
and Konami made reserved appearances, while Capcom continued 
to be a ghost of its former self. with only medal-gambling titles 

START~ 

As popular with arcade operators as it was 
attendees, Namco/Nintendo's Mario Kart 

Arcade GP was felt to fulfill a need for more 
family- or couple-oriented multiplayer games 

Many one-off events were scheduled to enliven 
the AOU atmosphere - such as a Sega-organised 
tournament pitting skilled Neo-Geo Battle 
Coliseum players from the audience against 
BunBunMaru, Japan's top professional arcade 
player. Needless to say, his status remained 
unchallenged, even when Sa m my fielded its own 
best NGBC player. Another face-off between 
staffers from Japan's leading gaming magazines 
did much to raise audience cheer, though 
possibly not their gaming technique. 

But the prevalent trend of AOU - and setting 
the year's agenda has traditionally been the show's 
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If the Japanese arcade hasn't- and perhaps 
never will - shaken free of pachislot gambling 
machines and medal catchers. the prominence 
of rows of cabinets at AOU was heanening: 
the hope now is that the focus on software 
rather than setup can continue to evolve 

8anp<esto's superdeformed kids' cabinets 
drew from a grab·bag of popular animation 
licences. in contrast to Sega's original 

role, with new announcements reserved for 
JAM MA- was the almost total absence of major 
titles running on expensive boards Low-end was 
the show buzzword, wtth Sa m my's Atomiswave 
squanng off against Ta tto's Type X: the Naomi era 
seems to be finally drawing to a close. with the 
workhorse board now only powenng a smal 
handfu of games on Sega's booth. 

Sammy's much-maligned Atom,swave has failec 
to make the tmpact on the arcade market its 

Mushiking (which has since spawned a manga) L---•~:o..!l:lllll:. ...... ~jl;,:;-~~·'~~...ol-•-



creator had hoped for, but the system has at least 
proved popular in south-east Asia, ch1efly w1th the 
success of SNK Playmore's t1tles. In some c1rcles 1t 
has been accepted as the replacement for the 
Neo-Geo, although Sammy conf1rmed there w11 be 
no home vers1on of the Atom1swave (through lack 
of commemal partners to support such an opt1on, 
rather than a lack of des~re on 1ts behalf) 

Attractmg more Atom1swave developers to 
match SNK Playmore's calibre has become even 

Really, Sa m my could have got away with 
bringing nothing to the show other than Neo 
Geo Battle Coliseum, which continues to 
impress even now the novelty has worn off 

more Imperative for Sammy now 1t faces a growing 
threat from Taito's low-pnce board. Neo Geo Battle 
Coliseum was undoubtedly the Atomiswave title of 
the show, but it wasn't pressed for competition: 
compared to the full line-up Sammy had brought 
to prev1ous shows, only NGBC and 20 'ighter 
sequel The Rumble F1sh 2 we'e prominent y 
displayed, mdicatmg that the company is 
attempting to focus on its credible titles rather 
than the C-hst games. 

Idea factory's first arcade title, Spectral VS Generation (left) and an arcade port of onternet curiousity Me/ry Blood (right) round out the 20 
fighter showing: Arc System Works wasn't ready to show its Guilty Gear, nor its rumoured hi-res shooter (for Type X, perhaps?) Oamu Oeva 

Mushiking continues to be wildly 
successful for Sega. perhaps explaining 
why it's attempting to export it outside 
of Japan~ as was seen in last issue·s 
ATEI show report. The AOU showing1 
demonstrated Sega's continuing efforts 
to cover all the childrens' franchise bases 
with the beetle-sumo game while it's hot 

Ta1to, meanwhile. is also expanding its already 
impressiVe Type X roster The Type X is enJOYing 
good word of mouth from currently s1gned 
developers pleased with the system's 
custom1sab11ity, its power advantage over the 
age1ng Naom and of course ts low pnce 
Accord1ng to Ta1to, the preponderance of vert•cal 
shooters is not a deliberate strategy but the result 
of each developer's decis1on - though as it's 
selected a Who's Who of shooter houses. it's not 
an ent.rely unexpected s1tuat10n. Now Ta1to is 
seek•ng to diVersify the I• ne-up w1th action and 
puzzle t•tles. mcluding that unlikely arcade vers•on 
of Half-Life 2 (whiCh will be competing w1th 
Namco·s Counter-Stnke Neo to induce motion 
sickness in Japanese arcade-goers). 

And if the Atomiswave has the most popular 
t1tle of all With NGBC. ·t's clear the Type X 1s 
mounting an 1mpress1ve counteroffensiVe on the 
hearts of arcade garners. having secured support 
from Treasure (whose title has yet to be shown). 
Cave. and even previous Sammy partner Arc 
System Works - its current prOJectS include a new 
Guilty Gear t1tle, although 1t's unlikely that will fa1l 
under Ta1to's auspiCes. The presentation of shooter 
Shiktgamt no Shiro Ill on the Type X. though, 1s a 
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l'syv~riar developer Slcone<s Type-X offering Homu~ (below) was 
on show, with a feudal (and bloody) feel similar to Cave's classic 
Guwangt, though in lull 30 and with a completely different mechanic 
- with an almost PS2 ShinobHike melee dash anack to cut through 
groups. ADU also saw the unveiling of Counter-Strike Neo (above) 

The arrival of next-generation consoles and 
their next-generation development costs could 

open a new path for the arcade as an accessible 
environment for smaller videogame companies 
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viCtory for Tatto tn swaymg developer support 
away from ts nval 

Thanks to the Type X and some tmpressiVe 
tndependent showmgs. AOU was a show of 
shooters, wtth Cave's lb.Jra (see page 42 and 
G.rev's Senko No Ronde(mtroduced at Sega·s last 
Pnvate Show) drawmg the b ggest queues 20 
ftghters also made a qwet resurgence, tncludmg an 
arcade verston of fan-created PC cult favounte 
Melty Blood- many garners hopefully speculattng 
that these could see a Japanese PSP release. 

Such old-school tttles may seem lil::e a step 
backwards. but tt'S become clear that the arcade's 
ongmal role of leading the games industry with 
htgh-end games unavatlable on home systems has 
become unmanageable even its recent relegatton 
to a preview market for popular actton games 
before they are ported to console has been 

Shooters old and new: llaidtn J (left), despite its shift to polygons, should be familiar to fans from throughout its lengthy history. Chaos 
Field ueator Milestone's new title RJ~jirugl (right). though. with its transforming mobile phone hero and eel-shaded look. is another mane 

ultimately self-defeating The arriVal of the next
generatiOn consoles and the1r next-generatton 
development costs could open a new path for the 
arcade as an accesstble enwonment for smaller 
compantes that simply cannot afford the ttme or 
expense to commtt to home console proJectS. 

Already there's ev1dence that the low-end trend 
1s attractmg new compantes to the arcades, wtth 
debuts from Idea Factory (the 2D fighter Spectral 
VS Generation) and a Subaru/Polyphony 

collaborative driVing simulator: ·t's also allowmg 
developers from overseas to compete tn the 
market. with Korean Psyvanar developer Skonec 
producing an ongmal Type X shooter (Homura). 
and Tatto's partnership with Eugene Jarvts' Raw 
Thnlls production company. If the Japanese arcade 
market can continue to court popular tnterest wh1IE 
also providing a haven for mdependent 
development, then this will have been, at 
last, an AOU with a sense of purpose. 



The gaming gamble 
The DICE Summit 2005 saw a host of luminaries consider 
the risks that face the ever-advancing videogame industry 

rom a certain perspective - at a certain 
hour, and in a certain state of bourbon, 
blackjack and bright-light-induced reverie-

Las Vegas looks like a videogame. America's 
Sin City, where pyramid shaped hotels and 
fairytale castles rise up just a few hundred yards 
from the airport, as if rendered in some fanciful 
game - all built in the desert for the pursuit of 
pleasure and profit; where better for the Academy 
Of Interactive Arts And Sciences to hold its annual 
videogame pow-wow, the DICE Summit? Even 

Ted Price, president of the Academy Of Interactive Arts And Sciences as well as president 
of Insomniac. and the same company's Gavin Dodd speaking on how to combat piracy 

by day the allusion holds; the snow-capped 
mountain range that encircles the sprawling city 
looks just like the unreachable horizons of some 
old-school driving game. 

Just as Vegas was once the playground for the 
heads of the mob, so DICE (Design, Innovate, 
Communicate, Entertain) - now into its third year -

Newswire 

The Wind taker 
The courtroom is handly a foreign environment for 
Nintendo, the company previously having lugged 
both online retailer Lik-Sang and Barbie goth 
parade Suicide Girls before the bench. Its latest 
spat, with South Korean developer Webzen, 
however, bears all the hallmarks of an open/shut 
case. Publicity shots of Wiki- the defendant's 
forthcoming MMO - bear more than a passing 
resemblance to a certain Nintendo lP. Despite a 
near-identical use of eel shading, familiar face and 
a cloned wardrobe, Webzen maintains that the 
game's elaborate character generation makes 
plagiarism claims inapplicable. Nevertheless, it still 
begs the question as to why the company would 
publish such a brazenly comparable scene, 
especially in light of Marvel's ongoing action 
against Cryptic Studios' City of Heroes. 
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Ecko says that developers and publishers are 
worryingly disconnected from garners, and as a 

result retreat into what they already know 
established genres, and a focus on technology 

sees some of America's most powerful publishers 
and creative developers roll into town to debate 
the future. Unlike rival conferences, there's just one 
track of talks at DICE: you're either in or you're 
out And quite often, they choose to be out, but 
only as far as the corridors fjust SO yards from the 
jingling slot machines), and only to talk up a deal 
for the next triple-A blockbuster. 

Bruce Shelley, Lorne Lanning, Sid Meier, Ted 
Price, plus a host of less well-known faces and 

Stan Lee, creator of Spider-Man and the Hulk, was able to chat to rapt fans after his 
speech on taking risks and using humour to create characters that prove engaging 

faceless su1ts - they were all at DICE. There was 
even a scattering of Brits, drawn by DICE's growin~ 
stature. Previous years have seen some legendary 
speeches - Seam us Blackley's sermon about the 
economic va lue of original games and Jason Rubin 
lamenting the lack of developer fame stayed on th• 
agenda for the rest of the1r respective years. 

Equally, people may still be debating Marc 
Ecko's interesting sermon at this year's summit at 
GDC and E3, and beyond. Ecko kicked off DICE 
with 'Creating Brands Without Boundaries', which 
he reframed as: 'Who killed Jabba ?' Ecko insisted 
that it was complacency, not Carrie Fisher in a 
bikini, that strangled Tatooine's bloated crime lord, 
and he thinks the same thing happens whenever a 
business takes its eye off its customers. 

The multimillionaire founder of clothing firm 
Rhino, Ecko exploited early-'90s reta ilers and 
clothing brands who'd failed to spot the growing 
status of urban hip hop among America's middle 
classes. Instead, they were churning out what had 
always sold -and trying to force it on customers. 
Simi larly, Ecko says that developers and publishers 
are worryingly disconnected from gamers, and as a 
result retreat into what they already know
established genres and a focus on technology. 

In Ecko's memorable words: "We're over
bui lding the stuff that matters and under-building 
the stuff that sells!" 

So what should be the focus? Culture, says 
Ecko. lt's an understanding of cultural trends that 
enables clothing manufactures to sell 'retro' lines a 
twice the price. Culture enables Apple to trounce 
better-specified rivals with its iPod. Ecko 
highlighted key cultural trends like customisation, 
·marketing the apocalypse' (catering to the bunker 
mental ity of the age of global terrorism) and 
popstalgia, which he defined as a yearning for 
"The things we once did together - or wished 
we did together." 

Heady stuff for the game industry, made all the 
more blunt by Ecko's hectoring, in-your-face style 



Ecko kicked off the conference by advising 
the game industry to tak• more notice of 
its consumtl'1. His first g~ will be Getting 
Up: ContMts Under Pressure (pictured) 

(he even 1nv1ted the audience to chant back 
•nsults at him). The passion and log1c of his 
arguments won many over, though, although it 
wasn't hard to fmd doubters who retorted that 
multim•lhon sellers such as GTA: San Andreas and 
World Of Warcraft suggest game developers are 
domg someth1ng right. 

After such an electnfying start, the summ1t 
was always gomg to struggle to ma1ntain the pace. 
But the session that followed Ecko's - 'Will Next
Gen Tools Be At The Heart Of The Next Wave of 
Great Games?'- effectively slammed on the 
brakes The discussion over m1ddleware (v•tal these 
days, agreed the paneO and grow1ng team s1zes 
(yes, they' ll get b•gger, but perhaps not as much as 
some th1nk) was a fam1har one, and heavily 
overshadowed by Ecko's introduction. 

Neil Young of Electronic Arts surely still had 
Ecko in mind when he urged panellists not to be 
seduced by next-gen polygon throughput; the 
challenge was to conjure up emot•on, whiCh he 
saw as emerg•ng from a game's underlying 
s•mulat•O"l$ "We don't know what buttons to 
press or levers to pull to produce the f1rst Citizen 
Kane of games," he admitted. 

Mark Rein of Epic retorted that there was 
plenty of 'wow factor' left anyway. "We're not 
played out on graph1cs- we're 40 years away from 
that," Rein sa•d. ·we can't even render a table 
properly yet, let alone the room • He sa•d that 
publishers had to treat creative staff better rf 
games were to stay on the cutt1ng-edge, however. 
"We're not going to get there w1th a disposable 
developer mentality," he warned. 

With Ecko's shadow looming hke the 
foregrounded comic book villam, a superhero was 
requ•red to get th1ngs mov•ng agai'l. Enter, to 
rapturous applause from the aud•et'lce, Stan l ee, 
the egendary creator of Sp1der-Man and the 
Incredible Hulk. Lee began by pomtlng out that a 
s1milar speech he gave at Pixar, where he revealed 

everything he knew about character des1gn, was 
followed by Toy Story, Find1ng Nemo and The 
lncredibles. "Do the maths!" he joked. 

This time, however, while Lee said he loved 
videogames, the aud1ence struggled to relate his 
adviCe to their own industry, if the Irrelevant 
questiOns that followed Lee's talk were any guide. 
But there were p enty of useful pomters for those 
paying attention: make characters interesting, take 
risks (Lee believes that the less-fretted-over villains 
are always more colourful for that reason), deploy 
humour when possible, and never leave the 
audience anticipating what's coming next. 

That's adv•ce that many games would have 
benefited from. 

Lee's most memorable tiP IS already in evidence 
at many game developers. "The main •ngredient in 
being a good character designer is that you have to 
be a v1olent psychopath," he laughed. The 
reverential reception given to his engaging banter. 
and his obvious genius for storytelling, suggests 
perhaps that l ee's greatest effect on the audience 
could be to encourage one of them to dare to 
dream of creat1ng a character w1th the resonance 
of Spider-Man. 

The next speakers. Ray Muzyka and Greg 
Zeschuk, for their part, appeared like a comic 
book's mad professors. Delivenng data at an 
overwhelmmg rate and submergmg the audience 
w1th graphs, slides and tables, the founders of 
B10Ware la•d out the1r strategy for community 
bu•ld1ng, and for using key consumers to promote 
a game's sales. lt sounds mundane, but the 
revelation that BioWare has between ten and 25 
people at any time working on building the 
company's community (as many as some 
developers have making a game) shows how 
serious they are. 

Why? The launch of B•oWare's online store just 
two months ago 1S the obv1ous clue. ·we believe 
there are a lot of optiOns beyond the standard 
retail model for delivering story-dnven games," 

WEBSITE OF THE MONTH 

In the same month as we ask where Star Wars would 
be w ithout Lego, we may as w ell consider where 
everything else would be with l ego. Luckily, the net 
is aw ash w ith revisionists who've wrestled that very 
issue and applied new angles to our cultural icons -
right angles. GTA Lego City casts Tommy Vercetti in 
plastic while teasing us with the prospect of Grand 
Theft Lego. At the other end of the moral spectrum, 
The Brick Testament (ww w.thebricktestament .com) is 
as diminutive an exercise in Gospel retelling as you're 
likely to encounter. But the plastic crown goes to One 
(www.spiteyourface.com/one)- a restaging of 2001: 
A Space Odyssey that'd have Kubrick spinning in his 
grave (w ishing he'd thought of it first). 

GTA l~o City 

www.brickflick.com/index.php7page=gtalc 

sa•d Muzyka. Some of the motivation is 
undoubtedly to get a b1gger slice of the profitS, but 
it's also about delivering new forms of games, such 
as episodic content. 

If the BioWare founders offered an unusually 
sc•ent11ic take on the state of the business, Sony's 
Or R•chard Marks is the ndustry's mad engmeer 
Havmg contributed to the core technology for 
Eye Toy, Marks now manages Special Projects at 
PlayStation R&D. whiCh 1ncludes looking at future 
Eye Toy-like devices. H1s rather dry talk was 
massively enlivened by some breathtaking demos 
of what a future Eye Toy m1ght do, drawing gasps 
from the crowd 

Marks showed off one prototype that turned a 
TV screen into a M•nor•ty Report-style interface 
Usmg a retro-reflect1ve matenal as a hand held 
marker, Marks man1pulated a table of dig1tal 
images displayed on the left-hand side of the 
screen, with the result displayed on the nght-hand 
s1de. lt appeared very natural, with Marks rotating 
and swapping 1mages w1th a shuffle of the haod. 
Few previously imag1ned such technology might 
arnve during the life of PlayStation3, but it certainly 
seems possible now 

Even more intngu1ng were demos involving 
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"Joy, thrills, sympathy and speed." 
Rez and 5pa<e Channel 5 creator Tetsuya Mizuguchi on 
what he hope~ to dehver !'IOW he~ Signed up for Xbox 2 

"Garners wi ll be r iveted by t he 
experiences enabled by Mizuguchi-san 
and Okamoto-san when g iven the 
proper canvas and tools." 
Micro~ft'> Peter Moore can't rrs111 a littlr d<g 

"I'm out to destroy the competition 
and my videogame is no different, I 
plan to shake up the videogame 
world like I did the rap world." 
Mr 50 Cent tal~s up hos fO<thcom<ng game 

"The game is unlike any 
other on the internet." 
To by Rowland cofounder of m da11)1ayer com. 
on NdncyOt!li'olfO's Qviz 0<-n Game 

" I don't know if it's because 
they' re impatient, or because 
they lack the ability, but no 
matter the reason those guys 
are a pretty weird bunch." 
Why a\kong Tomonobu ltakagi about 
TeHen s IS ... n to ~avong u·e Maze 
Pnson cut ery dr awl!f unlOcked 

lt's a familiar premise to anyone who's 
investigated Nintendo's connectivity concept. but 
researchers at Sweden's Future Applkations Lab 
at the Viktoria Institute are upping the ante 
for shared gaming experienc.s by not only 
giving each player of Pac·Man Must Die I 
their own dedicated dispt.y, but requiring 
that the players collaborate by moving 
their avatars onto each other's wirelessly 
linked Pocketi'C screens to win the game. 
Gameplay trials led to unexpected 
emergent behaviour such as 'trapping' 
an opponent's character by waiting for 
it to appear onscreen and physically 
moving away. With wireless multiplayer 
now a handheld standard, it's only a matter 
of time before the realm of possibilities 
expands in new directions. 
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Sony's Or Richard 
Marks was able to 
show off new ideas 
in motion sensing, 
including a pos~ible 
next·gen Eye Toy 

what Marks calls a depth camera. Here, the 
camera/console combination can judge per-pixel 
measurements in the 1mage being captured, rather 
than just processmg s1mple outlines. A 
demonstration, based around an 1nfrared s1gnal, 
enabled the user to appear to walk m and out of 
the on-screen frame, like a character appeanng 
from some extrad<mens1onal portal in a 
science-f1ct1on film. Other demos showed how the 
user could 'reach •nto the system· to, say, cast a 
mag1c spell, how they could mould at a virtual 
pottery wheel. and even saw Marl<.s' movements 
dnve an on-screen skeleton that dodged slow
mot•on bullets as he dodged them, I ke Keanu 
Reeves in The Matnx. 

From the sublime to the. well, less than v1tal 
A range of Amenca's specialist press JOurnalists 
took to the stage next to explain how the media 
worked. We tned to keep an open m1nd- and 
w1thout naming names, some JOurnalists 
acqUitted themselves better than others. But 
defences like "You don't want to burn any 
bridges" and "That's when we are a bit more 
honest" will never go down well here. As for one 
particular comment- ra1sed when IDSA pres1dent 
Doug lowenstein urged the journalists to 
consider their subject matter more seriously- we 
will take "We see magazines like Edge and Next 
Gen trying to do it, but they reach a very small 
audience" as a compliment 

The first day was drawing to a close; 
the audience was restless and ready to lose 
some dollars on Vegas' craps tables. 
Appropnately Blackley, now of the all-powerful 
CreatiVe Artists Agency, arriVed to explain some 
of the potential p•tfalls 1nherent in f1nanc1ng 
games w1th what he termed 'other people's 
money', as opposed to the trad•t1onal publisher/ 
developer partnership 

FmanCia nsk 1s the b1ggest ISSue threaten•ng 
the ga'Tles mdustry today, Blackley believes, but 
lessons can be drawn from Hollywood, wh•ch has 
learned to mitigate nsk by "betting on talent." A 
great game, he showed with statistiCS, will typ1cally 
sell more than infenor nvals, desp•te marketing 
bucks or licences. 

Hollywood uses rights sales, bank mstruments, 

finance schemes (essentially tax-avo•dance 
setups) and executive producers (rich •ndiVIduals 
that • are so successful they often end up dating 
actresses") to back talent and finance ma~nck 
mov•es, Blackley expla1ned All would come to 
games soon, he said, especially as the relevant 
Los Angeles powerhouses now see games as 
"hot commodities." "I didn't change." he joked, 
"so something else did. " 

Day two saw a vis1bly blurry eyed and 
depleted audience settle down to a trunca ted 
programme of talks (eventually reduced to just four 
sess1ons due to the 1llness of a speaker). 

Like the day before, proceedtngs began at a 
high pace, with a blizzard of facts and f1gures from 
by SCEA's vice pres1dent Jack Tretton. Thanks 
perhaps to h1s unusual role of overseemg both 
ftrstparty game development and sales. Tretton 
touched upon virtually every area of Sony's current 
thinking on the next generat1on during h•s 45-
mmute-long session, but his focus was on mak•ng 
game development pay. 

"The perception is that giVen the ma1nstream 
populanty of games, the opportumt1es (for 
developers, publishers and retailers] should be 
limitless,· Tretton sa1d. "In reality, th1s IS the most 
challeng,ng time 1n the industry's h1story." 

Tretton's main charge - sure to touch a nerve 
with Edge readers - IS that games are too cheap. 
"lt 1s tronic that the cost of development has gone 
up as RRPs have gone down," he sa1d. 

As a champ1on of development as well as a 
salesman, Tretton doesn't believe development 
budgets can come down without impacting on 
game quality- something he warns would lead to 
consumers deserting the medium. Thus, in his view, 
the price garners pay for titles must rise for 
PlayStation3. "Gtven the value, there's no reason 
why consumers shouldn't pay a higher retail price, ·• 
he reasoned. 

By happy coincidence, the next sess1on looked 
at piracy. Despite its catchy title, like so many 
debates about the issue 'Dude! ~o Stole My 
Game!?' failed to take off. Few doubt piracy is an 
important ·ssue - and a s1gn1ficant cause of ost 
revenue for the videogame 1ndustry- but urg•ng 
developers and publ•shers to respect lP nghts and 
stop illiCitly npping tunes to thetr iPods. to "set a 
standard for others to follow for now and future 
generations,· as lowenstein put 1t. seems like a 
rather optimistic approach. 

As Gabe Zichermann from Trymedia suggested, 
in much of the world, such as China, ptracy reflects 
the fact that games simply cost too much for local 
consumers to pay. In the first world, Zichermann 
argued, we have to accept that garners expect 
freedom in how they choose to use the products 
they buy. Beyond that, technologies hke mandatory 



online reg1strat1on Will prov1de the solution. 
Publishers on the panel and in the audience were 
unsatisfied. "it's all p1racy, it's all stealing the 
I feblood from someone who put all that work •nto 
tt." sa1d one, reasonably enough, but he weakened 
h1s case by claiming the music industry was caught 
out by failing to enforce its JP nghts, and by selling 
"p1racy equ1pment" 'n music stores (Well, that'd 
be tape recorders, nght?) 

The head clashes continued, albe1t at a more 
measured pace, in 'You Don't Need A Story If 
You've Got A Big Gun!' which brought together 
luminaries Daniel Arey (creative dtrector of 
Naughty Dog), S1d Meier (founder of F1raxis). Flint 
Dille (a Hollywood writer who worked on 
Chromcles Of Riddick) and Lorne Lanning (founder 
of Oddworld Inhabitants) to debate the importance 
of story in games "My sense is that storytelling 
os a very small pan of what we do, • declared 
Me1er. "Many of the conventiOns of stories 
conflict with what we do." Considering the 
careers of his fellow panellists, the Ctvilisation 
creator's approach could only ruffle feathers, 
but he returned to it repeatedly throughout 
the session. 

Top row, left to right: Sony's Jade 
Trelt<lfl. writer Flint Dille and lorne 
tanning. Below: Sid Meier talked 
about storytelling (left) and Tim 
Schafer spoke about game publishers' 
attitude toward creativity, his time at 
lucasArts and 'Mechanical Fire And 
Voodoo' to a responsive audience 

an Infinite series of possible stories.· From these 
exchanges, it's clear that the argument as partly a 
semantiC one. Some developers see story as 
anyth1ng beyond twitch mechanics (so story is 
character, say, or the setting), whereas for others 
at's a linear tale-telling device. Such quibbles as1de, 
it's an 1mportant debate; for years storytelling has 
been considered the Great Whate Hope of 
videogames, but approaching the tenth anniversary 
of the seminal storyteller Half-Ltfe, and judging by 
thas DICE session, that hope rema•ns as elusive as 
Moby Dack. 

If anyone can crack the conundrums of 
storytelling, it's Tim Schafer. The daffident and 
quaetly hilarious former lucasArts guru and creauve 

fearing some legal challenge: 'Space Pals' was 
surely Star Wars, and specaal effects house 
lndustnal L•ght And Magoc became 'Mechan1cal F~re 
And Voodoo'). Schafer explained that game 
developers were imtially steered away from the Star 
Wars properties, and encouraged instead to 
develop onganal games. He speculated that the 
plan at the t1me was poSSibly to prepare the 
company for a sale - something that would only be 
enhanced by a growing stable of interactive IPs. 
The result was legendary PC games like Secret Of 
Monkey Island and Scm & Max Htt The Road. 

Everyone else felt storytelling was vital. "The 
story in a game is the character, and today we still 
have very damp characters," sa•d Lanning. Only 
better characters can 1mprove the player's 
emot1onal connect1on with games "We're still in 
the primitive stage between finding out what 
constitutes a quality challenge, and how the story 
can enhance that." Arey went further· "I'm g01ng 
to go out on a limb and say that 10 almost every 
genre, a story can enhance the game," he sa1d. 
Even racing or sports games would benefit from 
taking players behind the scenes to see what 
mot•vates the protagomsts. "The NFL has made 1ts 
b1llion dollar emp1re by selling a story- by selling 
heroes and villa1ns," agreed Dille 

"With some publishers it was like creative was 
a dirty word. They'd say: 'This is really, really 

great. Really great. lt's just a shame people 
aren't going for creative stuff right now"' 

Eventually, though. the game department was 
allowed lo make Star Wars titles At f~rst the 
developer put just as much energy into these 
licensed games as •ts own, and the result, says 
Schafer, were good and Innovative games, as well 
as lucratiVe. But in t1me the big revenues earned by 
the licensed games took the focus off the 
company's original games, leading eventually to the 
creatively motivated staff leav ng the company. 

"I th•nk thos could actually happen to the entore 
industry," Schafer warned "If the creatiVIty goes, 
creative people will leave. There are other things 
they can do with their time." 

But Meier returned to the difficulties. not least 
the sheer practicality of non-linear storytelling. "If I 
wnte a Sherlock Holmes story and Holmes never 
goes into the dimng room. there IS no dtntng 
room," he said. "In games, you're having to wnte 

The IDSA's Doug Lowenstein (left) had 
something to say about magazines and 
the media in general, while Seamus 
Blackley from CAA (above) spoke about 
game financing and the relationship 
between developers and publishers 

gemus behind the likes of Full Throttle and Gnm 
Fandango arrived on stage to urge h1s audience to 
more take creative nsks when mak1ng games. 

Creatrvity, Schafer repons, is an endangered 
ingred•ent of game creation. When he was 
shopping his upcom1ng action/adventure game, 

Psychonauts (wh1ch he did a lot, hav~ng to swap 
publishers to Ma1esco after Microsoft dropped •t), 
Schafer saw executiVes who loved the game, and 
some who d1dn't, and he could deal wath both. 
What bothered ham, he explained. were those who 
said: '"it's great to see someone really going for 1t
but we'll pass on the game'. A publisher saying 
'Wow, you're really creative!' was a warn~ng sign," 
sa1d Schafer with a rueful sm1le. "lt was hke 
creative was a d1rty word. They'd say: 'This 1S really, 
really great. Really great. lt's JUSt a shame people 
aren't going for creatave stuff right now'. • 

Schafer's matn motrvation 1n development now. 
he revealed, was to prove wrong those who 
shunned "the stink of creativity. " 

Schafer's outlook is also informed by changes 
he saw an the '90s at lucasAns (whoch he referred 
to w1th codewords throughout the talk, apparently 

Schafer revealed how he h1mself dev•sed 
creative ongmal !Jtles H1s method is to try to 
enable the player to be the most Interesting 
character tn the game world. "All games are 
MechWamor," he said. "You strap on a suit of 
some kand and stomp around. The suit gives you 
abiht1es that you don't have in real life- even a 
tuxedo that turns you into James Bond." 

Developers oughl to be creat1ve, Schafer said, 
because there was no ev1dence that denvatave 
games made money; the bottom of the chans 
are full of ·me too' t•tles. "Don't bother play~ng 
safe, " concluded Schafer, "because there 1s no 
such thing as safe." 

it was an appropnate way for the DICE summit 
to end las Vegas, a oty where the odds really are 
stacked aga1nst you, proved an excellent venue to 
thank about the finanetal risks of making Interactive 
entertainment. And if Ecko or Schafer 1nsp1red just 
one studio head to greenhght an exceptional and 
original game, then the IDSA's third throw of ...., 
its DICE can be called a wmner. ~ 
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. INTERVIEW I 

The art of wire war 
An audience with Japanese codeshop Tranji on 
fishing, violence and the female action hero 

ew developer Tranji's debut proJect Red Ninja takes a 
surprismgly arthouse approach to an otherw1se sta1d genre, 
influenced by a meet ing of the minds (and artistic v1sions) of 

f1lm and game d irector Sh1nsuke Sato. We quizzed Tranji president 
Taka Sazuki on the curious product of their umon. 

Compa to other ninja titles, or even other action games, 
you've ~vivid colours and concentrated on light rather than 
shadow. What factors influenced your artistic design? 
lt was a combinlttion of two things. Since the characters were created 
1n a manga style, COl;IVentional·looking backgrounds wou d not have 

"We thought that angling for fish 
looked like fighting against an 

enemy, and that the idea might 
be good for an action gameH 

worked very well. We needed to use a more 
saturated colour palette to make everything f1t 
together. Also, both Vivendi and TranJi wanted to 
make tn1s t1tle look and pay differently from other 
1'1inJa games. We did not want to be 'just another 
mnJa game·, but to stand out above the rest 

W1IS it an intentional design decision for the beauty of the 
's atmosphere to be such a contrast to the violence? 

ntent100al. P1ayrng VIolent tion in a dark environment 
enJOyable to us We used the ntrast between the 

violence to make both of them stand out. Plus. 
--"'~Pill~ all f0t1r seasons m ~utiful Japanese 

game - but there 1s lo~ of content bes1de 

You've chosen to mix ge - drawing from stealth, action 
and platforming - while manx,_~nese developers choose 
to narrowly focus on one. What~ you think makes your 
fellow developers less experimental? And what made you 
ake the risk? 

panese game software developers originally li!xcelled m break1ng tfie 
rners of the meagre hardware of the 8-to-32bit era. 1n dorng th rrlj;ls 

tl\at were otherwrse deemed technrcally imposs1ble Now the plent1ful 
ources of the PS2 have allowed for those who w t to develop 

Pxr>PnmP•m"' software, as this platform could take the extra ndlr)g 

However, I bel ieve w e have come to a pomt where platform-driven 
game developmg w1ll no longer meet required expectations. We have 
mtent1onally placed our main focus on creating software to realise the 
game mechanics rather than rely on hardware-based mechanics. As 
addicts of the conventional ninja games. our goal was to create a nmja 
game worthy of the PS2 and Xbox. This resulted m our state-of-the-art 
ninja act1on game. 

How did the game concept grow around the mechanic of the 
Tetsugen wire? 

The 1dea IS actually based on fishing. We thought that angling for f1sh 
looked like frghting against an enemy, and that the 1dea m1ght be 
good for an act1on game We also fert that, m other games, there was 
a slight t1me lag from when players press buttons unt1l the enem1es 
are hrt, even when using guns. 

Red NmJa is not l1ke that. This is a game where players get 
reactrons 1mmed1ately when they press the buttons. We focused on 
quiCk reactrons with the Tetsugen: when you press the button, the 
targeted enemy VVIII de a horrible death. 

it's not easy to master the Tetsugen, but 1t's easy to p1ck up and 
play But players who master rt will find 1t much more sat1sfymg than 
other actron games. 

lt seems that some garners are less willing to play action games 
with female main characters than they are with male ones -
there were complaints about both Tenchu Kurenai and 
Kunoichl's female leads, for example. Why do you think this is? 
We think there are two main causes for that assumption. One of them 
has to do w ith female characters looking thin or slight. Players might 
think a thin g1rl can't control very heavy weapons and kill so many 
enem1es. [Red Ninja's] Kurenai is not too thin or too bulky and she has 
weapons that complement her appearance. You w ill know why she 
has su rv1ved when you see the Tetsugen in action. 

Another reason is the loveliness female characters have Kurenai's 
appearance 1s in between reality and garners' taste Although her 
personality is very faithful, somet mes she shows her g1rlish face, 

hrch is very nrce. We hope many players feel someth1ng spec1al w1th 
R m1a and that Kurena wdl be loved by them. 

Though kurenai is a strong, engaging heroine, were you 
concerned that she could be undermined by the combination of 
that short skirt and those camera angles? 
We drcJ · worry al5 tit. The seduct1ve content 1s one of attract1ons 
10 th1s game. t can on e a problem if the player IS focusrng too 
much on •t. then. they wli illed. 

What do you hope other games ill take from Red Ninja 
as inspiration? 
We are proud of our achieveme~ith Red · . lt wasn't easy to 
complete but I hope 1t w ill mspire o1~game mal( o th1nk of 
Interesting new w eapons and combat fo1"8q.ion games. t ~ 
before that. please play and enjoy Red NinJa: tho~nour! ~ 



My name is 
jamie Kane 
An ambi tious new interact ive BBC concept seeks to 
rejuvenate the market for 'alternate reali ty' gaming 

epresenting the first t1me the BBC has 
launched a game not linked to an existing 
broadcast property, 1t's clear that Jamie 

Kane marks an experiment for the corporation. But 
that's not the limit of its innovat•on 

"Trad,tlonally we've been good at servmg 
certa1n demographics; CBeeb1es for young children 
or sports for men, but 14- to 17-year-old girls 
aren't a group we tend to reach." explains Rob 
Cooper, a senior producer in the BBC's interactive 
drama and entertainment department. "From our 
user research, we know g1rls l1ke games such as 
The S1ms, so w1th Jamie Kane we hope we'll be 
able catch a spark. • 

A free-to-play investigat1ve web-based mystery 
game, Jam1e Kane puts players 1n the role of a fan 
of a Robbie Williams-style popstar, presumed killed 
in a helicopter crash. As rumours start to harden. 
however. 1t becomes clear that more IS go1ng on 
than at f1rst appears. 

Broken up nto 15 daily chunks of around 30 
m1nutes each, the game operates v1a a m1xture of 
ema,ls and At-controlled chat agents, wh1ch send 
players searchmg the Internet for fake websites 
contam ng clues. The character of Jam1e Kane has 

Pl•yers' regi.str•tion occurs though tlli.s BBC w~bsit~ 
(www.bbc.co.ukijamiekane) but t~ rtst of the J.Jmie Kane 
g•me takes placts via fake websites •nd a forum of AI bots that 
pick up on players' answers. Jamie Kanelaunches March 30 

been sneaked into off1cial BBC websites, too - try 
searching for him in the Top Of The Pops sect1on 
for example. At various pomts the game also offers 
players the option to leave messages via phone, 
wh1ch will trigger a response 1n kmd. 

"lt was one of the thmgs people really loved 
about EA's game MajeStiC," Cooper explains. 
"Blurring the l1ne between the game and reality 
was something we wanted to incorporate. it's only 
an audio loop. but I th ink it will be plausible 
because of the context." 

Onginating from a treatment from auThor Matt 

The game relies on players' 
responses to seemingly innocuous 
questions to create the illusion of a 
chatroom populated with real characters 

Beaumont, who provides the swpt, the project 
builds on the talents of Flash stud1o Preloaded and 
1nternet chat specialiSt Creauve V1rtual, wh1ch 
created the artif,cial-intelhgence backend. Using a 
keyword approach, the game relies on players' 
responses to seemmgly innocuous questions to 
create the illusion of a chatroom populated with 
real characters Each player is contained within their 
own linear experience, however 

"When f1rst got Interested •n alternatiVe 
reality gam1ng, the b1g prOJects were The Beast 
(a marketmg ploy for Sp1elberg's film AI) and 
MajestiC," Cooper says "The problem, however, is 
they tend to fragment, w1th only a few people 
actually playing and a lot of people watching. They 
only last a short period of lime, and for those 
reasons 1t 1sn't worth 1nvest1ng a huge amount 
of resources." 

The smgleplayer focus of Jam1e Kane gets 
around such issues. and also means the game can 
be kept hve for years 1f necessary. " Ideally we'll get 
around 100,000 players 10 the first year, " Cooper 
says. when asked his goals for the project. "But I 
also hope 1t will prov1de a structure so companies 
can see the potential of Flash gaming. There's a 
huge amount of talent 1n the UK. wh1ch is currently 
hm1ted to standalone advertising games. ''d like to 
try and show there's a market for more 1nvolved 
games such as Jamie Kane whiCh mvolve an ~ 
element of storytelling." ~ 

SAR ~ 

As well as the fake sites, such as this Dubai 
hotel, created to drive the plot forward, Jam le 
Kane's presence has also been integrated 
within various official BBC websites to further 
blur the illusion between the game and reality 

As a part of Engineering Week at the University 
Of California, an anonymous group of artists 
chose the facility's E2 building as their canvas for 
a timely homage to Super Mario Bros. With the 
help of 12 students, on-nd-a-half twilight hours 
and 3.500 rectangles of adhesive paper, an 
impressive diorama was ust across the building's 
windows "as an homage to the Inspirational 
works of great computer engineers and 
scientists.• By their own admission. however, the 
group failed to consider the lesser enthusiasm of 
the building's economics department, arriving the 
next day to find a quarter of their four-storey 
masterpiece removed. Having survived the rest of 
the week, the remaining paper pixels were 
cefemoniously taken down, the offending 
economists given a noteworthy farewell. 
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8 EVENTI 

Something for every gamer 
From Matthew Smith to shoot 'em ups and cross-stitched Street Fighter 
characters, Screenplay OS offered a smorgasbord of gaming culture 

ow in its fifth year the Screenplay fest1val, held at 
Nottmgham·s Broadway cinema at the end of February; once 
agam demonstrated the vibrancy of game culture. An 

invigorating mix of sem1nars. demonstrations, exhibitions and music, 
there were also plenty of games of various era and descnptions 
available when the talking proved too much. 

But nostalgia wasn't the only theme. Local startup Strawdog 
Stud1os presented its Bugs Of War project publicly for the first time, 
while the region's expert1se m onhne gammg was highlighted with a 
presentation on niche MMOG Second Life by Jim Purbrick. "We've 
solved the problem of how to create content for online games by 
getting players to do it for us," he explained. " it's a great example of 
unleashing the creativity of your audience instead of forcing them to 
do what developers think they should do." A sim1lar approach was 
being encouraged by researcher Jacob Habgood, who headed sessions 
on the educat1onal potential of game-mak1ng, both m terms of 
empowering students and, more Importantly perhaps, teachers too. 
And 1f all that wasn't enough, other attrac\lons 1ncluded an exhibition 
of cross-stitched Street Fighter characters. a pavement-proJected ...., 
vers1on of Pong and the chance to play Halo on a c1nema screen. ~ 

The headline act saw the return of mercurial Spectrum coder 
Matthew Smith. Reminiscmg about the processes and problems 
behind the creat1on of Manic Mmer and Jet Set Wtlly, he revealed he's 
currently workmg on a new Spectrum game, amongst other prOJects. 
Someone else m1ning gam,ng's past to shed light on the present was 
Tom Setts, who spoke on the h1story of shoot 'em ups, someth1ng 
backed by a collect1on of playable games rang,ng from Jetpcc and 
Tempest through to Gradtus V and lkaruga 
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Of Nintendo's new range, 
we like black and white 

Not as fun as real mutts, 
but a lot less messy 

lt's like those skylines 
were made for the logo 

Where were you on 
Tuesday, as planned? 

lt's hard to make calls on 
the basis of this, y'know 

Of Nintendo's new range, 
we dislike blue 01nd pink 

A THEORY OF FUN FOR GAME DESIGN 
An abstract look at the process 
of making virtual worlds ----------------------
Considering Raph Koster's experience at the heart of the on line gaming 
experience - Sony On line Entertainment's chief creative officer has been 
involved in worlds from Ultima On line to Star Wars Galaxies - it 's perhaps 
surprising that A Theory Of Fun For Game Design is such an abstract 
book. As those lucky enough to have heard his talks at events such as the 
Game Developers Conference know, he's full of anecdotes concerning 
how users interact with and within the limitations created by designers. 
This is not that book. Instead, it takes something of a midway approach 
between formulating an academic theory of game fun and giving 
examples of how such fun works in practice. lt can make for something of 
an uneasy read, although there are valid points and methodologies to be 
discovered. His idea of how the brain chunks up routine is interesting in a 
wider context than games, for example. Equally, his framework 
questioning whether the medium can ever be seriously viewed alongside 
other communications media without illuminating aspects of our 
humanity we did not understand fully beforehand should find its way 
into the industry psyche. But conversely, Koster's attitude that games do, 
and hence should, teach players skills rather than 'just' being fun seems 
to run counter to the entire point of writing such a book. Most peculiar 
however is his almost moral assertion that once you've mastered a game, 
you should do yourself a favour and quit. But if nothing else, it's a book 
that gets you thinking, even if it's not as fun as you'd originally hoped. 

TOM CLANCY'S SPLINTER CELL 
When is a Tom Clancy novel 
not a Tom Clancy novel? 

One of Faye Lampshire's remarkablo 
cross-stitched Street Fighttr characters 
(top left). The simple pleasures of Jetpac 
on the Spectrum catching the oyo (top) 
and the eager Matthew Smith (above) 

And so the Tom Clancy paradigm comes full circle. The author who 
founded Red Storm. the North Carolina development company, to further 
the outpouring of his crypto-military literary imagination, finds his name 
in the title of a book based on a character created by the Montreal 
outpost of that studio's current owner, French publisher Ubisoft. Of 
course, Clancy himself is only involved in this exercise at arm's length. 
One of his skills has always been delegation, as can be seen in the long 
list of scenarios he's credited as creating. Although where that leaves 
David Michaels is another matter. Splinter Cell protagonist Sam Fisher is a 
great game character, a steely special-op spook w ith a bag full of gadgets 
and a mission to save the world from cipherous groups of terrorists and 
organised criminals. But as the core for a book. even (dare it be said) an 
airport pageturner such as this, where do you go? Michaels does his best 
with the tools at his disposal. Backstory includes a wife, long dead to that 
most sympathetic of diseases, cancer. There's also his daughter. Once 
distanced, Fisher's relationship with the attractive 20-something is 
improving. Hey, maybe he might need to rescue her at some point? For 
it's what Fisher does that both author and reader are really interested in. 
Deployed to the far east, it's not long before Fisher is deploying sticky 
cameras and firing airfoil projectile rounds with routine abandon. And 
from there it's on to Iraq, Iran, Turkey, Cyprus, Israel .. . And guess what? 
The bad guys just keep on falling down. 



Half-Life 2 walked away with the lion's share of 
gongs at the second annual BAFTA Games Awards 
this month. Winning in the Best Game, Action 
Adventure, PC Game, Art Direction and Animation 
categories, Valve's opus surprisingly struck gold 
for its multiplayer add-on as well, doubtless much 
to the displeasure of Bungie. Nevertheless, Halo 2 
did bag the Xbox-specific award while Burnout 3: 
Takedown garnered well-deserved recognition 
in the Racing, Technical Direction and PS2 
categories. An originality award went to the 
Singstar games while Donkey Konga and Pro 
Evolution Soccer 4 were recognised for their 
achievements in the children's and sports genres. 
The night's most prestigious nod- the BAFTA 
Special Award- was given to Rockstar's Sa m 
Houser and Leslie Benzies for an outstanding 
contribution to the videogame industry. 

Romancing the kin 
The name Koei is firmly established in Japan and the US, but 
now it has its eye focused on the UK, too. We find out how ... 

hile the Dynasty Warriors series concerns 
itself w ith domination of the Japanese 
sa les charts through the domination of 

China, Koei has other tactics for taking the baby
step evolutions of its own games into batt le within 
the global publ ishing scene. We spoke to product 
manager Kenichi Matsumoto (above) about the 
company's fledgling Euro operation and beyond. 

The Dynasty (and Samura1) Warriors series 
have been brought to Xbox, despite that 
console's distinct lack of success in Japan. Why 
hasn't the series made it on to the GameCube? 

opening a studio in Canada that will be working on 
games of a more European and western feel. There 
could be games that adapt the OWengine to 
realise something along the lines of the Wars Of 
The Roses, for example, in order to appeal to a 
different market while also serving the hardcore 
OW fan who likes the engine and the style of play. 

How about utilising the engine to produce 
something a little more fantastic or demonic, 

along the l ines of Otogi or Devil May Cry? 
Horror games7 No. We don't want any blood. 
The top management at Koei are btg history fans 

and they like to keep to that 

"lt's part of the company's objective to make 
more games based on western themes. We're 

opening a studio in Canada that will be 
working on games of a more western feel" 

kind of theme. 

Three games are due this 
year in Japan based on 
legendary hero Yoshitsune. 

it's a lot to do with Koei's success on GameCube to 
date. We've launched one title on the machine so 
far - Mystic Heroes- which didn't inspire us to do 
any more work on the machine, even though we 
feel the gameplay was suitable to the audience of 
the GameCube. The way the market has changed 
means that the investment and development time 
required just isn't viable. 

Were you ever tempted to use the Dynasty 
Warriors format to create games based on 
western icons, either legendary or historical? 
lt's part of the company's objective to make more 
games based on western themes. We're just 

Why hasn't Koei produced its 
own take on his story? 
The CEO of Koei and her husband (the producer of 
Kessen 110 like Romance Of The Three Kingdoms 
and the story of Nobunaga better than Yoshitsune! 

THQ used to publish Dynasty Warriors, and 
Koei's other titles, in Europe. Why was there a 
need to create a dedicated European arm? 
Were there frustrations involved? 
it 's Koei's objective to have an independent 
presence in every territory in Europe. The Japanese 
office is 25 years old. the US office is ten years old, 
the UK office s two years old and the France office 
has just been announced. Germany is the next 

As well as the lack of blood, Dynasty Warriors S extends its clinical morality to its animal troops. "You cannot kill the tigers 
belonging to your opponents,• explains Matsumoto. "You will have to take down their trainers in order to remove them• 



it's Improved over its predecessor but is Dynasty Warriors 5 (see page 4S) - obligatory Xtreme Legends expansion pack 
not withstandi ng - the final outing for the series on the current generation of hardware? "I think so, • says Matsumoto 

planned territory, and then Spa1n. it's because Kee1 
IS very protective of its brand, and believes it can 
do the best job with 1ts best people to represent 1t. 
Also, as with any process that features a 
m ddleman, you lose some of the r1arg1ns; Kee IS a 
very profit-oriented company, one of the most 
prof1table in the software industry. it's the w1sh of 
Mrs Enkawa (Koei's CEO) that part of her global 
strategy rs to become the b1ggest software 
company 1n the world. and for that to happen she 
must have an office 1n every terntory. The 
relationship with THQ still exists m both Germany 
and France, and the relationship ceased to exist m 
the UK because a PR representat1ve came on board 
w1th the general manager to have more d1rect 
1nput and to bu1ld up our own relat1onsh1ps w1th 
retail and the press. The same is true for Capcom 
and Square, and the other Japanese companies 
that are moving across - 1t's 1n order to be taken 
more seriously, beyond being someone else's brand 
extension, which is the way that retail view 1t, and 
not the way that THQ presented it. 

Who made the decision to bring Nippon lchi's 
strategy-RPG PS2 games to Europe? 
Our Japanese HQ decided it. it has a special 
relationship with Nippon lchi. The CEO of Nippon 
lchi's US office used to work at Kee1, and the 
relatiOnship st1ll ex1sts. But the rela110nsh1p between 
the Japanese offices IS also very strong. 

And finally, Gitaroo Man ... are there any 
plans for a sequel? 
[Laughs) We talked about Gttaroo Man wi'en 
dnvmg around th1s morn1ng Steve [Marks, Keei 
UK's PR representative) opened up h1s glove 
compartment, and a thousand CDs fell out along 
with a copy of Gitaroo Man. Everyone thmks 1t's 
amazing But there weren't enough copies sold tn 

the UK, and the rhythm-act1on genre rarely sells, 
regardless of cntica pra1se. it's a b1g problem. The 
producer now works produCing strategy guides 
and game soundtracks at KOEI. I think the game 
would work really well on DS, but there are ...., 
no future plans at all for the series, sadly. ~ 

For those thirsting for mont art of games rather 
than games as art. Los Angeles based Gallery 1988 
and Acme Game StOnt ant curating a new show 
titled I Am 8-bit, collecting retro-inspired works 
ranging from traditional paintings to sculpture 
and plush designs. The exhibit will feature a 
hundred artists ntinterpreting their deepest 
nostalgia-addled gaming memories (nothing 
past 1995, please), and as part of Gallery 1988's 
youth-targeted mantra, all pieces will be sold at 
affordable prices, so the chances of walking away 
with a painting such as Sean 'fnoak.com' Clarity's 
Exciteblke (shown) are better than you might 
imagine. I Am 8-bit's opening night party is set 
for mid-April, with a closing night blowout, 
appropriately, on the first day of E3. See the 
dedicated website for mont details. 

;, 
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Tameem Antoniades of Ninja Theory continues his next-gen push 
inancial years are one of the evils of the 
accounting world. The end of ours was July 31 
2004. Having had the most incredible response 

to Heavenly Sword at GDC back in March 2004, we are 
now at E3 hoping that rhetoric will turn into a signed 
contract before that dreaded date. 

We are not taking any chances. Every big 
publisher wants something different, works a 
different way, values different ideals. We chuck 
the lot in: beautiful graphics, new gameplay, great 
7.1 sound, armies, on line play and some spiffing 
high-end technology. 

E3 becomes a repeat of GDC. though now we are 
given more than five to ten minutes per pitch and 
have a more senior audience. We again leave jaws 

One wants more online stuff, one 
wants our game to be more 
contemporary, one wants a male 
lead, another wants more fantasy. 
One wants a current-gen version 

hanging, tongues waggling and superlatives flying. 
One publisher asks us to stay behind after E3 and fly 
out to their HQ. Cool. Then another does the same. 
And then another. Rock on! 

A four-day trip turns into a two-week odyssey as 
we tour the States moving further and further up the 
publishing chain. Before every pitch, I ravage myself 
with nicotine, caffeine and Red Bull to fight back the 
effects of insomnia. Despite this, it's great fun to 
reduce a bunch of po-faced businessmen to hysterics 
by creating a human kebab from a few enemies and a 
well-aimed spear. 

By the time we get back to t he UK we have a 
string of publishers lined up to come and do their due 
diligence on us. A 'due diligence' is like an MOT for 
your business, though it can sometimes feel more like 
a full-body cavity search. 

it's now five weeks before July 31, and we have a 
bunch of publishers pushing and pulling us in 
different directions before they will consider a deal. 
One wants more online stuff, one wants our game to 
be more contemporary, one wants a male lead, 
another wants more fantasy. One even wants a 
current-gen version (everything that Heavenly Sword 
is designed not to be). Arrgh! 

With four weeks left, we turn away a couple of 
publishers so that we can focus on the changes 
required by the strongest two candidates. 

With two weeks left. one publisher is clearly our 

This early in-game art style test for Heavenly Sword shows off 
t~ engine's draw distance, lighting and textures. along with the 
character modelling of the game's defiantly female protagonist 

preferred partner, and so we begin to focus almost 
exclusively on that. 

With one week left, we've agreed headline 
terms and are ready to sign. Just one tiny hurdle: 
the US division needs to sign it off. "it's just a 
formality and there's nothing to worry about," 
they assure us. 

The formality turns into a requisite trip to the US 
for an informal face-to-face. The informal face·to·face 
turns into a full-on pitch to 30 of the most powerful 
men in the games business. We leave them impressed, 
but there's still no glimpse of a sign-off. 

With one day left, we are now back in the UK 
where Nina gets a phone call. She calls Mike and I into 
a meeting room: "You guys should sit down." 

"Deal done?" we quizzed. 
"No. They've decided that they want to own 

everything, not just the game." 
lt got worse as Nina continued: "They want to 

take over the company, move us all down to their HQ 
to work under their managers and our company 
would cease to exist. • 

My heart sank. lt's the game development 
equivalent of being hung, drawn and quartered. 
lt wasn't the idea of being owned that got me; 
after all, we've been owned by Argonaut for years. lt 
was the idea of the company being completely 
subsumed- our identity and autonomy vanishing 
that disturbed me. 

"Let's tell them to stick it!" 1 said. 
"I was going say the exact same thing," added 

Mike, but Nina calmed us down. 
"I'll try and salvage the original deal, but it's not 

looking good, • she said. 
The financial year has come and gone. We have 

failed to sign a deal. Argonaut's very public financial 
position is now extinguishing any remaining publisher 
interest. How did things go from being so good to so 
bad so fast? To think that we have an original 
next-gen game that everyone without exception is 
raving about but which cannot get signed is just so 
utterly ... dispiriting. As if that wasn't enough of a kick 
in the teeth, things were about to get a whole lot 
worse over the next few months. 

Who says the spirit of cooperation is dead? Eric Hartman's 
Bloclcland - sudden starlet of indle gaming - perfectly captures 
that spirit and allows like minds to join together on line in the 
boundless construction of interlocking block worlds. 

community has become deeply enamoured of Bloclcland, and 
has created deathmatch scenarios and weapons, allowing you 
to take part in both demolition and little plastic killing sprees. 

Bloclcland was created using GarageGames' indie-geared 
Torque engine (aka the Tribes 2 engine) and provides the 
ultimate sandbox experience, perfectly mirroring its source -
the original analogue sandbox plaything. 

To the delight of those put oH by all the niceness, the mod 

To date, Hartman hasn't been contacted by the toy 
company, but with the faint stirrings of commercial viability 
beginning to rise, it's just a matter of time. While the patent 
on the original block design has since passed, the avatars and 
accessories are still protected, so it's worth grabbing now to 
say you played it in all its original yellow-headed glory. 



Jump Superst ars 
FORMAT: OS 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 
EXPECT<D: 2005 

Nintendo has chosen to jump-start the Smash Brothers line with 
a manga crossover: characters are hoisted from pages on the 
touchscreen to participate in the 2D battle on the one above 

Gauntlet : Seven Sorrows 
FORMAT: PC, PS2, XBOX 
PUBLISHER: MIDWAY 
EXPECTED: Q4 2005 

John Romero and ex-Black Isle writer J E Sawyer reinvent 
Gauntlet in as surprising a style as their unexpected union would 
suggest, switching primary-colour 0&0 for wild dark fantasy 

Smartbomb 
FORMAT: PSP 
PUBLISHER: £100$ 
EXPECTED: TBA 

The first PSP project from Core Design after the Circle Studio 
migration, this bomb-disposal puzzler looks to be a similarly 
fraught handheld experience to Archer Maclean's Mercury 
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Announcements and updates 

Kingdom Under Fire: Heroes 
FORMAT: XBOX 
PUBLISHER: PHANTAGRAM 
EXPECTED: TBA 

A follow-up to the quietly successful Crusaders. Heroes should 
make amends for the cuts to Crusaders' live play with a >tronger 
on line front, as well as seven fresh singleplayer campaigns 

Bone 
FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: CARTOON BOOKS 
EXPECTED: TBA 

Sam & Max 2 refugee Telltale Games announces a project just 
as appealing as its lost l ucasArts title -the first videogame 
realisation of Jetf Smith's starkly charming indie comic Bone 

Shadow Of The Colossus 
FORMAT: PS2 
PUBLISHER: SCEE 
EXPECTED: 2005 

SCEE finally settles on a title - though arguably one that's no 
more shelf-friendly than the l iteral translation - for Wanda To 
Kyozo, and confirms a 2005 release for Fumito Ueda's giant-killer 

REDEYE IS ... 
Civil 

lt is to be, it seems, a polite conversation. Fine. 
Red Eye was never one to shy away from novelty. But 
even with that decision made. there are some things 
that stick in the throat like sharp-snapped twigs. And 
so the meaningless warble of 'So what do you do?' 
comes out punctured and flat: is this your job? "Oh, 
no, I'm a programmer, a computer programmer.· Shit. 
"Well, actually, t don't really do much programming 
any more. I'm really a salesman." Shit. "I sell software 
to drug companies- it's quite a fast-growing field. 
actually, very high-powered." Shit. "And you?" Shit. 

The introduction of the subject of videogames 
does not speed the conversation along. ("Bit trivial, 
really. And t wouldn't let my children play them. So 
antisocial!"), but then the unthinkable happens and 
he says something interesting: "The problem with all 
our Japanese staff is that they have no imagination. 
Honestly, Japanese programmers are so t imid, so 
conventional. We have to show them how to do 
everything. Can you believe it?" Red Eye looks down 
at his bag. In it is a OS and a copy of Catch! Touch! 
Yoshi. RedEye shakes his head. 

Interesting, nonetheless. look at the biographies 
of good Japanese game makers, and you see a totally 
straightforward career path. Degrees in maths and 
engineering and computing dovetailing into jobs at 
Konami and Capcom and Tecmo. One half of the class 
must have gone into gaming and the other into drug 
research software. One half of the class must have 
had a sense of creativity, curiosity, possibility. The 
other didn't. And so for every well-nourished cube 
farm of a Japanese devco, there must be a stack
jawed warehouse of IT automatons, wh ipped into 
shape by this lumpbrained idiot. The bland leading 
the bland. Just not very far. 

There's no doubting his conviction. His utter 
contempt for the Japanese IT industry is plain. And if 
he's right, then gaming is siphoning off the very 
minds which that industry needs to repair its 
reputation, the creative thinkers, the inventors, the 
leaders. If he's r ight, gaming is hurting Japan's ability 
to compete on the 'civilian' side of software design. 
Not so trivial, all of a sudden. 

Politeness is the process of repeating things the 
other person says with a question on the end. "You 
don't really do much programming any more?" lt usec 
to be military stuff, he explains. Aviation. Threat 
detection and prioritisation programs. Stuff the 
human brain is too stow to handle. Sounds stressful, 
Red Eye suggests. Does it still keep you awake at 
night? "Does what?" Wondering if one mistake migh1 
cost someone their life? Blank astonishment. " No, no1 
at all. I mean, I'd never really thought ... I mean, if 
there was a mistake I suppose ... well, yes, I suppose 
it.. . I'd never thought of it l ike that. Oh. Shit." 

A polite conversation . Not a toothless one. 

Red Eye is a veteran videogame journalist . His views do 
not necessarily coincide with those of Edge magazine 



I went to wotch Godzillc: Fincl Wcrs ... 
Game producer Brick Bardo takes a trip to the movies 

A 
s Toho, the movie 
studio behind the 
Godzilla series, said, 

this will be Godzilla's last 
movie. Well, they already 
said that when Roland 
Emmerich made the 
Hollywood version in 1998 
and a few years before in 
1995 with Godzilla Vs 
Destroyer. I would not be 
surprised if in a few years 
from now a new movie is 

made again. Anyway, Godzilla: Final Wars' director is named 
Ryuhei Kitamura. He was in charge of the cut-scenes and the 
motion in Konami's Metal Gear Solid: The Twin Snakes for the 
GameCube. And the movie is ... how to say ... well, what's the 
point in copying The Matrix now? You sense no love for sci-fi 
and monster movies in Final Wars. I would have many criticisms 
to make about this movie, but it would not be a good use of 
your t ime. Instead I'd like to tell you about Godzilla: the most 
powerful and famous character Japan has ever given birth to. 

Godz1lla's fame stems from the work of two men: E111 Tsuburaya's 
Incomparable creativ1ty and lsh1ro Honda's direction. There is a 
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common and famous story which explains how 
Tsuburaya was highly influenced by the movie King 
Kong in his makmg of Godz1lla. Sut it is more than 
that. Godzilla 1s not just about making a living 
th1ng b gger than normal By electrifymg h1s dorsal 
fm and then shooting rad,oact1v1ty from his mouth, 
they managed to create a hv1ng creature that was 
nothing l1ke any1hing created before. And agam, m 

The Third Kind, etc. These movies changed the 
1ndustry forever. Why did Japan lose its lead? Well, 
I believe that it was because we are Japanese 
What supported th1s h1gh-1eve1 special effects 
knowhow. h1ghly recogmsed all over the world, 
were naturally sk1lful hands. If you f1nd a Japanese 
person, try asking him th1s: "Can you make me an 
Ontsuru [origami b1rd l w1th this p1ece of paper?" 

Godzilla is not just about making a Uving thing bigger than normal By 
electrifying his dorsal fin and then shooting radioactivity from his mouth, they 
managed to create a Uving creature that was nothing Uke anything before 

Japan n the '60s, they managed to g1ve th1s 
unnatural and m some ways absurd character an 
overwhelming sense of reality. To achieve this, they 
demonstrated an incredible level of expertise in 
special effects. 

However, in the '70s, Japanese movie knowhow 
gradually lost its momentum m the face of a 
revolut10n. The '70s were marked by a great JUmp 
forward 1n movie technology, mostly thanks to 
Hollywood and a series of blockbusters like 2001 : 
A Space Odyssey, Star Wars, Close Encounters Of 

You w1ll be surpnsed how most Japanese can do 1t 
eas1ly. With these skdfu hands. the Japanese 
managed to make detailed miniatures, a careful 
composition to deliver great special effects. The 
only problem is that mov1es are not craft objects, 
but one of the most advanced forms of 
entertainment. Leavmg past wonders in the past, 
by makmg nevv mov1es w1th the 1nhentance of past 
knowhow, Japan's special effects 1ndustry rap1dly 
felt 1ts age. Maybe Amencan and European movie 
creators did not have the same skilful hands, but 



they have created some world-leading techn1ques in motion control 
and Cinematography. They have created a way to deliver these 
tmpresstve spectal effects w1thout the need for ;hese skilfu hands, in 
a totally new way from the Godztlla model. 

Don't you th1nk this sounds Stmtlar to something else? lt rem1nds 
me of videogames. Ten years ago, Japan was domtnaung the 
v1deogame Industry. But now, the US and Europe have caught up and 
1n many ways they have taken the lead That does not mean Japanese 
games are over. Not at all. I still believe we do a better job when it 
comes to character design and movement. special effects and game 
balance. Maybe 1t is a Japanese po1nt of v1ew, but when I look at 
female characters from US and Japanese games, I find the Amencan 
characters unattractive most of the ume, to say the least However, rf 
you cons1der game systems, development systems and technology, I 
think Japan is several steps behtnd the US and Europe. it IS ltke the 
Japanese movie special effects story - we are still workmg like skilled 
craftsmen making beaut1ful miniatures. 

The Japanese videogame industry, like the animation mdustry, rs 
walking down the path previously followed by the special effects 
rndustry I thtnk the time when our v1deogame ndustry will proudly 
make trash ltke Godzilla: Final Wars tS not that far off If some maJor 
game makers don't rnvest ana change the course we are follow1ng 
before th1s happens, I fear that 1n a few years the decline of 
Japanese games will be trreversible. 
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Comple" physics wrapped in 
lustrous liquid metal: the more we 
see of Archer Maclean's elegantly 
simple PSP puzzler, the more we 
want to pour ourselves all over it. 

Nontendogs 

lt was looking unstoppable 
enough, but the perfectly pitched 
packaging of Nintendogs is likely 
to unleash a monster, albeit an 
ommeasurably cute one. Irresistible. 

The downloadable demo that's 
available from Japanese OS pods 
reveals that the sister puzzler to 
Lumines is every bit as engrossing 
and several bits more frantoc. 

1 n 

The future of electronic entertainment 

The fi st shall ,e last 
Why Sony's waiting game might be good news for us all 

T here's a problem with EA's when it makes the backwards leap. 
intention to convert The But the PS2's dominance means 
Godfather into a game, but that it was always going to be the 

it isn't the one you might think. lt's benchmark, and it would be folly 
a nerve-racking proposition: one of for EA to aim The Godfather at 
cinema's most treasured anything else. Next generation, 
achievements given over to a however, it looks like all this might 
company not renowned for its change. Microsoft's determination 
creative sensitivity. And the to get to market f~rst makes it 
implications run even wider: just certain that the new Xbox will be 
how much might change if gaming the old man of the new kids to 
proves its ability to take on this come. The GameCube, despite 
kind of serious source material? Nintendo's determination to play 
How much might change if it the hardware business as a long 
proves it can't" lt's a pivotal game, is running out of steam. it's 
moment, a game that carries with the P$2, despite its age, which has 
it the potential to shape the next the most life left in it. 
ten years of game development. And it's that factor which starts 

And it's being designed the PS3 in such a strong position. 
around five-year-old technology. lt's hard to concoct a plausible 
Despite some extraordinary fantasy in which Sony throws its 
accomplishments in the last 12 lead away, or in which Microsoft 
months, there's no question that leapfrogs its market share. And so, 
the PS2 is showing its age. The for the next generation, the 
inability of EA itself to find a way benchmark may well be the 
to produce the Xbox's Oddworld: frontline of console technology, 
Stranger's Wrath on the platform not the backstop. And that's a state 
indicates just how unbridgeable of affairs that promises to 
the gap is between the consoles. revolutionise gaming far more 
Only time will tell how the subtle irrefutably than anything the 

~ visual tones of Resident Evil 4 fare Godfather could ever offer. 
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breaking off m twos to flank and overwhelm 
the player, bounding and suppresstng with 
volleys of fire as their commander rematns 
concealed 1n the distance Take h1m out, and 
the squad collapses to the base level of AI, 
no longer pepper-potting between items of 
scenery, instead charging forth without any 
thought of self -preservation 

What's stnk1ng 1s how, as 1t meanders 
cleanly between homage and mnovat1on, the 
game JUStifies those three development 
years. With each bullet, for example, bodies 
writhe and limbs scatter, explosions 

They advance in formation before breaking off in twos to 
flank and overwhelm the player, bounding and suppressing 
with volleys of fire as their commander remains concealed 

down to know1ng wh eh techn1cal fights you 
can Win and wh1ch you can't- you then cut 
your cloth to f1t. • 

If there's an achievement beyond the 
looks, though, it lies in conjuring up that 
trickiest of assets- personality. In spinning its 
tale, Cold Winter stops v1a a wealth of 
evocative locales where characters speak 
the1r nat1ve tongues and events are propelled 
both by 1n-game cues and rendered 
cut-scenes (though Widdows downplays the 
prevalence of the latter). Enemies go about 
the1r bustness unt1l you become the1r 
business and, when they engage, they do so 
w1th conv1d1on and character. When m 
squads, they advance tn formation before 

scattering nearby enemies h1gh 1nto the a1r -
the feeling of the thnll kill is GoldenEye 
incarnate Those features that were 
impress1ve last year are more so now- the 
ability to detonate a foe's grenade while it's 
still clipped to their belt remains a highlight, 
not least when you consider that d1fferent 
types of grenade are recogn1sed Tile game 1s 
replete wth features that enrich the 
expenence wh1le never once proving vital to 
the completion of an objective, such is the 
team's dedication to the creed Widdows 
revealed last year· "Anyth1ng we can do to 
allow people who want to fin1sh the game 
to get there has to be cons1dered and 1f 
possible acted upon. • 

Here, then. 1s the crux: can Cold Winter 
reconc1le the need to satisfy the hardcore 
wh1le remaining access1ble to that 80 
per cent of garners who, as Sony once 
said, never reach the end? We're told that 
testmg has suggested a game length of 
15 hours for the game's campaign- no 
patsy, but no marathon e1ther. Hardcore 
players may (and probably will) balk at the 
fad you can't adJUSt ook sensit1v1ty beyond 
its default setting, but we're assured that it's 
all part of the plan to avo1d "options that 
would allow the player to degrade the 
exper,ence for themselves." Only when 
we're g1ven a thorough look can we tel 
1f the d1ff1cu1ty levels and, crucially, the 
generously stocked multiplayer mode can 
deliver the long-term goods. If they can 
(and, from what's been seen, they may 
well do) then Sony's console may 
f1nally have its FPS go den gun. 

HYPE~ 

Taking as many cues from PC shooters as from those bound to a console, the game encourages tht tipping 
and dragging of objects for use as cover and obstruction. Thankfully, the control system makes lt simple 
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FORMAT: PC 
PUBLISHER: VIVENDI 

DEVELOPER: BLIZZARD 
ORIGIN: USA 

RELEASE: OUT NOW 
PREVIOUSLY IN: E125, EllS, E140, E141 

The day/night cycle of the European servers is synced to CET, and as a consequence 
many players will only get a chance to see sunlight during daytime weekend sessions 

World Of WarCraft 
From a shaky start as a Continent Of WarCraft, Blizzard's 
fantasy of an accessible MMO takes hold across the globe 

I 
t was the launch that had European 
garners holding their breath. Not m 
anticipation for the game, although 

after the rapturous response to the lengthy 
beta tests that could hardly have been 
higher, but in curiosity to see if the servers 
would stand up. After the chaos of the US 
launch gave way to a steady grind of 
frustration and dissatisfaction, the question 
was no longer whether Blizzard's first foray 
into the MMORPG world would be a success, 
but of how much success it cou Id stand. 

The answer, on the day, was not quite 
enough. The servers went down, preventing 

This is an enormous relief - not just for 
players but because it means the technical 
talk can cease and attention focus instead or 
the exceptionally engaging world that 
Blizzard has created. There's no question tha· 
the core gameplay can be boiled down to 
'go there, kill those, come back', but Azerott 
offers up this basic recipe with subtle charm. 
The world itself is absolutely vast. New 
players ask each other timidly 'How much 
have you seen?' and the answer is always th• 
same: not enough. From the gleaming 
savannah of The Barrens to the sinister 
luxuriance of Elvvynn Forest, each location is 

New players ask each other timidly 'How much have you 
seen?' and the answer is always the same: not enough. 
Seeing somewhere new is the single strongest motivation 

new players from reg istering, and catcalls 
started to rise, suggesting that despite the 
US experience, Blizzard wasn't ready. These 
proved premature, however. Now, despite 
the presence of a large flag warning players 
off the most popular servers and the 
infrequent but inescapable disconnections, 
Europe's World Of WarCraft has stabilised. 

rich with character and beauty. The draw of 
seeing somewhere new is the single 
strongest motivation in the game - a strong 
claim to fame for a genre so dominated by 
the lure of levelling up. As you make your 
way from the camps and wastelands where 
you first spawn to the prodigious cit ies wher 
you'll make your name, you can sense in 
each new place that it is somewhere 
memories will be made. 

What memories those are will depend in 
part on your race and your role. Blizzard has 
worked hard to make real differences 
between classes and peoples, and in the 
most part this is successful. The price you pa· 
for their evolution beyond the basic brute/ 
thief/mage/priest equation is that it's hard to 
be sure how much you'll enjoy what your 
character slowly grows into. There's litt le 
room for manoeuvre once you commit: 
although you can shape their development, 



Tilt scale of WOWs cities Is astonlshlna, and un bt acllltly 
ontlmldatlng to flrst·tlmt visitors. W1th tlmt you start to feel 
u 1 local, stopping to give nervous newcomers directions 

there's no swapping of classes, no chance for 
warriors to take up witchcraft. Ptck well, and 
you' ll set off with a character you'll ove 
oemg PICk poorly, and you'll be faced w1th 
~he prospect of start .ng all over aga tn W•th a 
new face and a new naMe. 

But World Of Ware raft's secret weapon is 
that this prospect isn't a daunting one. As 
the team Intended, they've produced a game 
which Is quick. Dedicated players can race 
through the first ten levels in a handful of 
nours, and nowhere are you required to fa ll 
nto the pattern of repet1tion and thumb 
twiddling that other MMOs mal(e a necessity 
Progress is swift and sure -and, curiously, 
sw1ftest and surest for those playtng on 
the r own. 

There's no doubting that the balance of 
WOW currently rests with the singleplayer 
game. The strength of its stores, woven 
together from mtstrust, rebellion, deceptton 
and exploitatton, revea' tnemselves most 
sat sfyingly to the so·o adventurer 
nterlocktng quest structures, where tasks 
feed in to each other, make it frustrating to 
try to slot together an evening of play with 
players not following your exact path 
through the game. Even the sense of 
explorat•on can be dutleo by the presence of 
ch1t-chattmg companions. 

As a consequence, mu·tiplay becomes 
about JUSt that play. Friends meettng up to 
help each other out, to visit a favourite 
1ocation or work together on a potntless but 
rresisttble quest to make a mechanical 
squirrel. it ceases to be about ruthlessly 
harvesttng EXP. and this shtft adds a v brancy, 
a sense that the world rea lly is alive, that the 
oeop e you meet really are people. it's a.so in 
groups that the value of the profess•on 
system becomes clear, as frtends collaborate 

Crucial for spudlng up tht multlplaytr gamt 
Is the Htarthstont, 1 tool which lets each 
playtr set any town as his home, and warp 
there Instantly to m ut up with friends 

on engineering projects and form impromptu 
sewmg c rctes tt's also witn others that the 
true value of each of the cnaracter classes 
becomes platn. F•ghling quickly becomes 
technical and skilled, requirmg a balance of 
different attack types to sustain yourself 
through each battle. Each class doesn't just 
have 1ts own complexities, rt has enough 
subtleties that players adaot the1r ftght.ng 
patterf\5 around the make-up of each team 
they jotn, ensunng that even the am able 
aim essness of much of the mult1p1ayer game 
remains fresh and satisfy1ng. 

There's no question that, despite WOWs 
brilliance, despite its beauty, intelligence and 
inventiOn, Blizzard's inexpenence shows The 
clumsiness of the PVP system has been 
widely (and r1ghtly) crit1cised by players 
seduced by the idea of a wor1d where 
thousands of people dedicated themse ves to 
the craft of war. Other bugs and imbalances 

remain, and will do 'or some time as the 
team wor~s •tS way down the liSt of problems 
and comp a nts But the promtsed amva of 
Batt egrounds (see box, right) will change, at 
a fundamental level, the nature of the game, 
bridgtng the gap between the PvP hardcore 
and the solo gentleman adventurers more 
ingentously than any game before 1t. it's 
impossible to shake the sense that the WOW 
of s x months' t1me is the WOW we s'lou d 
have been playing al along. 

And that's why the game tsn't making an 
appearance In th ts month's review section. 
But it would be foolish to let what Isn't yet 
there discourage you from experiencing what 
is. Ware raft comes close to betng what 
MMOs have needed almost s•nce they were 
invented: a fresh pa.r of eyes, a sharp mtnd, 
an enthusiastiC heart and a lavtsh, lum1nous 
viston. In Blizzard's case, it seems. ..., 
there's no substitute for inexperience. ~ 

HYPE~ 
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FORMAT ARCADE 
PUBLISHER NAMCO 

OEVEl OPER: IN·HOUSE/NINTENDO 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RElEASE: AUTUMN 

One of the ldv•nut• of 
the R•ce On ublnet on 
which MICA:GP Is b8Hd Is 
the N• m.C.m Z systMn, 
which •llows pleyers to 
dlspley their own picture 
8bove their cherecter during the ,__ The pme •lso 
supportS the IC C8rd ~ 
•llowlng pl8yers to trecll 
their own personel Pf'OIINR 
through the 11-· . _.. 
a giving them ecceu to 
Items they'v• unlocked. 

Mario Kart Arcade 
Are you sitting down? Nintendo has handed development 
of its precious Mario Kart franchise over to Namco 

I 
t was, without question, the biggest 
news of AOU. it's hard to know 
what carre as the greatest surprise-

the s ght of Mano kitted out 1n a cab,net, or 
the word Namco stuck next to his most 
famous franch,se N1ntendo, it was clear, 
didn't underest,mate the impact tne game 
would have. Mlyamoto was on hand, via an 
LCD display, to reassure and expla1n. The 
game was designed, he said, to bring Mario 
to a larger audience, to turn the franchise 
into a family day out. Disarmmgly, he 
confessed that he hadn't been sure Namco 
would 'get' the right Mario Kart feel (an 
understandable concern, especially 'he'd 
recent y been play ng Star Fox. Assault), but 
early bu11ds apparently reassured h1m that 
he'd made the nght choiCe 

it's not yet fully clear how Important coin collecting will 
be to your GP career: it may simply build racing speed, 
or it might be saveable via the IC Card system in Japan 

Flfst mdicat,ons are that he was correct to 
be persuaded. MK.AGP is an incarnation of 
everything you would expect from an arcade 
conversion. Support1ng up to four players. 
there are 11 characters to choose from: the 
eight Nmtendo stalwarts (Mano, Luigi, Peach, 
Yoshi, Wario. Donkey, Toad and Koopa ) 
comb1ned W1th three Namco characters 
(Pac-Man, Ms Pac-Man and a Pac-Man 
Ghost). There are SIX worlds, each of 

The staples of Marlo's racetracks- lava levels, beach circuits and dirt tracks - are all here, but there's a good amount of 
Imagination on show, softening the game's traditional crisp presentation with cherry blossom and beautiful natural deta· 

whiCh has four stages, gradually 1ncreas ng 
in d fficulty. 

The b1ggest change IS m how 1tems are 
used. Before each game starts, each payer 
must select three 1tems frorr~ a huge range of 
up to 1 00 power-ups and attacks. This SUite 

of three items will then become the1r arsenal 
for the race, piCked up from the question
mark blocks 1n the usual way. Not all 100 will 
be ava,lable to all payers - some are only 
unlocked after winnmg certam •aces, while 
others are only open 1n singleplayer GPs. 

If th1s development is new, however, one 
element IS pure, vintage Mario Kart the 
perfectly p1tched unfairness of the races. 
Rather than relying on supply1ng endless 
lightning stnkes to the player in last place, 
Namco is unveiling a new 'rubber band' 
solut1on to player catch-up, so that no one 
should stay laggmg m last place for long 
However, exactly what th1s rubber-band 
system entai s sn't yet known; nor is it clear 
whether 1t wdl guarantee tight •aces, or rob 
the game of 1ts skill and challenge. 

The controls are a very straightforward 
evolution of the JOypad system. The Sit-down 
cabinet's two pedals, brake and accelerate, 
can be h1t together to make your character 
jump, which ensures the game's trademark 
sk1ds will make it into the arcade vers1on. As 
th1ngs stand, these are a little tncky to pull 
off, but there is still plenty of t.me for flne
tun,ng. Once you've collected an item, it's 
flfed w1th a sat.sfyingly b1g blue button 1n the 
centre of the steering wheel. lt could hardly 
be more 1n tne spi' t of Maflo Kart- full-srze 
bumper cars to match the bo1sterous fun of 
the origtnal. All in all, it seems a very 

Mlyamoto's determination to make Mario Kart Art:4do: Grand Prlx family friendly extends to the early 
track design, which Is simple enough to be digestible for even the most inexperienced gamer - or driver 

promtsing debut from a game most ~ 
people gave up pining for years ago. ~ 

Tho sight of Pac·Man driving one of Mi rio"s karts Is 
unsettling partly because ht's a Namco Interloper 
invading some of Nintendo's most carefully guarded lP. 
but also because he doesn't really have any arms or leg 
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For those moments when a third person action adventurt 
somply won't do, surprises such as this Zaxxon-esque 
shooter amply fit the bill. fleeting and basic as they may 
bt, they still score maximum points for nostalgia 

Lego Star Wars 
Injection-moulded and mould-breaking, Traveller's Tales' toybox 
extravaganza brings two far away galaxies ever closer together 

tney'l reel off the same g' evances 
as the person next door- expressionless 
characters, characterless mach1nes and 
!llechanical storytelling. T1mely, then, is our 
return to Lego Star Wars- a game w1th 
cnaracters made of plastiC, mach1r>es cobbled 
from g ant blocl(S and a story str1pped and 
d ssected to 1ts barest bones Funnily 
enough, th1s apparent ch1ld's play packs 
more charisma and instant appeal every 
tme we see it. 

Here IS someth1ng that rem•nds us how 
mportant 1t 1S, above all, to ove yo.;r work. 
On the surface, it's a somewnat cynteal1dea 
that doesn't even explore the great potential 
offered by Lego. lt celebrates not the abi lity 
to build but, instead, the dlsarm1ngly simple 

As well IS 1 vendor that sells pl1yablt characters and 
Information, the lobby provides 1 level·sele« for when 
you Inevitably go back for those well·concealed items 

aesthet1c of little beings with moulded ha1r, 
crescent hands and painted-on clothes. lt 
does, however- as is increas•ng y apparent 
'" eacn build -execute 1ts bnef w•th 
painstaking fmesse. Th1s is Star Wars enacted 
by anatomically perfect lego people, 
thinking and act.ng with perfectly-imagined 
(we assume) lego brains •n an eclectic l ego 
world. In 1ts emerg•ng structure, 1t follows a 
dedicated Lego creed - small, abundant parts 
workmg together to great effect 

Traveller's Tales' direction will doubtlessly 
separate garners (and fans) into two camps. 
~hose who apprec1ate the unpretent•ous 
value of the toybox will reve amid the 
avalanche of playful distractions, those 
expecting absolutely anythmg else can 
effectively disengage their interest. Beyond 
amassing the 56 unlockable characters- all 

In reconstructing the movies' pivotal 
scenn. the game isn' t af11ld to take 
liberties with eithor cast or conten~ 
as the Oarth Maul encounter proves 

In true Proje« Gotham style, the game's grandiose 
hangar gives players a wealth of unlockable ships to 
savour, their components scattered around each level 

of wh1ch are met,culously an1mated -the 
game features a wealth of collectab:e sh1ps 
(trophies, essentially} that require ded,cated 
pursuit of its many puzzles and locatiOns. 
Most of these, at some point, require the use 
of Force powers to either reconstruct or 
operate des,gnated ObJects. This rema,ns a 
im1ted ab lity, functionally on par w1th any 
trad t1onallever or sw1tch. but s used to 
1nnovat1Ve effect, not least when two players 
work together. 

What continues to both impress and 
amaze is the degree to which the game 
subverts and restages the key moments from 
those fl(st three ep1sodes. You can 1mag1ne 
the Lucas illum1nat1 pounding at the stud1o 
gates, hysterical at the gay abandon oeing 
pumped into its zealously guarded lP. But in a 
month that's seen the soul ess Republic 
Commando h1gh11ght the senes' 
shortcomings, perhaps they actually 
appreCiate someone grabbmg 1ts slivers of 
charm and amplifying them with an 
irreverent wink and smile. 

There are problems that'll presumably be 
addressed - the AI you're teamed w1th in 
s1nglep1ayer needs tweakmg, as do some of 
the stages where the game hops out of its 
action adventure mode and dabbles 
elsewhere. Rest assured, though, should the 
forthcoming Emptre At War and Revenge Of 
The Sith 'all flat on the1r faces. a game like 
th1s m1ght just see the franch1se hop ...., 
out of its grave. ~ 

FORMAT; PC. PS2, XBOX 
PUBLoSH!R. GIANT 
O!V!LOP!~. TRAVELLER' S TALES 
ORIGI~ UK 
R!L!AS£ AP~IL22 
PREVIOUSLY IN: E141 

Controlling a..., s,., Wllll 
couldn't be simpler: 
typQIIy, one face button 
flm • we1pon, 1nother 
jumps while • third employt 
puuiHOivlng skills such IS 
the Fora. Dlffwlng with 
HCtt of the meny cherectMI 
you (8ft .... (In ,_ Pley 
mode, et IMit) tlvough • 
single level, the walleble 
range of 1bllltl• never fills 
to keep things Interesting. 
With Jedl chltKW~Sin 
Plrtkull~ the combinltlons 
of jump lnclltrlkl Clll 
produce- multi. 
Yodl, for-· will dllmiH 
his w1lklng 1t1c1c 1ncl 
1mbllng stride when his 
-pon Is dr1wn, lnsteed 
becoming 1 whirling dervish 
of light. ChlrectMs Clll be 
so e11C8111ve In their 
technique thlt kiHing either 
yourtllf or your plltner 
through mlsedventure 
becomes entirely possible -
• good job, then, thlt your 
111111 • re unlimited. 
Considering the lengths of 
tlmelt Uk• to fully 
plunder-~ this 
Clll only be • good thing. 
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Namco X Capcom 
it's a case of Rival Developers: United By Market 
Conditions as two giants let their powers combine 

T he new strategy-RPG from Namco 
subsidiary Monolith surely represents 
the fever p1tch of the current 

Japanese climate for all-you-can-cram-in 
f1gurehead t1tles. Ong1nally Namco-invite only 
to ce ebrate the company's 50th anniversary, 
t was dec•ded after two years of 
development that the 1 00-strong cast 
couldn't guarantee the game's success. 
Namco's solution was one unthinkable n a 
more thriVIng v1deogame market: a painng 
w1th another company as character·dnven 
as its own. 

Though Capcom Itself has little 
Involvement w•th the proJect other than 
superv s ng the use of 1ts characters- whose 
dream-team pa1nngs w1ll doubtless be 
treated 1n a more wholesome rr~anner than 
can be found on Japanese bulletin boards
Capcom's R&O head and rena1ssance man 
Keiji nafune spoke animatedly at NXC's 
announcement. Obv1ously passionate about 
both Namco and Capcom·s character rosters, 
having created several of Capcom's himself 
dunng h1s tenure as a character des1gner, he 
feels that surpristngly few rematn 1n the 
spotlight today, and sees proJects like NXC as 
a chance to revive interest among both 
former fans and latter-day gamers. 

NXC currently features a little over 200 
characters, each Wlth new 20 sontes and full 
voice acttng - the former a delight, the latter 
more of a mixed outcome, as some 
previously mute figures have acquired 
inappropnately exc1table anime·style vocals 
lt's l•kely the playab e headcou1t will c ocl( 1n 
at a more manageable 60 or so heroes, w1th 

the rest re egated to villa1nous roles or 
fan·pleas•ng cameo appearances 

Reminiscmg over an arcade youth aside, 
the game itself is a fairly conservative SRPG 
1n every aspect save the battle system, which 
seems 1nsp1red by the f1ghter hentage of 1ts 
father compan1es Attack commands are 
1ssued with a timed sequence of 0-pad 
button presses (although Namco did not 
nd1cate whether these arrangements were 
rartdom or character-speC''ic) and can be 
strung nto ground or aenal combos with 
su1tably flashy results. Below the act1on are 
two gauges, Hissatu (special) and Kizetsu 
(feint), which once filled can provide access 
to further supermoves via the face buttons 
Characters operating 1n pa1rs can comb1ne 
the1r attacks on an unfortunate opponent, 
and a further multiple assault technique 
al ows the player's ent1re team to part cipate 
n rough1ng up a target. The choreography 
for the resulting sequences suggests that 
regardless of how the game's other content 
stacks up against the competition, 1t'll be a 
worthwhile purchase for ser es devotees as 
an nteract ve mov1e alone. 

But 1f the power of its licences can 
guarantee sales on faith, renewing that faith 
in characters thrust into the spotlight after 
years of absence fa lls to the qua1ity of the 
game lnafune ind1cated that pos trve 
recept1ons for any of the game's cast could 
see them drawn out of retirement for future 
titles: surely even the most ardent fan of 
ong,nal1ty would agree that Stfider Hlryu and 
Wonder Momo crue ly hung up thetr ~ 
sword or knee-h1gn boots too soon. ~ 

Sttges art vlewtd from a rtand1rd Isometric perspective 
(tbove centre) until btttle Is joined. A freshly redr1wn 
Morrigtn sprltt (tbovt) stems miraculous tnough, let 
alone one duklng lt out In the world of Ghouls 'N' Ghost• 



FORMAT: PS2 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

DEVELOPER: IN·HOUSE (PROD STUDIO 1) 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: APRIL 29 (UK) 
PREVIOUSLY IN: E143 (AS DEMENTO) 

Though Belli can crouch and hide In any 
area, specifically designated locations, 
such as under beds, provide extra cover 
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Haunting Ground 
No 'Welcome To Alchemic Canine Psychological Horror' 
splash? it's certainly not your ordinary Capcom chiller 

o those still gunning down Resident 
Evi/4's bloodthirsty throng in film
grained widescreen, Haunting 

Ground might look like the ghost of an 
expired genre. But for all the survival horror 
trad1tions it upholds - a sudden-death trap 
here, a sliding-block puzzle there -there are 
JUSt as many it confounds, as moments that 
could predictably shriek blood and death 
instead whisper some new unease. The 
atmosphere isn't one of abJeCt menace, but 

Hewie can become dispirited by being separated from 
Belli or maltreatment by your pursuers, requiring you to 
pet and praise him whenever you find a quiet moment 

fear of the unexpected: lead character 
Fiona Belli's ancestral castle is so malevolent 
in its desertion that it's almost a rel ief when 
her pursuer lurches into view. 

That's pursuer in the singular, taking note 
from the Clock Tower series (along with 
some of its production team) that one 
relentless foe is as fearsome as a graveyard's 
worth of idly shambling ones. While other 
shady figures occasionally cross your path, it's 
unfriendly giant Debilitas that Belli spends 
much of the early game in flight from- the 
thrill of the hunt(ed) heightened by a 
migraine-inducing audiovisual treatment. 

Fumbling to interact with doors or hiding 
places can sometimes provide a more 
unintentional sense of panic, but it's still 
more assured than Clock Tower, and all the 
more harrowing for the lack of explicit gore. 
She's a girl born to look haunted, wide-eyed 
and porcelain-chee<ed, and the motion 
capture and in-game cut-scene direction add 
surprismg emotional clout. 

As if looking out for herself wasn't 
enough, Belli soon rescues a German 
shepherd dog, Hewie, from the same coldly 
perverse treatment as the castle staff have 
shown her. Even if you're more of a cat 
person, Hewie has such convincing animal 
honesty that he's the only element of the 
game able to be taken at face value - and in 
a clever subversion of the standard player
and-partner rules, it's Hewie that provides 

As Belli succumbs to panic, visuals bleach and strobe 
in time with her pounding heart: should the situation 
worsen, she'll break into a blind, barely controllable das~ 

the muscle for a frail Belli. Debilitas can be 
driven off by repeated savaging, but in 
addition to spurring the dog on to attack, 
you must also ensure he's called back to 
safety should Deb1litas turn on him. 

Managing the relationship between girl 
and dog proves an important sideline to 
unravell ing the game's murkily unguessable 
plot, as the more care, attention and 
companionship Hewie receives, the more 
dutifully he responds to commands. Ensurins 
they're kept together, hopeful and safe while 
the environment threatens to deny all three, 
makes Haunting Ground oddly compell ing, 
as does assembling the jigsaw of the castle's 
structure. Hide-and-seek tension aside, it's a 
slow-burn1ng experience- intended to play 
out like a bad dream, but at risk of sl ipping 
into sleepwalking for less willing players. 

The other risk is that it may never be able 
to resolve the questions piled on questions o· 
its opening hour, and an easy resolution 
could cheapen all that wonderful unease. Bu 
there's evidence here that a dog just ......... 
might teach survival horror new tricks. ~ 



lrrationll's attention to detail extends even 
to copying the moire patterns and dots that 
characterized printing in the '60s, a technique 
otulf pastlchtd In Roy llt<htensteln's otuvrt 

Freedom Force Vs The 3rd Reich 
The Second World War is hardly short of games, but Irrational's 
novel super heroics ensure this is no wartime surplus 

I 
rrat1onal's 2002 release Freedom 
Force lovmgly paod homage to 
the Silver Age of comic books. 

evokmg the early '60s at Marvel - the t1me 
of Stan Lee, Steve 01tko and Jack K~rby
w1th ep1sod1c, realt1me tactics that were 
part RTS and part RPG lt proved a tnumph 
of style over content in the best poss1ble 
way: the sheer bno with wh1ch IrratiOnal 
told the tale making up for the awkward 
camera and stop-start play. That same 
storytelling panache 1S joyously present 
again 1n the sequel, with ref1nements to 
the mechaniCs seek1ng to address the 
ong1nal's shortcomings. 

Still staying just the right side of parody, 
Freedom Force Vs The 3rd Reich pitches 
the team back to the Second World War 
to tackle Axis supervillain Blltzkr eg. A 

There's a Rumble Room. akin to the X·Men's Danger Room. 
which allows you to pitch custom teams of characters 
against each other. A similar feature was added as a patth 
to the original Frtedom Force, but only served to underline 
how crucial the story was to the game's success 

new story, then, but much the same feel 
to play, 1t would seem, w1th the player 
still pausing the game, selecting characters, 
g1ving them orders, then unpaus1ng and 
reacting, as needed, on the fly. The ma1n 
change to the eng1ne sees the player able 
to fully rotate a level - a welcome additiOn 
that certainly makes it easier to navigate 
in confmed spaces and get a clearer 
v•ew of the more hectic brawls 

Superpowers have been altered, too, with 
characters now typ1cally having one melee 
and one ranged attack they can use 
constantly without reducing their power bar. 
All the rest of their powers dram large 
chunks of this supply, forcing the player to 
use them sparingly. A subtle improvement, 
but one that ensures every team member 
has a use and 1s never stuck, power bar 

empty, be1ng little more than cannon fodder. 
lt also t1es m neatly with improved AI for 
the heroes, with the team members you're 
not directly in control of engaging nearby 
foes w1th their basiC attacks The same 
self-defence mechan1sm kicks m 1f heroes 
are attacked somewhere en route - in 
the ong1nal, they could quickly be piCked 
off 1f you let your guard slip. lt's a change 
that frees you from the donkey work 
of mothenng every hero all the time 
and, together w1th the refined powers 
system, makes 1t a more fluid affair than 
the f1rst FF. There's been no change to the 
camera angles, though, always lookmg at 
things from above and rarely flattenng the 
designs. even when zoomed 1n close. 

lt looks like the story and charactensation 
are what w1ll distinguish Freedom Force Vs 
The 3rd ReiCh, but the thing to remember 
is that the style is very much the substance 
here. the game seemmgly more of a way to 
appreCiate the ta e rather than an end 1n 
itse f Another mteract•ve com1c book, 
then, but one thoroughly worth 
read1ng on the evidence so far. 

HYPE ~ 

Arch bad guy Fortissimo is a large, bald 
fascist who's half Mussolini and half Pavarottl. 
His chief weapon Is a piercing singing voice 
that disorientates and damages anyone 
caught within Its vortu-llke range I 

FORMAT PC 
PIJILISHER DIGITAL JESTERS 
DEVELOPER: IRRATIONAL GAMES 
ORIGIN: US 
RElEASE: APRIL IS 
PREVIOUSLY IN: Et38, E14S 

Ffv3R's setting has allowed Irrational's 
artists wider - and wilder- scope for the 
kind of Imagery that leapt off the pages 
of the comics tht game celebrates 
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FORMAT: PS2, XBOX 
PUBliSHER: ROCKSTAR 

DEVELOPER: ROCKSTAR SAN DIEGO 
ORIGIN: US 

RELEASE. APRIL4 
PREVIOUSLY IN· EUS, El42 

The series continues its visual love 
affair with the ethereal glamour of 
illegal street racing .. With Its neon trails 
and electric S1rtets, the game happily 
indulges In an Aklra·style hyper·reallty 
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With the dtv~lopers' attention heaped upon 
its glittering visuals, Dub Edition retains 
an ar~ handling model that serves it well 

Midnight Club: Dub Edition 
More revving, tyre squealing and arguments about whether it's 
Lexus or Lexi, but can a magazine's endorsement really boost sales? 

•H ouse real b1g, cars rea big, belly real 
b1g, everything real b1g, • brags 
Mannte Fresh as hts rap 'anthem' 

accompanies your nrt1a introduction to Dub 
Edition. it's an appropnate tune, because this 
s one huge game. A 'ew hours in and you'll 
find you've barely scratched the surface. 

But b1g IS not always better, ano from the 
code we've played there's a sense that Dub 
Edition's content may have been stretched 
too th1nly. The format is now familiar: you're 
g1ven a modest wad of notes to buy a basic 
vehicle, then you have the freedom of the 
etty to cru1se around looking for trouble. Or 
rather races that can wtn you respect and 
money to p1mp your motor or buy even more 
powerful rides. But the lack of any kind of 
narrative, or greater goal other than getting 
100 per cent completion, g1ves Dub Edition 

the sensibilities of a treadmtll rather than a 
compelltng JOyride of dtscovery. 

Th1s s at an unf1mshed stage. however, 
and the game's lack of urgency and purpose 
could merely be a result of thts t's also odd 
that races early on n the game (through the 
streets of San Otego) are aggress•ve, highly 
competittve affairs yet the dtff•culty soon 
shdes downwards to the po•nt where you're 
winning everything w1th little trouble A 
good deal of work Still needs to be done on 
balancing nval AI to keep thmgs challengmg. 

Vtsually, thts is a world away from the 
previous Instalments, and the almost 
hypnotic blurring and tracing effects are 
splendidly done- especially against the rainy, 
dark urban skylines. Neon against grey is still 
the defining look. but there's more nuance 
now and even at htgh speeds it's possible to 
navigate the streets with confidence. And 
whtle there doesn't seem to be any 
overarchmg goal, the racing 1tself can be 
exhilarating regardless: if the hcence tS Dub, 
the flavour is often pure Blues Brothers, Wtth 
jumps, police roadblocks, bu•ldings to smash 
through and explodtng gas stations featuring 
in many of the circuits 

Prediaably, Dub Edition ts likely to fall 
somevvhere m between 1ts two matn nvals. 
it's piaytng better than NFS Underground Z, 
but falls short of the honed k•net•c excesses 
of Burnout 3. What could d•fferent1ate it, 
though, are a number of onhne modes that 
include Capture The Flag, Tag and Frenzy 
games. Played aga nst AI nvals these are 
already enjoyable; with reliable servers and 
continued support Dub Edttion could spawn 
a dedicated fan community lromcally, it 
might be the little games that give this ._, 
title its biggest boost. ~ 

1ft .. dNr ._,., rMChlng Dub's 
lnfll.a MW In the giiM. -'though lt _....., ...,.lt. _.. cechet emong 
cer mod fenl. Men~ heve 
.,_.brought Into the fold end theM 
Include Clldlllec. MMMif. Mltlubllhl 
end Chrysler, but In ello pcllllble to ride 
on two whelll with bikes oftlclelly 
llcenMd from Duced. bw .. kl end 
HotnNrtch. Of coune, • lllrge pert of the 
game's appeel comes from beefing up 
your vehldes with new pertl •nd dolling 
them up with dealll•nd sprey pelnt 
•nd In this depertment Dub Edition Is no 
slouch. ThouAnds of comblnetlons •re 
poalble, but though meny v.hklll mey 
look cll"-'t, the hendllng does not yet 
....... to be 10 finely nuerac~. 

Say what you like about the culture of transforming 
expensive cars into expensive pimped·out Christmas 
trees, but Dub Edition cuts no corners In portraying it 



Fahrenheit 
Lion head may be making The Movies, but Quantic 
Dream is creating just one- and wants to share 

I 
t's a rare game- and a rare game 
director- that can one-up Hideo 
Kojima's knowing post-modernism in 

the tutorial alone, but it was evident from 
our first look at Fahrenhetr in E 1 32 that t 
was no ord1nary project. David Cage spoke 
:nen about wanting the player to 'co-d rect' 
h s thriller's story, an 1ntent that's made clear 
when the tutorial opens on a Fahrenheit 
movie set w1th a casually dressed Cage 
talking you through the controls. 

And while Kojima has incrementally. but 
m1nutely, relaxed control over his etnemat1cs 
to the player by allowing (restricted) pans 
and zooms, Cage wants you to frame h1s 
:hnl er as you see f1t Each locatiOn s shot 
1rom several camera angles that can be 
fliCked between at any time, and w1thin a 
shot the camera can be panned freely In 
thirdperson or first person view. As the 
parallel stones of an unwilling murderer and 
the NYPD duo on his tra1l through a frozen 
New York play out, 1t's possible to cut 
oetween characters With sim•lar ease 

This integration of cinematiC techmque 
nto gameplay itself, rather than as bookends 

,.hrenhelt constantly experiments with multl·scrten 
camerawork, sometimes to show concurrent events or herald 
an epproachlng character. other times simply for effect 

for it, could IT'ake Fahrenheit Involving on a 
eve above that of its story!. ne. There's a 
sense that you're free to take as much or as 
little from the game's materia as you wish: 
whether breathlessly keeping pace with the 
protagomsts or pausing to document every 
last detail of their lives. 

Atari seems to be proving a sympathetic 
new publisher, though some of Cage's 
auter sm may be slightly curbed to improve 
FahrenhM's chances beyond an arthouse 
audience expect a more in-depth look 
at the game here 1n the future. 

Dynasty Warriors 5 
A sequel by numbers, but that's exactly how the series 
has managed to maintain its strength: in numbers 

~eh ch"acttr h1> hiU!Itr own unique mld·alr ettaclc, 
actlvattd with the triangle button. This ellows pleye11 to 
whip awey at 1 crowd of enemies btfort landing among 
the throng, or Just lift up a mort powerful opponent 

1i 
his, then, is where the senes ends, at 
least for the platform upon which it 
began. Mooted as the fmal PS2 

instalment. what does the franchise proffer 
for 1ts parting shot? No surpnses. that's for 
sure. Exceot, maybe, for the ttgers - 1nstead 
of tal<mg a bodyguard 1nto battle, you can 
now elect to be accompanied by a f1erce cat 
W•th 1ts own Musou attack. 

Forg1ve the pun, but all those blows on 
the battlefield have pushed the fog back 
even further, and the game is now capable of 
introduc1ng twice as many enem1es to the 
fray. something that results in the player 
becom1ng 1mpressrvely swamped in bodes 
The draw-in haze has receded to the honzon, 
and the game's most common Infantry 
fodder have had their energy bars reduced in 
order to allow players to hit the heady 
heights of a 1,000 or more KOsIn no time at 
all ("Just over 3,000 is my personal best," 
says Kenlchl Matsumoto, KOEI product 
manager, "although one o1 the programmers 
assures me that a total of 9,999 1s 
theoretically possible"). 

Musou Rage meda s are also avai lable to 

FO~\IAT 'C. ,U, XIOX 
PUiliSMIR ATARI 
OIVILO,IR QUANTIC DREAMS 
ORIGIN PRANCE 
Rll!ASI 200S 
PREVIOUSLY IN: 11U 

pick up, and g1ve the player an extra burst of 
speed and strength, not unlike a sped-up 
version of Samurai Warriors' standard 
Musou attacks. Other things have been 
lightly salted. too: 34 new stages feature, 
and every s1ng e one of the 48 p'ayable 
officers on offer boasts the r own storyhne, 
as opposed to the house-soecifte narrat1ves 
of OW4. lt's sl•ghtly slicker, slightly prett er, 
slightly more frantic and just slightly 
more Dynasty Warriors, then. 

Your bodyvu1rd Is now capable of their own Musou 
attadc. which can bt unleashed at tht same time 11 
yours. lightning will craclcle between tht two of 
you to signify that they are ready to follow your 
volley of supercharged bloW~ with one of their own 

HYPE ~ 

Some games wuggle to tell a story from 
one viewpoint, but ,.hrtnht/(s Is delivered 
through two Investigations Into Initial 
protagonist luc1>' Involvement In a ritual 
killing: his own (left) and the NYPO's (top) 

FORIIAT '12 
PUBLISH!~: KOII 
DEVELOPER: OMlGA fORCE 
ORIGIN: JA,AN 
RElEASE: SUMMIR 2005 
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FORMAT: ARCADE 
PUBliSHER AMI 

DEVElOPER CAVE 
ORIGI~: JAPAN 

RELEASE: QllOOS 

lbdra marks a change In houst style that 
Cave has planned for some time: to some 
it may not look strikingly different on 
paper, but in motion it's a new beast 
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lbara 
Gardens of roses and vast walls of 
bullets: it's Ground Force, Cave style 

T 
hough the bullets have barely dried 
on previous t tie Mushihimesama, 
Cave has already cocked the tr gger 

on a new round with lbara- cont1nuing the 
shooter house's current run of art 1st c 
VIbrancy thanks to new co laborator Kotani 
Tomoyuki. lt's when the se ence of the 
deve oper's bullet patterns and scor ng 
mechanics meet w1th the art o' a 
sympathet c character des•gner that Cave 
produces its most memorab e work -
such as Junya lnoue's stints on ESP Ra. De. 
and Guwange- and Tomoyuk•'s des gns 
for Mushthimesama and lbara indicate 
another match made in heaven (or, 
perhaps, m bullet hell}. 

The steampunk industrial nation of 
Edelweiss is under threat from the Rose 
Garden, a cabal of svelte villainesses who 
intend to cleanse the world of humanity in 
order for beauty to flourish. The f1rst stage 
of this beautification process IS an 
overwhelm1ng assault, drawing out the 
state's last line of defence: the Negotiators. 
Understandably, the negotiatiOn skills 
required are of the shoot flfst and ask 
ques:ions between levels brand, With 
the two player characters varymg m 
speed and f1re patterns rather than 
conversat1ona 1 technoque 

Operating on a two-button shot and 
bomb system, firepower 1s upgraded through 
seven levels of ontens1ty by collect•ng Shot 
•tems These power-ups pay dominishing 
returns as your level,ncreases, but decisove 
negot•ation can produce Bog Shot 1tems to 
bndge the gaps between levels. Collect,ng 
Bomb Items ramps up the destructive power 
of your payload, w1th 40 Items producing a 
Super Bomb. Apocalyptic enough when left 
to 1ts own explosive devices, a Super Bomb 
can also be used to fuellbara's special attack, 

the Hado Gun, which creates a 
bullet-stopping wake in addit on to its 
sweepong mult1·pronged attack 

Fmally, up to three satell1te optoons can be 
col ected, from a range of seven, to ensure 
every mill1metre of screen space s seared by 
weapon f re t's one of the more complex 
powe•-up arrangements in a Cave game to 
date, and should prove as pleas1ng to the 
tngger fingers as lbara's artwork IS on the 
eye. No matter how many bullets the 20 
shooter takes, 1ts death continues to .., 
be greatly exaggerated. ~ 

Destroyed machinery releases clouds of 
glittering shrapnel, but mercifully it seems 
only the debris kicked out by a player's 
death can actually damage other vehicles 



So long IS gang warfare Is Initiated by the rules. it's not 
considered a 'bad' action. Even a dirty fight ctn bt atoned for 
with a round of good detds, such IS transporting the elderly 
(right)- keeping a clu n profile keeps the police at bay and 
avoids the thru t of htvlng your acctsSO(liS confiscated 

FORMAT. PU 
PUBLISHER SPIKE 
DEVELOPER: Y' SK 

ORIG ~: JAPAN 
RELEASE' QZ ZOOS (JAPAN) 

Kenka Bancho 
Quiffs and f ists f ly in the nearest-to
the-brass-knuckles eastern GTA yet 

J 
apanese game developers have been 
attempting to create a 1oca take on 
the GTA phenomenon for several 

years, with the d·fflcult es of scope further 
compoicated by the Issue of sklrt.ng the 
public's sens1bilit es. While Sp. ke has been 
among the few not to ptay down the 
potential for violence with 1ts Way Of The 
Samurai series, those games' feudal settings 
were seen as a method to make the 
bloodshed acceptable. 

Wtth Kenka Sancho, the publisher inches 
closer to contemporary Japan, portraying the 
youth gang culture of the 'Yankls' -but in a 
comlcal l1ght, rather than the harder-edged 
amorality of the title that Inspired it. Starting 
at the bottom of the Yanki heap, the player 
ts for the most part free to make his own 
climb to the top, although at least 50 
set-piece events w 11 ftgure into his career 

Honour among Yankis takes the form of 
a c1vil sed aoproacn to duelling, in which the 
prayer and their 11va must ftrst stare each 
other down When eye contact - represented 
by an e ectrtcal f e.d, the Mencht Beam- is 
estab 1shed, a s anglng match starts, in which 

Onmyo Taisenki 
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FORMAT: PU 
PUBLISHER: IANDAI 

DEVELOPER: IN•HDUSI 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: MARCH J1 (JAPAN) 

Camera input meets trading card game meets anime, 
as Bandai shakes out the big box of play gimmicks 

D 
espite heavyweight support 1n the 
form of Sega Superstars and Saru 
Eye Toy, the Eye Toy's Japanese 

reception has been considerably frost1er than 
the one it enjoyed in Europe. Local 
developers continue to be intrigued by Its 
concept, though, and Onmyo Ta1senki 
represents another attempt to tap the little 
camera's potent.al 

The main game modt follows tht striiS' 
lud~ 1 boy and his divine white tiger 
companion, but a free play mode will allow 
the player to taktany of the game's 
attractively rendered characters Into battle 

With the EyeToy being angled increasingly 
towards the children's market in the east, 
Bandai's title draws on a popular animated 
series, already snapped up by the licence 
giant for a trading card line. Like Harmontx's 
recent AntiGrav, Onmyo Taisenk1 does not 
d splay the player on the screen -the first 
Japanese Eye Toy t1tle to take this approach -
1nstead playmg out as a eel-shaded action 
game, complete w th brancnlng story paths 
and the series' vo•ce actors on o•alogue. 

Eye Toy contro features In the frequent 
battle scenes, in wnich the player must show 
one 'ace of a two-s ded colour card to 
command their characters: a green face for 
a standard attac<, :he ViOlet face for a speetal 
attack. Once IMtated, a move sequence s 
d splayed on screen for the player to trace 
out, and sequences can apparent y be 
linked together to form s1mp e combos In 
a canny examp e of cross-marketing, the 
next ser es of trad1ng cards will feature 
barcodes compatible w1th the game that 
allow access to the special features deswbed 
on each card. 

A series of mlnlgames, possibly more 

Customlsatlon Is kay In Kenkl B1ncho, with the 1blllty ti 
acceuorlst from aviator shadtsand tracksuits to the 
ultimate In functional bllng: a gold but bell bat (tbove) 

the player must chain arguments together 
until his opponent is humiliated. If it all 
seems a little Monkey Island, things take a 
turn for the gangland after this posturing 
session, when the winner throws the f~rst 
punch (or swmgs the first baseball bat). 
However, as the player's reputation r ses, so 
does h1s lii<elihood of cowing upstart Yank1s 
With the staredown a one 

lt may be a sweep ng santtisat•on of 
youth delinquency, but Kenka Sancho s alsc 
tndicat on that more Jaoanese developers an 
looking to revita ise their so'tware market 
Wlth the r own tal<e on western ootential, 
rather than hoping to se I v canous 
western games bac< to the west 

Combat •v•lnllllock tnemlts ln the story mode Is. 
with the exc.eptlon of thtln)IUI. f1 lrty straightforward. 
Wlltthtt tilt twopllytt matchts will pl1y out like some 
sort of mlmt Ttkktn Is 1 more lnttrtstlng prospect 

tradit onally Eye Toy onented, and a 
two player versus mode round out the tit e. 
If Onmyo Ta1senki can break the Japanese 
Eye Toy sales curse, 1t will be interesting to 
see whether tt does so on the back of the 
series' oopularity or the relegation of the 
camera to a slightly less self-conscious ._. 
method of input. ~ 



so 

FORMAT: PC, PS2, XI OX 
PUBLISHER: MCZ 

DEVElOPER: REBELLION 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE· ZOOS 
PREVIOUSLY IN· Et4t 

Sniper Elite 
Previous WWII games have given you hundreds of bullets t o turn 
t he t ide of t he war. Sniper Elite does it one careful round at a t ime 

he last t1me we saw Rebellion's 
urban sharpshooter it was at a stage 
where the overall atmosphere, even 

w1th the sohd1ty of 1ts accurately remodeled 
and bombed-out Berlin. was still d1fficult to 
ascertain. The latest version's haze of bleary 
sunlight and murky depth of field (equally 
solid on the PS2 version, With Its mudd1er 
textures almost f•ttmg the sepia desolation) 
do much to address that atmosphere and 
inst1l a fresh take on heart-m-mouth stealth. 
it's the periods of quiet that are the worst, 
drawmg a panicked bead on every 
movement from a wmdblown leaf or 
scurrying rat, spnnt1ng across too-open, 
too-exposed ground before settlmg back 
into viewing the c1ty down the scope of a 
high-powered nfle 

Tnirdperson close combat w1th pistol or 
appropriated mach1neguns is loud and 
inefficient compared to a single devastating 

Staying olfvt muns spending much of your time uaw11ng on your belly: not only does 11 minimise your 
profile,lt stabilises your aim for sniping prKision. Vehicles can be Ignited with a shot to tht fuel tank 

Your binoculars provide a slightly less tunneltd view o 
your surroundings than the scope. so lt's best to use tt 
to spot targets before switching to your rifle for the k 

long-range shot. but st1ll brutally effectiVe, 
suggestmg that the protracted cat -and
mouse matches the developer envisions for 
on line multi player could be ignored by 
players in favour o• a WWII mterpretat1on o 
SOCOM. But that's a matter to be shaped t 
how successful the smgleplayer is in 
encouragmg lone-wol f instead of gung-ho 
mentality. Constdering the power a single 
profic ent sntper welds in deathmatch 
games, 1t bodes well that every prospective 
Sntper Elite player will have worked their w< 
through a campaign ded1ca ted to teaching 
the fine art 

lt's already apparent in the splitscreen 
cooperative play, whtch qu1ckly settles 1nto < 
murderous symmetry of one player pinnmg 
down enem1es for the other to pick off. 
Teamwork is a little over-ng1dly enforced by 
players be1ng unable to leave a certain rad1u 
of their partner, bu~ the duck-and-cover 
pacing IS as taut as the singleplayer game, a 
is the uncertainty of threat. While squads of 
soldiers are predictable in their placement, 
they're not so predictable tn their react1ons t 
be1ng shot at, and tn the t1me it takes to 
duck behind a window s1ll under fire and 
return your sights to the street they've often 
vamshed into the rutns. Considerably more 
a arming 1s enemy smpers' capac1ty to ghost 
away from their randomly assigned vantage 
points when discovered, although it 's the 
most sadistic of pleasures to pan your scope 
down a street and find one sl<lWy crawling 
on al fours, unawares, into your crossha,rs 

Prom1smgly, diff1culty (and realism) can bt 
modified on a global or mdividual factor 
scale, to provide anything from bolt-action 
ra lgun accuracy to an Olymptc consideration 
of distance and decay. Even at its most 
arcade-like, 1t's a considerably more brood1 n~ 

game than its WWII brethren, and all the 
more interesting for it: whether players can 
reconcile the need for pat,ence with the 
instinct to run and gun st1ll seems the ~ 
game's major unanswered questton. ~ 









Given his appreciation of how to portray violence in as 
aggressive and arterial a fashion as the situation demands, we 
asked Jaffe's opinion on the recent proliferation of bloodless 
warfare, from Medal Of Honor to Mercenaries. "Every game 
has different goals, and action doesn't need to be gory or 
realistic in order to succeed. So while I think a bloody, realistic· 
as-hell WWII game would be cool, I appreciate that EA was not 
going for that. And I really liked Mercenaries. I thonk it's cool 
that younger players, who are cut off from the gory games, 
can enjoy these titles- as long as I can still get my adult· 
themed games, what's wrong with a company going the 
mainstream route and trying to appeal to more people 7" 
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ture proof 
For many, the original Wipeout 
defined the original PlayStation. But 
did this futuristic racer belong on a 
more futuristic console all along? 

ipeout is one of videogaming's most enduring 
W lies, sitting alongside the 'failure' of the Nintendo 

64 as one of the most relied-upon myths of the 
last generation. Wipeout was the game that wooed the 
casual gamer. Its club-culture cool and grown-up greys 
reassured 20-somethings that gaming wasn't for geeks, it 
was for people. Wipeout was the game that let Sony 
reinvent gaming's appeal - or destroy its soul, depending 
on who you talk to. 

lt's a myth grounded in reality, of course, as so many 
are. The absence of toybox tunes and primary-coloured 
cartoon creatures, not to mention its advertising leading 
Sony's charge into clubs, undoubtedly gave the 
PlayStation a substantial credibility lift. But the importance 
of Wipeout was never that it made gaming look 
grown-up, nor that it made it look cool. Its importance 
was that Sony had promised you the future and Wipeout 
was the game which delivered it lt was never a game 
designed to woo newcomers to gaming, not least 
because the unforgiving brutality of the control system 
alienated even dedicated players. And it was hardly a 
de-geeked face of gaming, steeped as it was in the 
detailed fantasy of the future of Fl, from the reclaimed 
titanium on the racetracks to the leaked government 
documents in the manual. But everything about the way 
it looked and the way it sounded proclaimed that the 
future had arrived. Seeing Tekken for the first t ime was 
like watching evolution in action. Playing Wipeout was 
like stepping out of a time machine. 

So, with the arrival of PSP. the history of the future is 
repeating. Sony, with another device which is all about 
moving things forward, looks to Liverpool for an 
illustration of its vision. Except this time, instead of a 
revolution, what we're getting is the fifth instalment in a 
fading franchise. Can it really turn the clock back? 

The answer. albeit a preliminary one, is yes. Within 
seconds of the game starting to load, there's a clear sense 
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that the reason the senes was fadtng was that it was 
waitmg for the hardware to ca tch up. it's never been 
done better justice than on the PSP screen, a device that 
itself looks to have slid from some trackstde holographic 
hoarding. So crisp is the imagery that you can watch from 
across the room, not just over someone's shoulder, and 
tmmedtately place the Wtpeout lines, the curves, that at 
once neutral and yet unmtstakably European futurism. 
The uncompltcated textures that served tt so well on the 
PS 1 are repnsed even crisper and stark er on that immense 
small screen, haloed Wlth warm sun glare or neon glow 
through the undulating circutts of Pure's new locattons. 

lt's too early to be sure of how effortlessly those eight 
tracks wtll become looped tnto your bratn, or how well 
they'll adjust to Pure's five speed classes (starting at the 
leisurely tour of Vector and accelerating dramatically 
towards the terminal velocity of Phantom). What's already 

The uncomplicated textures that 
served it so well on the PSl are 
reprised even crisper on this screen 

11 I 
clear is that at least some have the potential to be classics. 
Wipeout's racing has never felt like anythmg else: that 
contradictory sense of bemg both airborne and yet 
connected to the ground has never been satisfactorily 
pulled off tn another racer, future or otherwtse. The 
sw•ngtng whoosh of the atrbrakes, desptte offenng 
familiar back-end thrills, ts utterly d1st1nct from the 
tyre smoke of OutRun or the ptrouettes of Rtdge Racers. 
Combined with the subtlettes of nose control and the 
stnuous curls of the series' trademark cambers, Wipeout's 
racmg lines are defiantly three-dimensional, as often 
bisected with right angles as swept wtth curves. lt's a 
complex set of ingredients, but the best of Pure's new 
tracks have them in carefully calibrated doses. 

Ship design Is u strong as ever, from the smooth curves of Zone mode's 
standard ships to the sleek lines of new crafts like the Harlmau. Being shunted 
between tht prongs of an Auricom (centre right) is a startllngexperitn<t 

Alongside the eight new tracks, Pure also 
returns to four familiar Wipeout courses, one from 
each of its earlier incarnations (Karbonis, Sagarmatha, 
Manor Top and Mandrashee). though all but the most 
analytical of racing mtnds will be hard pressed to 
recogmse them from the outset. These are 'stmulat•ons', 
not rehashes, constructed from abstract slabs of paste 
and d g•tal hetroglyphics that challenge veterans to 
navigate by memory rather than landmarks. The 
conce•t of artifiCiality •s absolute: craft are rendered as 
blocky, segmented representations, weapons impact m 
a cascade of blocky ptxels, and the start line isn' t 
wreathed by cheers, but the chirruping of digital 
crickets. However, initial impressions are that these 
aren't quite as successful as the bespoke tracks, despite 
the susptcion that some corners and cambers have been 
tweaked to fit Pure's handling. 

The other new addttion is Zone mode, Wlth dedicated 
Zone tracks prov1ding the f•nal four of Pure's 16 tracks. 
Zone·s not new in 1ts structure- tt's the same hi-score
happy survtval mode that was one of the few 
enthuSiaStiCally recetved introductions from Wtpeout 
Fuston, reqwmg you to loop the same track over and 
over as your craft gradually and unstoppably accelerates 
beyond your ab11ity to control it. Instead its newness tS 
purely aesthetic, a searing palette of whttes and whiter-

Racing is satisfyingly physical and urly laps can be 
brutal. Shunting opponents oH the racing line just 
before a boost arrow Is a particularly sound tactic 



than-wh tes. utterly abstract, utterly aston shtng lt's on 
seemg your ftrst Zone track, on practiCal smel mg the 
cook ng ozone, that the conv cuon sets n that this is a 
game determtned to forge 1ts own VISton of the future, 
not rely on one mvented ten years ago. 

As the speeds n races etther real or computer
generated ncrease, control becomes a paramount 1ssue. 
But Pure m1ght JUSt be the f1rst game to JUStify the PSP's 
pecul ar ana og nub 1ts slightly a hen feel may have been 
d ff1cult to reconc1 le w1th the gnp of Rtdge's wheels, but 
1t's far more of a ftt for an ant1-grav1ty racer's turbulent 
relat1onsh1p w1th the track. A1rbrake control can either be 
ass1gned to the left and nght tnggers, or doubled up on 
the nght trigger and steered w1th the sttek - the latter 
mode proving useful for those who fmd the analogue 
slider more comfortable to use with one hand cradled 
flat around the PSP's body 

Th1s deltcacy of control1s crucial, because Pure 
takes the balance back from fighting to raCtng. The 
capnce of the combat element rema1ns- a clean ftrst 
pace on fa I to a d1rty d1srupt1on-bolt hit, w1th l1ttle 
recourse but to mutter a pet1t1on to whatever patron 
sa1nt of AG racers you pray to (ours, naturally, has 
'reek esllnd purple ponyta Is) and cur back into the 
race But Pure's ordnaf'lce draws from 2097s extended 
loadout, not the Mano Kart-esque elf oency of the 
f rst game, there's a nottceab e ton1ng down of the 
aggress1ve combat element that began to overtake the 
ser es when 11 became poss ble to be shot down rather 
than slowed down Jouscmg With the full pack on the 
ftrst lap 1s st 11 fraught WJttl SIZZI ng tmpact clouds and 
a stnng of coolly dispaSSIOnate caut ons from your 
on board computer, but beyond that pomt weapons are 
a means to a placmg rather than an a l-out assault on 
other competttors. 

C ruc1al to thiS sh1ft on balance 1s the decis1on to do 
away w1th p1t-lane zones for recharg1ng your ship's 
energy. Instead, any power-up can be absorbed rather 
than tnggered. slow1ng your sh1p for an 1nstant or two 
while it tops up your energy bar lt means that. certainly 
in the slower classes, there's no real possibility of losing 

" ...... :~ .................... llballllll ..... .,._ ...... 
........,.~ .... _,_.._, ____ -.. ~~ ...... 
...................... ---...s....,-.. 

Installing downloaded skins and tracks - hke thest Edgt specials- IS 
extremely stratghforward F1le >ttes seem ltkely to be small - around 
1 OOK for a sktn and under 2Mb for an entire clrcutl, complete with decals 

>From the ftrst moment the Purfl 
team sat down wtth the PSP's specs, 
the plan was always to exploit iU 
wireless capabilities as fully as 
possible. As well as eightplayer 
ad-hoc wireless multiplayer, the 
game will offer down loads of new 
skins for the game's frontend, and 
there is also the possibility of new 
sh1ps. ctrcu1U and music tracks 
being made available. Already 
planned is a facility which Will 
enable players to design the~r own 
skins for the billboards which 
surround the track. This feature Is 
already up and runn1ng - skins a d 
billboards the team has des gn d in 
advance can be downlo d d from 
the game's wtrele s s1te - as we d•d 
w1th the Edge billboards which can 
be seen 1n these shots What isn't 
yet known Is If there will be any 
charges assoctated w1th these 
downloads, although lt seems 
certain that Sony will make them 
free initially to dnve awar ness of 
the PSP's wireless capabilities. 
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The fury of watch1ng an opponent boost past you is offset 
by the beauty of their curving trails. Multiplayer promises 
to be electrifying, but was unplayable from a single UMD 

your sh1p even to those 1l- udged turns tha: see you 
ploughmg your nose through every last m1ne 'n a cluster. 
At h1gher speeds. tfle ~ can shift the emohas1s even 
more dl: your raong sk I s, as your 
arsenal Onnibal1sed to recover from 
cnpp 

Your rivals seem to share this paramount focus 
on the race rather tha'l the f1ght, or at least to fmd a 
more sportsman! ke balance between the two Wh1 e 
they zero 1n on the rac1ng line With typical eff1c ency n 
the first lap, they soon break with traditiOn 1n the1r 
eagerness to lock steenng vanes With pass1ng sh1ps· fly 
one of the we•ghtter models and you can return the 
sent1ment, nudging a nval as1de w1th the same flick of 
the a1rbrake that fishta1ls you through a chicane. Perhaps 
as reparation for Wipeout Fusron's handling model, 
which left many veterans search1ng in vain for some 
'Lock To Track: On/Off' toggle h1dden in the menu, 
Pure returns the buoyant delicacy to ant1-grav1ty rac1ng
a we'l-placed rocket h1t sending a ship m to an 1nescapab 
back-end slide. a sharp turn threatening to caps,ze 
your vessel under its fake centre of grav1ty lt also 
adds another element of strategy to your choice of 
I'Ur.-s e~ght raong aaft. Otner than the cosmet c 
appeal of each - which all!n t to be smffed at, as 
they finaliSe the transition from the f•rst game·s 
ch,seled f y1ng rockets mto cautens ng1y sleek, laser
gUided ceram1c miss les - the ba ance between speed. 
handling, sh eld and thrust produces a tang bly d1fferent 
racing expenence. As th.ngs stand. 1t's an expenence 
that 101tially offers only a moderate challenge, w1th 
the twO slowest classes providing lltt e more than a 
scen1c drive to learn the tracks. The gulf to Flash class. 
the 'standard' AG league, comes as a shock to the 
system- the development team are currently tam1ng th1s 
difficulty spike- and there's no question that Rapier and 
Phantom will satisfy the occas1onally masochistic needs of 
loyal Wipeout veterans. 

Th1s complement of dazzling visuals and streamlined 



play would be enough to elevate Pure to one of the 
most tantalismg prospects on the PSP. lt has more 
:o recommend t, however The series has historically 
received acclaim for 1ts soundtracks rather than 
sound treatments. although few veterans are capable 
of forgetting the disp1rit1ng meta thunk of a dead-stop 
coii1S10n from the f1rst game, or the shnek of w1ngt1p 
across s1de wall from 2097 Pure, perhaps aware of 
•ne fact that you're go1ng to be playrng 1t through 
headphones, adds the detarl and depth lackrng rn 
earlier games to its sound effects. lt'S worth experiencing 
a race wrth the mus c off to tru y apprecrate the nch 
thrum of passrng amb ent mach ne llOISe the warn1ng 
b eeps of m1nes Dopplenng as they fhck 1nto your 
s pstream, the buzz ng, bass-drrzzled thurrp of a 
bomb tmpact. 

Naturally, the soundtrack ttself 1s pitched as perfectly 
as you would expect. among 1ts 20 origtnal tracks 
are offer ngs from the old fl ght school such as P'lotek, 
Paul Hartnol and the frequently unsung, but franchiSe
shaping Cold Storage ( tself b1rthed by W1peout, and 
now returntng the favour) However. players wiil be 
unable to select specif1c tracks from withm races. only 
organtse a playl•st from the menu, and tt's unlikely that 
: Wll be poss ble to access persona soundtracks whiCh 

you may have stored on a Memory Strck Both are 
e ements Sony Liverpool would have ltked to see 
•ncluded. both are vtettms of Pure's early development 
ttmetable, produced before much was known about 
the PSP's battery life (which ra•sed concerns about 
repeated UMD access dunng races) and before the 
software ibranes were completed to allow access to 
user soundtracks. 

it's not the only way tn whiCh Pure's fit W1th the PSP is 
hampered by 1ts executton. The team had always felt 
W1peout would be swted to a portable, and sure enough 
much of 1t needs no altera\IOn the immediacy, the 
down-to-the-second thnll, the liberattng we1ghtlessness, 
the strob1ng successton of 1mages and audio are al 
perfectly su1ted to the devtce. But beyond those mtnnsic 
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sensat1ons, there are iewer appreciahons of tl e I)O(tab e 
enwonment than those d spayed m R1dge Racers- t's 
1mposs1b1e to save progress n a tournament or even 
suspend rt other than by shpptng the PSP tnto sleep mode. 
for instance. and the outlay of time required by a Zone 
sess1on rncreases as your sktll does (though Zone IS 

perhaps best expenenced m a controlled enwonment, 
such s the reaccl mattsat•on penod requrred after a 
heavy sesston). 

There's an unexpected irony at work here both 
Sony and Nintendo, tn search for games whiCh would 
commun,cate the abtltttes of therr new handhelds, 
have looked back to the tttles whiCh defmed the1r 

Wipeout Pure needs to be a gamer's 
game, a technophile's heaven, and 
a designer's masterclass combined 

hardware a generatiOn ago Mano 64 OS succeeded 
desptte 1tself - a bad tdea sustatned by some truly 
excellent matenal W1peout Pure, rn contrast. IS faced 
Wtth the oppostte challenge of the ortg1nal. That game 
had the task of convtnCing the world a platn grey box 
could unleash a spectacular vision wh tch looked, 
sounded and played every btt as vtbrantly as any fantasy 
of the future you could tmag•ne. Pure IS faced wtth a 
mach1ne whose looks and specs already promrse all 
that and more. Its task, therefore, ts to hve up to the 
PSP's future-perfect tmage. To do that it needs to be 
a gamer's game, a technophile's heaven, and a designer's 
masterclass all seamlessly combmed. Not until the code 
is finally stabilised wdl ·t be clear how close 1t comes, 
but for now there are strong tndicauons that leaving 
1t off your PSP shopp1ng list would be a pecuharly ~ 
pure form of folly. ~ 

Classic mode's mak~er is distractingly ~tdung, and for th
who aren't famoliar with the tracks, learnong them can be a dlallenge 
There's little in the way of dear landmarks in thos polygonal paradose 
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MADE IN 

NINTENDO 
In Japan~ Worio Wore outsells everything on the osl 
even the might of Moria. We travel to Kyoto to meet 
the men who hove poked, puffed and twisted 
Nintendo1s traditions into something completely new 

o matter how many tomes you 
visot, how many photos you look 
at, the icy restraint of Nintendo's 

Kyoto HQ still comes as a shock. Built of 
white light and razored right angles, 
there's no eV1dence at al of Nintendo's 
pamtbox exuberance: even the vovod red 
of the logo 1S bleached to a space-age 
silver. Meet1ng the Made In Wario 
(renamed Wano Ware /ne for the rest of 
the world) team here is almost 
nconceovable. How could this stenle 
grandeur breed hos dirty laugh and hot· 
dog dog-breath? How could it tolerate h1s 
ha1ry, beery belly and his couch potato 
hab1ts' Surely there's been a mistake. 
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Spend five minutes with the team 
who created him, however, and tiny fizzes 
of hiS sp•nt start to appear Swap busmess 
cards with one of the senior staff, and 
you'll not1ce that he's sweet-talked the 
company into inserting a '7777' mto the 
usually staid formula of his ema1l address. 
Give one to another and he'll pull h1s own 
out of a card holder fashioned as a 
perfect replica of a Game & Watch 
("Where can we buy one?" we ask at 
once. "Nowhere." shakes the head of 
Yasuhiro Minagawa. Nintendo's head of 
global PR, a little sadly. "You are awarded 
them for special achievements Even I 
don't have one.") Let loose in the 
company's pnstine foyer for a photo op. 
the team IS full of laughter and pranks. 
usmg the g1ant eye of E 14 7's cover to 
loom over each other and make monster 
no1ses None of the su1ted salarymen 
waiting for appointments bats an eyelid. 

This contrast - between Nintendo's 
corporate 1dentity and the ebul 1ence of its 
games- IS entirely cosmetic. But there's 
another contrast, between the safe. 
measured world o' Mano and the rule
break•ng braggadocio of Wano, wh•ch IS 
at the heart of why Wario Ware /ne 
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Each Wdrio Ware game starts life on a Post-it note, 
which perfectly encapsuates the entire idea Each 
note is 1nst.>ntly recognisable. from the snooZing 
cat to the pengu1n parade. it's hard to imagine a 
gaJM concept where the distance from drawing 
board to ftnoshed product could be any scnaller 

moght be the most important game 
Nintendo makes this generat1on lt 
spawned the Wano Ware senes. takmg a 
prev•ously underused character to the 
GameCube for the Atsumare!! party 
game, to the GBA for the warped delights 
of the motion sensit1ve Twtstedl <Sawaru). 
and to the OS for the Mano-bes\lng 
bnlliance of Touched! (Mawaru) But to 
understand 1t, you need to understand 
why he's the star of this unconventiOnal 
senes. and why he's evolved from t'le 

about the •dea of m101games we thought 
that maybe not so many peep e would 
really comprehend that th1s was really a 
·real' videogame. that some people m1ght 
even be upset by it, by how Slily it 
seemed. I thought we could get around 
•hat by mak1ng Wario the main character. 
so: 'look, these mimgames m•ght look 
s•lly, but please forgive Wano, because 
he's made them and that's what he's hke'. 
So the 1deas depended on each other -
they were almost Simultaneous." 

You need to understand why he1
S the star of this 

series1 w hy he1S evolved from the pantalooned 
buffoon of Mario1

S world to the Harley-r iding hero 

pantalooned buffoon of Mane's world to 
the Harley-nd1ng hero of h1s own Wh•ch 
came f1rst? The 1dea to make a mm1game 
game, or the desire to re•nvent Wano' 
"Well," says Yoshio Sakamot o (producer 
of Twtsted! and Touchedf!l, "either way 1s 
correct, because the two ideas- mak1ng a 
gathenng of m1n1games, and us ng Wane 
the character- occurred almost 
Simultaneously. When we were thmk1ng 

Dig deeper, however, and 1t's 
clear that Wano Ware was a crazy 1dea m 
search of a savvy mentor. The original 
impetus came from the 6400 art tool 
Mario Artist Polygon Studio, which 
featured a m•nigame su•te called Sound 
Bomber "Those seven games are actually 
the seven 1M al stages of the ong•nal 
Wario Ware, • expla1ns Goro Abe (ma•n 
d1rector of Atsumare!l and Twisted! and 

director of Touched!) "They were very 
simple, and all that happened was that as 
you got further the game got faster. • 
Polygon Studto fa1led to make much of an 
impact 1n Japan, and it wasn't until the 
director of Sound Bomber, Kouichi 
Kawamoto, was transferred into 
Sakamoto and Abe's department that he 
found open m1nds an which to plant his 
1dea of a game made of hundreds of 
other games So the team had a concept. 
and a character to excuse its oddit•es But 
why not JUSt use Wario as he was? 

Character designer Ko Takeuchi, who 
created all of Wario Ware's characters, 
explains: "There IS already an authentiC 
franchose, the Wano Land actJon games, 
and we were never attempllng to change 
that image. We really wanted to estabhsh 
a new Wano franch1se -up unti then 
Wario only really appeared in Mario 
games, he was part of the Mario family 
So we thought, why not make Wario the 
standalone character, and even further 
expand anto tlie Wane family? When •t 
comes to the Wano character and the 
other characters they are all new 
creations, so there has got to be a 
personal touch to the ong nal des1gn of 



mese characters." And now that Wano 
has a new 1dent1ty, does he thmk that th1s 
new franchise will grow the way the 
Mano franch1se has, and move mto 
different games? "I hope so," he says, 
before Sakamoto takes over to clarify 
·we are not trymg to piCk one character 
and say: 'Let's make a game for h1m or 
her',· he declares "But we're always 
thtnking about new ways of entertaining 
people, and if one of our ideas matches 
the style of a particular character, then 
that's how 1t would happen." 

So, the team was equipped w1th a 

Five koy faces from the four Wario Ware games. 
Naol<o Mori (top left). from Intelligent Systems. is the 
series' art dirtctO< and graphic designer. Goro A~ 
(top right), worked as director on Atsumarell, 
ToucMd' and Twisted!. Ko Takeuchi (above left) 
designed the onitoal characters for the original GBA 
game. and has worked on every title since. Nintendo 
veteran Yoshio Sakamoto (above right) is manager of 
the software development department home to the 
series. Ryuchi Nakada (right), main director of 
Touched!, worked as a map designer on Metroid 
Fusion and Zero Mission before the whole team 
was swapped over to the Wario Ware project 

new character and a new theory of 
gameplay. But where do you start? 
"Well," says Abe, "here." And from 
the back of the room he fetches a 
pasteboard, gndded w1th tiny, oblong 
Post-it notes Thrs tS the ongona Warro 
Ware- not a storyboard or a work-m
progress, but the whole essence of the 
game, perfectly preserved in squares of 
pale lemon Each m1n1game is represented 
in its entirety: the start, the finish, the 
command, the interface Each idea is so 
tiny and so clearly defmed that it fits 1nto 
a single square tnch. This is how each 

team member presented thetr mmogames 
to the d1rector: the good ones earned a 
place on the top row of the board, the 
weaker ones clung on to the bottom unt1l 
better ones squeezed them off. How 
many never made Jt? "For Twisted!,· says 
Abe, "we had about a thousand 1deas. 
But only about 200 went mto the ma1n 
game." A thousand Post-'tS and a 
thousand m1n1games. If Mario and Peach 
ever do make it down the a1sle, these are 
the people who will provide the confetti. 

How do you choose? How do you 
know what will make a good minigame? 

MADE 1'14 NINTENDO ~ 

"it's easy to say that Warto Ware is about 
breaking all the rules of game design," 
counters Abe, "but it's not about 
destroying all the existing rules at all. k s 
about going back to the basics of the 
rules which used to apply to all 
vtdeogames. lt may be a small, silly
looktng game, but these are the 
fundamenta rules of all games. For each 
minigame we spent all our energy making 
it the best express1on of every 
fundamental rule." 

But although these Post-it notes 
contain Warro Ware's essence, they don't 
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Although each of the four Wario games is essentially a retread of 
the same idea, each intelligently ex plolts the potential of its ho 
platform and adds a layer of self-referential humour to the series 

contain ts style. How oo you go about 
pulling a thousand ideas together? 
"We have a completely d fferent 
atmosphere from other game 
developments," asserts Sakamoto. 
" For other games, the atmosphere is: 
'OK, let's make somethtng together' 
So there are lots of different designers 
and art sts working on a prOJe<t, but they 
have to talk :o each other. they have to 
come up with some k•nd of consensus so 
there won't be too many d•screpancies 
between the background art and the 
character art, for example. 't's completely 
d1fferent on Wario Ware For us. each 
artist and each designer be<ame an 
independent director for each mmigame, 
and their mission was to be unique and 
different from each other. In other 
proJeCts, that kind of att1tude cannot 
make a gooo game. but Wario Ware is 
un•que because these kmds of people, 
go•ng •n totally different 01rect1ons, can 
make one whole game." He pauses to 
consider: "But thmk maybe from the 
out5lde people thought that •t was odd 
and a bit... weird." 

Once the skeleton was decided. it 
had to be dressed. Takeuchi explains how 
the policy of diversity was followed 
through: "Each indiv1dual artist came up 
with their own individual and un•que 
vers•on of the artwork, and each person 
nad to come up wrth thetr own style 
That's one of the pohc1es we came up 
w1th: even though one person may 
have made several d•fferent games. we 
wanted every stng1e game to have •ts own 
style and identity." But w1th the team 
workmg on the games, and Takeuchi 

work•ng on the characters, someone 
was needed to work on the overall 
presentation. Naoko Mori, one of the 
IS-strong team of lntell•gent Systems 
staff who collaborated on the Wario War 
series, was appo•nted as art director. Did 
she have parttcular sktlls or expertise 
which made N1ntendo want to bring her 
in? "Well, to tell the truth, I have never 
worked before as art d•rector. • she 
confesses. • really don't th•nk my ability 
qualifies me to be an art d1re<tor, but the 
need from N1ntendo was for someone 
who had expert•se rn being s1lly and 
stupid, and at lntellrgent Systems when 
we need something stupid and silly 
everyone says: 'Oh, you need Ms Mori'." 
She's keen to down play her ab1lity, but 
the art directron of Wano Ware is a 
uniquely challeng1ng and delrcate role - it 
has to contain the startlrng d1vers1ty of thE 
mm games w1thout cramp1ng them or 
overpowenng them, and the design of 
each stage •s as consistently charming as 
it is unpred•ctably unusual 

Mori's presence IS also sigmf•cant for 
the make-up of the team. lt seems that 
the people behmd Wano are unusually 
varied - young, old, experienced and 
novice. Is that right? "Yes." says 
Sakamoto. "Yes, it is." And is that variety 
what allows the game to be so fresh? 
"Well," he says. "m that you are not 
entirely nght. The fact of the matter IS 

that everybody, be they veterans or 
newcomers, was trymg to express 
themselves iBa free manner. After all, we 
could come up w1th the craz•est •deas anc 
then blame it all on Wano ana say: 'Yeah, 
that's the kind of th1ng he would do'. So 
that's the atmosphere we had created, 
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and we gave the utmost autonomy to all 
the developers, young and old But maybe 
I should po1nt out,· he adds, With a stern 
!Wlnkle, ·as the representative of the 
older developers, that the veterans 
themselves always want to express 
themselv6 in new ways, and am very 
glad that we were given that opportumty 
And, 1f there was nobody to oversee the 
proJeCt and sew things up, then the game 
would not have worked, so m that sense 
the presence of the veteran developers 
was essential, because we have the 
knowhow for making full games." 

Th~£ work1ng pattern, of a few dozen 
peop e pull1ng harmon1ously m oppos1te 
directions, has been repeated across four 
projects in little more than two years. 
After the completion of Warto Ware /ne, 
some of the team left, mov1ng on to other 
projects. The remainder set to work on 
Twisted!, while Sakamoto and Abe's team 
f1n1shed up the GameCube port of the 
ong1nal. They segued stra1ght 1nto work 
on Touched!, but by this stage they were 
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under-staffed and over-deadline. 
"Everyone else was workmg on Twistedt," 
exp1ains Abe, ·so we didn't have enough 
staff members to work on the OS game 
At that stage, we thought the game 
would be delayed, that we wouldn't be 
able to f1n1sh it 1n time for the Japanese 
launch. But we became aware of strong 

whatever happened. So we did 1t." 
Are they bored of Wario after 

thousands of m1n1games in a few 
handfuls of months' " really don't 
th1nk we're runmng out of ideas, 1f 
that's what you mean," says Sakamoto, 
f•rmly. "When we look back at the 
h1story of the senes, we were always 

111fs an unprecedented trend, so we always have 
a new challenge. lt's just that I don't kno~ right 
no~ exactly what the next one is going to be" 

vo1ces ms1de the company say1ng 1t would 
be a very good th1ng 1f we could get it 
ready for launch, so we had to squeeze 
our heads and fmd a way to get 11 ready 
1n t1me And, fortunately, in June the 
Metrotd team completed 1ts own project, 
so we could borrow those people as soon 
as they finished. And then as soon as the 
GBA vers1on was fm1shed that team 
JOined us too, but we had to do 1t 

challeng,ng somethmg new. In the 
f1rst game 1t was very simple controls; 
on the GameCube. even though it 
was the same concepts, it was a party 
game and we wanted to 1nvne as many 
people as poss1ble to JOin the party, and 
needless to say in the GBA version, you 
can twist it, and then 1n the DS vers1on 
you can touch and blow it's an 
unprecedented trend wh1ch we've 

MADE lfo.l NINTENDO ~ 

A rtquest !Of a W..rio War<Lbastd sltttch !Of our 
inside covers ltd to this series of improvistd takes on 
familiar ideas. The speed of their creation gave a 
clear indication of how fast work was on the 
originals. Polygon Studio (below), a modelling tlol 
for the 6400. contains, almost in their finished state, 
protoypes of the first seven wario Ware minigames 

established, so we always have a new 
challenge. it's just that I don't know, 
nght now. exactly what the next one 
1S gomg to be." 

Mention of the GameCube title 
brings t..p a burning quest1on. Just what 
was gomg on With its absurd animatlons, 
the man w1th tadpoles for eyebrows, the 
cardboard cut-out pop video for Kat and 
Ana's karaoke theme song? There's 
silence as the question IS translated, and 
then a tnckle of laughter wh1ch grows to 
a gale. "Yeah," says Sakamoto. and 
pauses. "Well .. the challenge for the 
GameCube version was that it had to be 
very different from the Game Boy game, 
and we really wanted to achieve that. But, 
to be honest, we were runmng out of 
ume. We had th1s large amount of 
storage space available on the disk, but 
nothing to fill it, so it was very serious 
we needed to discuss how to finish the 
game on ttrne. ancf one 1dea was that we 
could fill1t with video and animations. So 
we made ourselves a rule: one day, one 
f1lm. We had to make one f1lm every 
single day, and 1n the end we used ten 
times as much storage for the animations 
as we did for the game!" 

The laughter is infectious. One of the 
reasons your game is so popular, we offer, 
IS that players can tell you were happy 
when you made it. The laughter drains 
away and the team look hke this 
statement IS the stupidest thing they've 
ever heard. We make amends: happy, but 
tired. Sakamoto breaks m to a grin: "Ah, 
now you've got it. Yes, that's it." 

The conversation has been amiable 
and relaxed, but little flashes of steel 
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Also a product of the post·interview sketch workshop 
wa.s this sheet of portraits by character designer 
Ko Takeuichi. Wario is saying 'Edge' -although, 
appropriately enough, instead of a speech bubble 
he appears to be using a speech whoopee cushion 

The results of the Atsumare!! team's self·imposed 
'a film a day' rule induded crude but hilarious 
animations and a spoof pop video starring cutouts 
of Kat and Ana. The films entirely contradict the 
Nintendo ethos by prioritising enthusiasm over 
quality control, but have a freshness littlecan match 

become apparent in Takeuichi and 
Sakamoto, the older members of the 
team, as they speak about their project. 
The corse and privilege of working at 
Nintendo is that you inherit characters 
and game patterns--that are as 
inspirationally iconic as they are rigidly 
defined. Talking to these two men, there's 
a strong sense of pride in working on 
something which is theirs and theirs 
alone. Their characters, their art style, 
their game mechanics, their working 
practices. It.'s clear from the way that the 
Metroid team was parachuted in en 
masse to Touched!'s development that 
Nintendo staff are expected to be able to 
swap from franch ise to franchise with 
barely a day to change track. Wliolly 
orjginal games are becoming rarer, and a 
career at Nintendo runs the risk of 
tre.adi ng forever in the footsteps of giants 
who have since moved on to other things. 
Perhaps some of the urgency of Wario 
Ware's schizophrenic inventiveness comes 
from their determination to mark out 
some territory of their own, to add to that 
heritage rather than serve it. 

So how does it feel to have made the 
game where Wario beats Mario once and 
for all in the arena where it counts the 
most: the charts7 The team's response is 
subdued. "lt's very flattering," says 
Sakamoto, carefully. 

Did you ever think it would be this 
successful? Abe explains their intentions: 
"We really intended it for the people who 
used to play but haven't played games for 
a long time. In the first game people did 
need to understand tile basic grammar of 
games- that you press A to jump and 
you move using the 0-pad, so I think it 
was perfect for people who used to love 
games and then quit. But as soon as they 
start playing their old memories should be 



conjured up And now we have Touched' 
and TWisted'. and those have completely 
new interfaces. so those games are suited 
to people who don't even know those 
basics. They make everybody start at the 
same line, there's no such th1ng as veteran 
or beg1nner." 

For his part, Sakamoto believes Wano 
Ware's appeal hinges on its timing: " I 
th1nk we launched Wario Ware at what 
was probably the best time. Five years 
ago, I think most peop e were enJoying 
games W1th gorgeous looks and complex 
gameplay, and they JUSt wanted to play 
even more gorgeous looKmg and 
sophisticated games If we'd introduced 
Wario then. some people would have 
1ked 1t, but 1t would have been defeated 

the launch of a Wario Ware-type game -
many developers were try1ng to cater to 
these needs. and we were the ones who 
came up w1th a way to do t. And now I 
th1nk many people are looking forward to 
all the we1rd thmgs that Wario will be able 
to prov1de them with. The high sales 
figures are Important because they g1ve us 
good m formation. They should encourage 
us that we should all be workmg more 
and more to expand the horizons of 
gammg. Now we have to think: there is 
th1S need. So what shall we do next7'" 

When talking about the story of the 
ong1nal Wano Wc1re game, which sees 
War10 gathenng an assortment of 
contrasting characters to reinvent 
v1deogammg and turn a quick buck in the 

"I said to the director: 'Let's just make os many 
games os possible. But nothing thofs excessively 
crazy - we'LL stick to acceptably crazy'" 

by more ma1nstream games. But now the 
maJonty of the aud1ence 1s k1nd of fed up 
with the s1ze of games. and gettmg tired 
of the elaborate graph1cs and sound and 
so forth, so when they see Wano they say, 
Oh, this 1s exactly the k1nd of thing I was 
missing. Th1s is the kind of thing I was 
looking for'." 

lt's an explanation that is very much in 
sync with Satoru lwata's pass1onate belief 
that there's a whole new market of 
garners who have been alienated by the 
excesses of the current generat1on of 
software Does Sakamoto thmk he's 
oroved that theory nght, that Wano Ware 
should change the way that games are 
made? " If I try to have an object1ve 
viewpoint. then probably it's that the 
industry and the whole market required 

process. Sakamoto 1s unabashed in 
adm1ttmg tha: the story in the game IS the 
story of the game "That's what it was 
like.· he says. And that story, under 
lwata. is N1ntendo's v1sion of the future 
New 1deas. accessible games, quick 
development. Even With Wario Ware's 
dramatic success in Japan. and its 
growmg fan base in the west, there's still 
not enough ev1dence to be sure that 1t's a 
vision that's viable. But if it is. it's Abe who 
will wnte 1ts motto: ·on the first game, I 
sa1d to the director· 'Let's just make as 
many games as possible. But nothing 
that's excess1vely crazy - we'll st1ck to 
acceptably crazy'.· And with Wario as 
the acceptably crazy face of the new 
Nmtendo, would you want to bet ...., 
against them? ~ 

Nintendo's Kyoto HQ is still relatively new, and the 
foyer has a relentlessly precise geometry. Penetrate 
the corridors. however, and you're more likely to find 
groups of employees kilted out with DSes. Band 
Brothe<1 and a Marshal! amp turned up to 11 

MADE IN NINTEI'lDO ~ 



Having put Lara Croft behind them1 

the founders of a new st udio now 
have one clear aim: getting it right ... 



S 
andw1ches They can't tell you much 
about an amb1tious UK v1deogame 
startup. Adrian Smith - cofounder of 

C rcle Studio- could, but right now he's 
"having the shit pounded out of" his back by 
h•s ch•roprador - a precautionary step before 
an mpulsrve tnp to Everest. Jeremy- the 
brother w1th whom he started the company in 
2003 - is also missing, as he'll rema•n for the 
two weeks he has left in Barbados. So, then, 
sandwiches are all we have. And cheese. And 
sa ad. And curried sh1sh kebobs, garhc pastries 
- hang on. th1s buffet lunch •s huge Perhaps, 
am•d the s1tuat10n we're talkmg about. 1t does 
tell us something, after all: the bills are still 
being pa1d, and then some. 

As a Porsche Cayenne pulls up outs1de, the 
un•queness of the enwonment s1nks 1n This is 
the headhne-grabb•ng house that Lara bu1lt. 't's 
the same Derby off1ce the company had a year 
ago, within throw1ng distance of Core Des1gn 
and now at a full capacity of 50 staff. Until 
publishing rights to Its flagsh1p title, Without 
Warning, were recently acqwed (by Capcom, 

of all companies). the studio reported to no 
one beyond the brothers themselves. Past the 
front door. the company's expressive logo 
hangs from the wall, spl•t nto four pa•nted 
quadrants; as we arnve. we note that ore of 
them IS back to front. wh1ch, when a circle IS 

mvolved, results m someth1ng you'd expect to 
see in Pipemama. Hopefully 1t's no omen 

"I'm realty pleased to say that everything 
we've done has paid d•v•dends, • Sm•th IS qu•ck 
to reveal. "There are smiles on faces and there's 
a very d1fferent atmosphere and environment." 
There's undoubtedly a spring in the man's step, 
more than you'd expect from a cracked back. 
and almost defiant to the fact that seven years' 
payd•rt IS gradually be•ng burned by h•s 
fledgling company. "We've nowhere near 
recouped our investment w1th the in1tial Signing 
of Without Warning," he explains. Yet even 
during the gruellmg production of Tomb 
Ra1der Angel Of Darkness (which he freely 
adm1ts "wrecked marnages· and ·sucked the 
hfe from a lot of people"), the two brothers 



In that most Hollywood of ways. 
Without Warning offers you control 
of c.ivilians as well as military 
personnel. Often unarmed, their 
purpose is one of enjoyable 
diversion rather than offering a 
complex gaming mechanic 

were relentlessly optimistic. For his part, Smith 
does nothing to suggest that the air of' 
invulnerability has waned; these are people 
who. if a train's coming and they're standing 
on the line, will bare their backsides and 
save the wreckage for later. Lara has 
afforded them that. 

Starting afresh, though - taking things full 
circle, as it were - requires something more 
than confidence and deep pockets, and that's 
pluck. In an industry where even the creator 
of your own middleware has been absorbed 
by an overseas giant, it takes guts to go it 
alone "I think what we did was brave," 
asserts Smith, " in that it would have been 
easy to retire and go sit on a beach, drinking 
coconuts for the rest of our lives." He asks 
when someone last attempted to start a 
studio from scratch and, no, it certainly wasn't 
recently. " If you start a company with six or 
seven guys, £150,000 would take you 
nowhere. lt may take you to seemg some 
publishers, but we've found that they have a 
whole range of procedures that can take up 
to five or six months." 

For someone commonly perceived as 
the creative brain of the family (Jeremy having 
sat on the Eidos corporate board for three 
years before the Core bubble burst), Adrian 
Smith Isn't short of business experience. In his 

Without Warning takes place 
entirely during one 12-hour 

Thanks to the game's interwoven narratives, key events 
such as this helicopter crash will likely occur several 
times, viewable from different perspectives as you take 
on the guise of the three hapless civilian characters 

period, from 8pm to 8am. A cell of 
ethnically ambiguous 'anti· 
capitalists' has seized the Peterson
Oanlels chemical facility and 
threatens large-scale devastation. 
Looking to catch the tail end of the 
24 zeitgeist. the narrative pings 
back and forth from one character 
to the next as they pursue their 
individual objectives: Sen. the 
news cameraman, stakes his life 
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for the prize-winning footage; 
Tanya. the secretary, simply wishes 
to be somewhere else; Dave, the 
overlooked security guard, is out to 
save his eo-workers. Already, the 
potential tagline forms in the mind: 
'lt's lrwin Alien meets Die Hard 
before shaking hands with 
Resident Evil Zero and making off 
with Cold Winter's trousers'. 
Or perhaps not. 

Circle is currently putting the finishing touches to the game's more advanced visuals. Remaining largely unaffected by 
external lighting (it takes place overnight), the game will need to fully exploit its interiors to ensure variety and depth 

own capacity at Eidos, he evaluated and 
finalised products while negotiating 
competitive strategy; this was during the 
Tomb Raider era - his CV is sound So when 
he expresses his frustration at the state of the 
industry today, you're forgiven for feeling his 
pain. "There's great talent out there," he 
laments, "and they have nowhere to go. 
We spoke, quite early on, to a lot of small 
companies who had great products and 
massive enthusiasm but just couldn't get it 
through. the doors. Maybe. if we'd funded 
it differently from the start. it'd have been 

great to take on four or five of those and 
throw them a lifeline of ten grand a 

month ... You'd struggle to name a 
dozen large independent studios. 

lt boils, fundamentally, down 
to the cost - it's like 

shredding money." 
There:S more than an air 

of philanthropy in the 

room. For a studio that's 1 5 months old and a 
year into its first game, the absence of tooth
and-nail self-preservation speaks volumes. The 
clock may have reset but the wrinkles (and 
scars) of the past remain. Faced with a second 
shot at hfe, then, it's no surprise that the 
Smith brothers and their Core faithful threw a 
single agenda across the freshly unpacked 
boardroom table: 'let's get it nght'. 

Circle's project manager and 
producer, An drew Thompson, remembers 
those early discussions that, at once, shaped 
the company: "We had the opportunity that 
we'd started off with a blank sheet of paper. I 
was well documented that we didn't get it 
quite right with the last Tomb Raider and 
there were a number of internal reasons for 
that. When you try and analyse what went 
wrong and try and learn from your mistakes, 
it's quite difficult to do that with the same 
group of people when they're all at different 
points, between products." it's well 
documented how the brothers' departure 
from Core took 35 of its 37 staff away with it, 
all of whom then formed the bedrock of 
Circle. What better time, continues Smith, to 

Though Without Warning takes place entirely in one facility, concept art such as this highlights the level of distinction 
between the game's different locations. lt's hoped that this subtle diversity will make for an authentic experience 
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The team has gone to great lengths to ensure that 
character animations are convincing. As we walk about 
their desks, various staff are tuning the most intricate of 
movements. ironing out those dreaded moonwalk effects 

out demons to rest? "One of our key goals 
was that we were never gomg to work like 
>'lle'd worked before. We sard: 'If we're gomg 
to have to work those hours. we're all doing 
something wrong - the whole company·. So 
we looked at why that was happening. We 
had lots of grey areas at Core because we 
were always running a; 1,000 mrles an hour
we could never stop the ball from rollrng • 

He doesn't mince words when given the 
opportunity to compare the two companres: 
"I couldn't even describe how different they 
are - they' re poles apart Frfteen months ago. 
when we started, that was a personal concern 
- could we move on from what we'd all 
worked in for so long, were we capable? That 
was one of our main goals and a big trek's 
been put 10 it " But if there's one striking 
srmilanty between old school and new, 'l's the 
unique perspectiVe of the two patnarchs. 

Jeremy·s role was very much a publisher's role 
at Eidos and at Core. We could [with Circle) sit 
down and go: 'Well. wrth my Eidos publishing 
hat on, I know what they're looking for'. I 
thrnk that's a very drfferent dynamic than 
when a team rs successful and they think '''ve 
had enough of this company. I'm going to prss 
off and get some venture capital and fund 

The Smith brothers' time at Core 
Design is. of course, synonymous 
with the birth of Lara Croft; but their 
resume extends farther back than 
1996's Tomb Raider. Amiga owners 
will fondly remember such titles as 
Corporation, Heimdall. Wolfchild and 
Chuck Rock (as will Mega Drive 
owners thanks to the company 
being one of only she to receive 
Sega publisher status). Leading up to 
the initial Saturn release of Tomb 
Raider, they oversaw development 
of thrH more games exclusively for 
Mega CD - Battlecorps. BC Racers 
and Sou/star. Though the three 
titles made innovative use of scaled 
and rotated sprites to achieve their 
3D look, none rocked the world 
enough to reverse the fortunes of 
their platform. The brothers• 
subsequent fortunes, of course. 

iil···~i~~~n~o~w~si~t among the pages of gaming history books. ____ __, 

somethrng for six months'. We had a very 
different model than that -we had a drfferent 
skillset from day one". 

Crrcle's poaching of staff established the 
company's entire talent pool in one hrt. 
Programmers. texture artists, modellers and 
writers were all on board for the moment, 
three months ater (having ·all found where 
the coffee machme was") that the doors 
opened. So amicable was the split from Eidos 
that the team was entitled to use any of the 
tools they'd developed dunng the previous 15 
years. Accordrngly. they went and used none 
of them. Perhaps it was that technical battle 
with Angel Of Darkness (one that cost the 
game its control system and pretty much 
everything else bar rts graphics) that wiped 
the blackboard clean and chalked up 
Renderware 1nstead. 

"I don't thrnk." rnsists Smuh, "that's any 
reflectron on whether or not we thought (our 
tools] were good or bad; the programmers 
came and sard, 'Look, we want to develop a 
game and concentrate on key elements such 
as the gameplay, rather than frght with 
technology' • Was there a reluctance to take 
up RenderWare? "There was, not so much 
from myself but maybe from Jeremy. He felt 

that we were 
gorng to lose one of 
our key e ements as a 
developer of havmg 20 
programmers who had all written 
numerous engrnes and. suddenly. gomg out 
and saying to publishers 'Actually, rt's 
Renderware and we're not doing any of that 
work ourserves' Jeremy believed that, maybe. 
we were going to lose an edge from that " 

Out of the equation, however, went the 
thorn that felled Lara Croft (sales of two 
mrllion unrts being the net that stopped that 
becoming a fatal descent). Circle rs currently 
lookrng rnto RenderWare <1, streamlrnrng the 
company so as to facrhtate it to the hrghest 
degree possible. Though as little as five per 
cent of the current version is cited as 
remainrng n Without Warning, that's frve per 
cent spread across the entrre game 

To understand the background of Circle's 
frrst game is to see rts manifesto rn operatron. 
Everyone's very proud of one particular prece 
of rnfrastructure - an assets management 
system that's unrfred the team at every level. 
They have a right to be pleased. The C1rcle 
Studio rntranet rs a tesbng environment 
accessrble to everyone everywhere; AI, models, 

Don't expect any massive surprises 
in t~rms of Without warnings 
weapons collection. This is, afteriall, 
a title grounded in reality where the 
the loadout is very much of the 
Rainbow SildDelta Force variety 

Though it features a lock-on 
IMChani< that's typical of 
third~rson games. Without warning 
diHers in both its FPS influence and 
the degree to which aim can be fine 
tuned for those valuable headshots 
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• ~ ·CORE CONCERN 
The departure of the Smith brothers 
following Tomb Raider: The Angel 
Of Darkness was by no means the 
end of Core Design; not even the 
fact that a mere handful of staff 
remained in the studio was enough 
to finish it off. Now, still situated 
w ithin a mile of Circle, the company 
is finishing off its first game on PSP 
while continuing work on another. 
The first to be released will be 
Smart Bomb - a neat concept in 
which the player must defuse a 
succession of tiered, Al-<ontrolled 
explosives within strict time limits. 
Then comes a project provisionally 
titled Free Running. based on the 
urban phenomenon known as 
parlcour. For those who haven't 
seen Jump Bntain, the 'sport' 
champions the somewhat reckless 
act of pacing across rooftops and 
other such environments whole, 
ideally, avoiding side effects such 
as plummeting to your death. 
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tex:ures and scrpts can be edited, annota:ed 
and tested woth remarkable effoCiency If thas as 
how they chase an ideal then the ball os, very 
smoothly, rolling on the nght directaon 

Of course, at some poont the brothers' 
corporate medotation has to take 'Is pags to 
market. to this end we find them. somewhat 
surpnsingty, headed east to Capcom. 

• Jeremy and Gary Dale [currently MD of 
Capcom Europe] have quote a history," Smoth 
reveals, "because, strangely enough, when we 
origanally sold Core, Gary was very anvolved 
with BMG. They were very much a front
runner with the company who would 
eventually buy Core Design. I think that the 
contact initially came from Gary to Jeremy and 
they got chattang." Which begs the questaon, 
of course, as to why a company with a long, 
lucrative tradation of publishong classically 
Japanese games would approach aUK 
developer making a shooter about terrorists. 
"Those days of Japanese-developed products 
being huge over here have certaanly changed; 
I think that's certainly been realosed an Japan, 
not only from the UK. I thank they need a 
stable balance. • Smith contonues. "We respect 
Capcom massively because one thong they've 
always done is bnng great lP to the market 
That was very soma ar to ourselves- we'd 
always held that we'd done that, so there was 
a great synergy with them.· 

Without Warning, then, as a 
thordperson shooter with the threat of 
terrorism at its core. Taking place solely withan 
a besoeged chemacal plant (an arena that 

ansp1red Smoth when, interestingly, he used to 
work n one). the game puts players in control 
of sox characters of varoous backgrounds a'ld 
woth d1fferong agendas. Thos is somewhat 
moslead1ng. three of the characters are, n fact. 
survavors of the same ill-fated military unit. 
under a song e order to neutralise the anto
cap1tal1st aggressors. Not. you m1ght thank, 
the groundbreaking concept that' I 1n)ect 
another Lara Croft onto the collectave 
subconscoous (and a few moll ion onto the 
coffers). But then 1t's an assumption to think 
that 1t should be, and a team of ex-Core 
employees could tell you a thing or two about 
mak1ng assumptions, especially those 
onvolvmg videogame megastars. 

Both Adrian Smith, Thompson and. 
presumably, Jeremy Sm1th are well aware of 
how diff1cult it would be to fashaon another 
cash cow. They are. in fact, more realistic 
about at than most. "If we did another female 
game," conforms Smith, "we were going to 
get cruCifoed, while a male s1ngleplayer game 
falls onto the whole melee of games that are 
out there at the moment. We d1d d•scuss it. 
but we hope that a Without Warning 
franchise is about the vanous things that ca'l 
happen rather than the sox characters on th1s 
f~rst game" ThiS is very much the 'ulfolment of 
last year's co~nts to Edge, wherein the 
brothers descnbed the r onotaa goa as being 
'to take the nsk out of the equataon'. They're 
playtQg •t as saf as at can be olayed, and the 
current Siles charts provode Jottle argument 
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aga1nst a startup do1ng that. "Somet1mes, the 
publishers rea.ly need to know what the game 
1s - 'it's a swePt, sugary brown drink: ooh, it's 
CokE>'." By des1gn, then, W1thout Warnmg 1s a 
soft dnnk of gam,ng concepts. 

C1rcle is convmced that. by explo1t1ng 
seldom-used rT'OVJE' deVIces. 1t can mv1gorate a 
stra1ght concept that employs but one 
enwonment. ·we wanted to remove the 
frustratiOn, • expla1rs Sm1th, "of people 
rnov1~g .n a~d out o~ locat ons w1th "'O one 
really 'gett ng 1t' In Toi'T'b Ra1de', 1t was 
alWays a pa1n .n the a~e - one rY"J nute she 
was 1n Ch na, t!'le next she was m Peru. Why 
couldn't sre JUSt be 1n one terY"Jple and the 
who e ga:ne ta~::e place 1n that?" He 
elaborates: "Quite early on, we came up w1th 
the 1dea of playmg the scenario and then 
be1ng able to go back and replay 1t but know 
that tE>n guys are gomg to 1urrp through the 
wmdow So we shut those binds or put booby 
traps on them so that, when the guys Jump 

window, they blow up." The 
game's other hook involves control Sm1th 
1dent.f1es the original GoldE>nEyE> as the 
insp1rat1on for what is, essent1ally. a f1rstperson 
game disguised as th,rdoerson •we used to 
have a pseudo·firstperson, over-the-shoulder 
v1ew. The problem was that you could play the 
whole game in that v ew and we didn't want 
that - we may as well have made the game 
f•rstperson from the get go.· Capcom, we 
agree, may not have warmed so much to that 
1dea "They've got such a longer h1story than 
Europe and the US of actually seemg tr1e11 
characters or screen.· 

In the test leve s available, th1s control 
system •s more or less all we can eva uate The 
game truly 1s a f1rstperson shooter 1n d1sgu1se, 
tho:Jgh th1rdperson elements such as lock-on 
are there to facilitate your avatar's more 
demanding manoeuvres. There are real·world 
physics, dynamic lightmg and compl1cated 
geometry (w1thin the confines of ItS ndustnal 

md1eu), together with particle effects 
coupled re,igiously to every texture. Truth 
be told, 1t's a pleasant-look1ng game. though 
our concerns regarding how convinCingly 
(and rewardingly) the game exploits 1ts 
prem1se and sett1ng will have to wa1t for a 
more thorough prev,e·w 

W1thout Warnmg JS, we're assured, "about 
s1x weeks off comp e\IOn. • Extensive scrut ny 
wdl presumably oe applied once Capcom puts 
t m the hands of Its Japanese ~esters . These 
are, after al. mterestmg early steps for both 
compa01es "We're lear'ling lots.· adm•tS 
Sm th, "because we've never been here. and I 
thmk they're learrmg lots because they've 
never had the exposure to a UK office • 
Perhaps, 1n September, when their efforts hit 
the shelves. we'll also learn something ~ the 
true mean1ng of (ifcle: is 1t the ring of 
protec\lon that's brought 'Lara's boys' this 
far, or the cycle of rebirth that wdl 
f1na 'ly take them elsewhere? 
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Now playing ... 

World Of WarCraft 

Each night begins the same way: 
a handful of characters setting out 
from Kalimdor's vast cities, looking 
for loot, leather and laughter under 
the star·spe<kled night sky ... 
~ ·NDI PC 

World Of warc raft 

... and, once satisfied, finding that 
there's still a few things to sort 
before finally heading to bed: 
letters to write, ore to extract, 
armour to patch and fish to cook ... 
VIVENDI. PC 

World of WarCraft 

... ready and waiting for the day 
shift. cramming in a quick quest 
before breakfast and planning the 
raids for the moment night falls 
and backup flies in from the east. 
VIVENDI, PC 

Piff paff poof 
Why modern magicians need joysticks, not wands 

hen you think of all the 
things you regularly do in 
games - defy death, move 

things with your mind, summon 
elemental monsters, and turn 
corpses into gold- it's little wonder 
that a word you hear again and 
again is 'magic'. Games make us 
all magicians. 

But to call a game magic is to 
suggest a comparison with a very 
strange phenomenon indeed, not 
least because magic isn't what it 
used to be. For many of the people 
reading this magazine, their f irst 
awareness of magic is linked 
indelibly with a balding shorty 
whose main superpowers seemed 
to include being able to get rather 
more attractive women into bed. 
Now when you say magic, most 
people don't think wands, wizards 
and witchcraft, they think of David 
Copperfield's tan. 

Where magic once was a 
watchword for the truly 
unexplainable, it's now come to 
represent the pleasures of 
watching a theatrical charlatan. 
Whether it's the shallow confidence 
of David Blaine or the 
unfathomable skill of Ricky Jay, the 
thrill is no longer that we're 
watching something inexplicable. 
it's become precisely the opposite: 

of watching something so 
astonishing we no longer mind 
that the explanation for it is a 
mundane mix of substitution, 
misdirection and years and years 
of practice. 

And it's with that in mind that it 
seems more appropriate than ever 
to say that seeing Edge's logo 
implanted in a Wipeout Pure track 
is magical, to say that shooting 
from one screen to the other in 
Catch! Touch! Yoshi is magical. The 
mundane explanations behind 
these th1ngs are at the lowest rung 
of game technology. Even if you're 
phobic about anisotropic filtering 
and pixel shaders you can 
understand the process of slapping 
a picture into a frame. Even if the 
thought of quadratics turns you 
green you can grasp the simple 
process behind plotting a curve 
from one screen to another. 

And it's that which makes these 
moments magical- the gap 
between the simple structures 
behind them and the impact that 
they have on the player. it's that 
alchemy- of making the plain into 
the spectacular - that is at the 
heart of modern magic, and games 
do it as well as any spotlight
hungry American with a big ~ 
budget and a gaudy suit. ~ 
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GC 
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Timesplitters: Future Perfect 
GC, PS2. X80X 

Cold Fear 
PC. PS2. X80X 

97 Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory 
GC, PC. PS2. X80X 
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PC. PS2. X80X 

Constantine 
PC. PS2. X80X 

Brothers In Arms: 
The Route To Hill 30 
PC. PS2, XBOX 

Star Wars: Republic 
Commando 
PC. X80X 

Catch! Touch! Yoshi 
os 

Fight Night: Round 2 
GC. PS2. X80X 

Xenosaga Episode 11 
PS2 

Swords Of Destiny 
PS2 

Champions: Return To Arms 
PS2 
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Shin Megami Tensei character designer 
Kazuma Kaneko returns the favour for Dante's 
guest appearance in SMT: Nocturne with a 
devilishly handsome Devil Trigger form (top) 

Localisation difficulties 

The Japanese version of DMC3 
(which features full English t ext) 
shares the sympathetic continue 
system of Resident Evil 4, 
allowing you to return to the 
game immediately from just 
before Dante's demise, but the US 
release returns to the maddening 
DMC1 scheme of requir ing that 
you buy Yellow Orbs for the 
privilege, and ups the difficulty as 
an added affront. The PAL version 
is to retain free continues, and 
will sl ightly scale down thecUS 
version's Normal d ifficu lty. 
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The expert play style, Royal Guard, 
allows Dante to execute last·second 
blocks- though the theory and practice 
are often worlds apart -and then return 
a hugely meaty open· palmed counter 

o, after two dress rehearsals to 
shake out the trappings of Resident 
Evil and find his own style, it's 

finally shovvtime for Capcom's leading man. 
How the auditorium will f ill out after the first 
gig's volume deafened casual players, and 
the second proved too chart-friendly for 
those who liked the old school better than 
the nu school remains to be seen- but this 
might well be the number you've been 
waiting for. 

Visualised as a mix of the series' 
traditional urban gothic and the classical 
leanings of the ill-fated Chaos Legion, DMC3 
is perhaps the most evocative, exuberant 
dark fantasy Capcom has produced since 
Ghouls 'N' Ghosts. it's not just dark fantasy, 
but dark fantastic, from the menacing 
symmetry and scale of the Bruegel-esque 
tower that rudely erupts in Dante's 

moves than they could learn from all the 
Red Orbs in the world. An impressive enougt 
street samurai armed with pistols and sword~ 
alone, as Dante's arsenal grows- weapons 
a re cleverly bequeathed by each defeated 
boss, so you already know their cause and 
special effects - so do the possibi lities to 

Impressive enough armed with pistols and swords, 
os Dante's arsenal grows so do the possibilities to 
extend the fusion of swordsmanship and bullet ball 

neighbourhood to the gangs of baying, 
swooping reapers that you'll return to the 
sand inside it. 

Whether these battles are cast in glitzy 
neon, sallow candlelight or silver 
moonbeams, Dante never leaves the 
spotlight. his older incarnations 1n DMCs 7 
and 2 apparently having forgotten more 

extend the series' peerless fusion of 
swordsmanship and bullet ballet. 

Two ranged and two melee weapons can 
be equipped at a time. and can be switched 
on a shoulder button press mid-swing or 
trigger-pull without interrupting Dante's 
flourish. Far beyond a simple, but welcome, 
bypass for the genre's habitually cumbersome 
menu management. it quickly becomes 
second nature to open with an attack from 
one weapon and close with another, or even 
to cycle through all four in an unrelenting 
shower of blows. 

The unnatural laws of DMCJ's physics are 
equally reliable and exploitable: when a boss 
produces an attack that affects the entire 
arena floor, you instinctively hold Dante aloft 
on the kickback from his gunfire. The equal 
and opposite reaction of a mid-air uppercut 
is that Dante will land on his feet with time 
to dispatch a second enemy before the first 
lands. And, crucially, combat is as enjoyable 
to play badly as it is to play well (Dante is 
irrepressible even in defeat, somersaulting 
out of a stagger or breakdancing up from a 
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knockdown). though oiv1ng nto the system's 
depths rather than furiously thrashing on 1ts 
surface IS a reqwement for the more 
aggress1ve diffiCulties. 

Even so, 1t's a game that's unexpectedly 
w1lhng to let you set the rules for how you 
want to play a Devil May Cry game, whether 
that 1nvolves favouring gunftghteng, close 
combat, or a balanced offence supported by 
ether dodges or block-and-counters. DMC3's 
i gh\lng styles, as With your equipped 
weapon sets, can be reass1gned between 
m1ssions or at power-up points, should 
you fend a partiCular section reqwes a 
dtfferently skilled approach: Gunslinger's 
crowd control properties are wasted on the 
mano-a-demonio boss encounters. for 
mstance, where you'll be better served by a 
defens1ve boost 

Flexible, smart, and needless to say 
stylish, if the system has a drawbac< 1t's that 
some of the mterplay between acrobatiCS 
and action introduced in OMC2 has been 
sect1oned off. it's impossible to use a Trickster 
wall-run and backflip to set up a Gunslinger 
hail of bullets, but then asking to cycle 
styles 1n add1t1on to weapons and 
Interruptible combo attacks 1S probably a 
l1ttle too much even for a Capcom studio 
that at last understands its game enough to 
be at the top of 1t. 

That understanding sadly hasn't extended 
to mov1ng the genre beyond the club-footed 
Insert Occult Object To Conttnue progress1on 
- though there's at least the placebo th1s 
ume around of the 1tems betng more 
1nver"lt1ve than Rusty Keys. and the game's 
flow often steers you to the key before the 

OMCJ still finds time for calm momenu between storms. and 
while the colour scheme is earthier than some of the original's 
most striking scenery. it's a more assured design overall. Much 
of the scale Is for show, not exploration, which is a shame 
considering Dante's architecture-scaling acrobatic talents 

lock But that flow, so rollercoaster·fast for 
much of the game's 20 m1ssions. sets itself 
up to dtsappomt when the pacmg f1nally 
slips. The tdle backtracking and weansome 
boss f1ght reruns in the last third of the game 
age DMC3 beyond its years- though it st tll 
knows to save some of its most memorable 
moments for last. 

Not least the f1nale of its storyline, a 
magn,ficent contrast of B-movie fluff w1th 
tnple·A production. The portra1t of Dante as 
a young man at last finds the self-parodymg, 
haughty cool the previous games ferst 
overshot, then underplayed - and h1s 
supporting cast brood and doublecross with 
the convictiOn that this is the last world· 
threatening plot that will ever play out in a 
Japanese videogame. 

it's a strange s. tuation for the senes to 
truly M 1ts stnde n a game that's both 
beg nnmg and conclus,on, and you can't 
help but wish Dante would never grow up, 
that there cou Id have been more stories of 
his teenage roundhouse kicks. The most 
damning critiCISm of DMC3 is also 1ts highest 
pra1se· th1S IS a brashly overconf1dent music 
vtdeo of a game that thoughtlessly tramples 
(With 18-hole cherry Doe Martens) where 
more rese'Ved t1tles have the sense not to 
tread. And the devil may cry encore. [8] 

Secret Missions make a comebad<, with 
12 scattered throughout the game's main 
levels: these generally apply specific 
conditions to a replay of a set·piece moment 
such as the speeding train shootout below 

There's commendable variety in both of Dante's arsenals. with melee weapons ranging from twin 
elemental swords to a vampiric electric guitar (above left), and ranged weapons culminating in a 
devastating rocket launcher (above right), complete with the overkill of a machete·sized bayonet 
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The game's cut-scenes are absurd 
two-minute melodramas, sketching out a 
story that's almost a parody of space· 
opera conventions. Fox even comes close 
to screaming 'You are not my father'. 
They're entertaining but cheesy, 
complementing the simple characters 

ox McCioud and his starfighting 
team of anthropomorphic cl iches 
have never been the most 

charismatic icons in the Nintendo stable. 
Their Inoffensive gung ho and mildly spiced 
banter certainly bring atmosphere and an 
important sense of comradeship to Star Fox 
games. but in themselves they're wholly 
unremarkable, blandly westernised in 
both appearance and character. You suspect 
they were only incorporated in the original 
SNES showpiece and its N64 sequel to make 
those slick on-rails shooters, with their very 
traditional sci-fi trappings, more easily 
identifiable as Nintendo product, more 
in tune with the company's cute image 
and fondness for personality cults. 

To assume they were central to the 
attraction of those games is a miscalculation; 
to go one further and attempt to found a 
franchise on their dubious charm alone is 
worse. That's exactly what Nintendo did with 
its thinly veiled rebranding of Rare's 
sprawling Dinosaur Planet as Star Fox 
Adventures, and what is has done again (to a 
lesser extent) w1th thiS hybnd blaster from 
Namco. Star Fox: Assault IS nothing like the 
antithesis of the origmal games that 
Adventures was, but it still fails to 
understand their streamlined strength and 
structural ingenuity, and for much of its 

The Star Wolf team serve up the expected dogfight, and more besides. In a neat touch, the score is 
augmented by the blare of a Morricone-style mariachi trumpet whenever they make an appearance 
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Krystal - the unappetising vixen from Star Fox Adventures- returns. implausibly replacing the ageing Peppy Hare as an 
Arwing pilot. This does the team dynamic. the overall strength of the cast, and indeed the feminist cause no favours at all 

length it still keeps the furry fighter ace 
front and centre, in plain view, with his feet 
on the ground. 

At least. in rough terms, it's the right 
shape and size for a Star Fox game: a brief 
blast through ten levels of set-piece shooting, 
with the emphasis firmly on replayability. In 
Assault's case the latter comes in the form 
of three difficulty levels, each with its own 
set of medals for high scores, plus hidden 
flags to find. A more familiar and stronger 
pull will simply be a des1re to see and do it all 
again, but better, keeping your team mates 
alive, holding on to your power-ups, revelling 
in your half-learned, half-instinctive 
command of the patterned destruction. it's 

slender, but it's enough, and if you like it you 
will come back 

lt looks right, too. Initially underwhelmins 
in these late-generational days of Resident 
Evil 4 and its peers. you'll come to appreciate 
Assault's old-school, arcadey, hard-poly look. 
Violent neon colours abound, and Namco 
has accentuated the series' crisp, insectoid 
designs with an angular, manga-influenced 
flavour of its own. lt suits the subject matter 
well, and moves with incredible speed and 
smoothness, even at its busiest, and even on 
the ground (Fox and co are remarkably fleet· 
footed avatars). The soundtrack, too, is 
quintessential Star Fox: the repeating, 
adolescent exclamations are as annoying as 
ever, but the bright sting of the effects is 
perfect, and the music is even better. it's an 
impressively stirring full orchestral score that 
uses every trick in the John Williams book to 
heighten the sense of spectacle and 
adventure, and it makes a huge contribution 
to exciting and involving the player. 

So Assault looks like a Star Fox game, 
sounds like a Star Fox game and. even at its 
furthest remove from the original template, 
feels like a Star Fox game, in that it never 
deviates from a frenzied and undeniably 



lylat Wars' Landmaster tank returns, but sadly doesn't reprise 
its unstoppable on-rails trundle from that game. it's only 
available in arena levels. w.Mre it proVH underexploited 

enjoyable drive to push up the h1t count 
(assisted by a combo meter this t1me). lt isn't 
a true Star Fox game, however lt would, of 
course, be hard pressed to sansfy :he pur sts 
who felt that even Star Fox 64 (or Lylat Wars) 
betrayed the anginal Star Fox (or Starwmg) 
with 1ts occasional deviations from on-rails, 
a~rborne action. Though the r case 's 
overstated, they have a point. at 1ts best, the 
senes is a very simple, f ercely smgle-m1nded 
design, one that derives all its strength from 
1ts cohesion and 1ts strong sense of identity. 
That's exactly what Assault- part retro shoot 
'em up, part arena combat ut e, and arcade 
game that never was -lacks. 

Less than a third of 1t 1s spent fly1ng 
into the screen, and these sections, though 
strong enough, are pale retreads of the 
dramatic scnpting of Nmtendo's earlier 
efforts; they're also shorn of the forks 1n the 
road that made Lylat Wars such a joy to 
return to. The majority of the game is made 
up of free-roaming battles that are shakier 
Still, though pleasantly va( egated by 
changing objeCtives and the ab,hty to hop 

Seasoned FPS players will find the on· foot weapon set latking in presence and tactical sophistication. But this is a 
different game. so fast-paced and haiHriggered it makes TimeSplitters look cerebral, and the lightweight arsenal suits it 

1nto a landmaster tank or Arwmg fighter 
almost at w1ll. The design of these levels is 
altogether too influenced by the need to 
create effect1ve multiplayer maps The game 
tself feels as 1f 1t was scattered loosely 
around t"'em, rather than woven mto them, 
and as often as not you'll have to go look1ng 
for the action yourself. 

In all honesty, they weren't worth th1s 
heavy cost to the s'ngleplayer camoaign 
Assault represents yet another fa1led attempt 
to furnish the Cube with a deathmatch 
classic to equal Golden£ ye. On foot. four 
players can easily feel lost n the huge maps, 
and the tiny characters can be hard to see. In 
the a1r, aogf,ght1ng rema1ns a loop1ng, 

U-turn,ng sta emate At 1ts best in mixed 
vehicular combat. it's an adequately 
entertaining rumble, but not much of a 
reason to unplug your bongos. 

Perhaps the saddest m1sunderstand ng 1n 
Assault, though, •s ts pedestnan. linear 
structure There's noth1ng wrong w1th 1t. but 
the mult1ple routes and secret branches of 
the earlier titles- echo1ng OutRun, n a way 
- bound !eve s together into a taut, short, 
player-dl(ected adventure that was always 
seamless and could never be fully 
experienced m one sitting. That structure 
above all else 1s what made them speCial. 
what gave them a life of the~r own. W·thout 
1t, Assault IS a Jumbled, d sposable thrill. [6] 

Trouble ond strofe 

Star Fox: Assault offers three 
control schemes for grounded 
blasting. The first is a fine 
single-stick solution: move with 
the stick, hold down R to aim, 
mash that fat A button to fire. 
Holding l with left or right 
allows you to strafe, but clicking 
it produces a swift dodge that 
brilliantly echoes the Arwing's 
evasive roll. ideal for ducking in 
and out of cover. The second is a 
conventional twin-stick 
arrangement with fire on R. 
lt's poorly calibrated, but the 
ability to move and aim 
simultaneously- and to circle
strafe - will still probably give 
an edge in multiplayer. That's 
a shame, since it robs the game 
of some of its individuality, 
and of a signature move. (The 
third iS a reversal of the first, 
so requires a button to be held 
down to move- and it's 
frankly perverse.) 
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There are not many vehicle sections, but 
when they arrive they're underwhelming 
and lack any kind of freedom of 
expression. Vehicles in the multiplayer 
maps can be more amusing, however 

Some neat paradoxes allow Cortez to meet 
himself and overcome the bigger challenges. 
While one Cortez takes care of the henchmen, 
the other launches SAMs at the gunship 
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hose waiting for GoldenEye Mk 11 still 
have a bit of waiting to do. Unfair, 
perhaps - after all, Free Radical has 

never claimed that it 's attempting to build a 
game based on that benchmark title - but it's 
still disappointing to find yet another stolid 
singleplayer campaign in a TimeSplitters 
game. Sure, it's only a third of an otherwise 
excellent package, but you can't help 
wondering if the magic has gone. 

Indeed, the disillusionment is more keenly 
felt because Future Perfecrs Story mode was 
meant to address the linearity issues that 
dogged the previous two games. The 
production values are higher, the cut-scenes 
better and the plotting marginal ly more 
engaging, but as a game it's as on-rails as 
ever. This is corridor and checkpoint running 
at its most constrained. TimeSplttters may 
well be a thoroughbred brand, but it's still a 
heavily blinkered one. 

The addition of some vehtcle secttons 
only emphasises the issue. Partnering up with 
other NPCs (or hero Cortez's future/past self), 

it's possible to drive or shoot depending on 
the scenario, but there are few wide-open 
spaces to explore the destructive possibilities 
that vehicles usually bring. What you get 
instead is the crushing inevitability of another 
narrow corridor to trundle along until an 
impassable barrier is reached. it's as if 
vehicles were put in just so another bullet 
point could be put on the back of the box. 

Ultimately, the game lacks dynamism 
because every level feels like a target range, 

Monkeys con be shot ot1 electrocuted} shrunk ond 
even used os curling stones. There1s o menagerie 
of creatures here to torture} tease ond kill 

with few enemies posing an intelligent 
threat. They may have personality, a gamut 
of interesting weapons, and are drawn with 
a comical attention to detail, but for the 
most part they stand on the spot or just 
perform pre-canned animated rolls to avoid 
your fire. Some huge, diabolical bosses also 
make it into Story mode but they are of the 
lumbering type and require simple find-the
vulnerable-spot tactics to defeat. On the 
plus side, Story mode is more entertaining 
played cooperatively, but it's still lagging 
behind the competition. 

The monkeys save it. Which is to say that 
the Challenges and Arcade options give 
Future Perfect a spirit and reason to exist 
when friends are unavailable. While it's true 
the Challenges are either frustratingly 
difficu lt or extraordinarily addictive, it 's their 
pick'n'mix quality that makes them all the 
more attractive. Although monkeys can be 

Apparently the BBFC's ratings altered while Future 
Perfect was in development and its macabre nature 
enforced an 18+ rating. Rather than tone things down, 
Free Radical decided to include blood for the first time 

shot at, electrocuted, shrunk. and even used 
as curling stones in one of the better games, 
there's a menagerie of creatures here to 
torture, tease and kill. The macabre Cat 
Driving sees you navigating a stuffed feline 
on castors around tricky courses made up of 
ramps, cones and black ice, while Behead 
The Undead returns, this time with both 
human and animal zombies. 

Arcade is split into two categories: ArcadE 
(all the multiplayer games but against bots) 
and League (a series of specific games 
against increasingly aggressive bots). The 
range and enjoyment of tasks in Arcade 
mode alone is enough to keep you engrossec 
for weeks- but these are also perfect 
training grounds for the real battles that take 
place online or against friends over System 
Link in spl itscreen. In Arcade, weapon sets, 
bot abilities and various game settings can bE 
customised, increasing its lifespan until you 
tire of only playing against AI opponents. 

Played with a group of friends, Future 
Perfect is exceptional. Pacey, technically 
exquisite and frenetic. multiplayer matches 
are as absorbing a game experience as 



you'll fmd. The brill,ance IS m the fairness and 
speed, the turg •d singleplayer AI now 
replaced with quick-witted mayhem and 
com•c excess. Whde Halo 2 may offer a more 
cons1dered, tactica approach to the 
multiplayer space. Furure Perfect asks only 
that your reflexes are acutely honed A 
shallower kmd of arena combat, perhaps. 
but no less addictive for it. 

New game types 1nclude Vamp, re (kilhng 
others extends your life span), Glad1ator (only 
~he person who is 'it' can score) and Shnnk 
kill a foe to reduce h1s SIZe), and the 
custom•sation possibilities ensure that th1s 
could remain a vital piece of software for 
years to come. Old favourite arenas return, 
'1C1ud•ng the Mexican village and the classic 
T•meSpll!lers Chmese map, but there are also 
wonderful new maps ike the hazy wastes 
and muddy trenches of Vietnam and the 
labyrinthine Temple. 

The new Mapmaker feature also gives 
players the chance to create the1r own arenas 
see 'Tile craft') to play onhne, or even 
down load those made by others. As wnh the 
rest of the game's onhne options, it's only 
once the servers are densely populated w1th 
keen cat riders and maniacal monkey 
assassins that their real potential w1 I be 
revealed. at th•s po1nt, however, there's little 
doubt that the stage is set for somethmg 
substantial and satisfying 

As forgettable as the Story mode is, this 
•s a game that should be judged by the 
pleasure 1t can bring to a room full of gamers 
eager for funous arena combat and a 
splend1d variety of team games. And 
Judged by those cnteria 11 has few peers. [8] 

• 

A stuffed cat on caston travelling at speed across black ice turns out to be just as unstable as it sounds. Corner too tightly 
and the cat will tip over and lose you vital seconds. but it is possible to flip kitty back up on to his stiff little legs again 

Both two- and fourplayer splitscreen modes 
are available, naturally, and your Arcade 
matches can be played with bots for extra 
action. TimeSplitt~rs 1's right·stick 'waggle' 
aiming system has now been dropped for a 
more traditional move·and-look approach 

Tile craft 

Mapmaker always felt like a 
cute addon in the previous 
TimeSplitters titles, mainly 
because map sizes and sharing 
possibilities were limited. With 
dedicated servers set up to 
upload and download arenas for 
network and standalone play, 
however, the scope of the tool 
expands massively. lt's possible 
to build singleplayer Story maps 
complete with basic game logic 
and short messages and also 
create Assault levels for online 
team play. Vehic.les, stuffed cats, 
explosive barrels and some 
furniture can be added, but it's 
still disappointing not to be able 
to mix and match tiles from 
different themes. While there 
may not be as many distinct 
tile types as we'd hoped, you 
still have to hand it to Free 
Radical - this is a tremendous 
technical achievement. 
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Evil twin 

Some of the details in Cold Fear 
are such that it's almost as if 
developer Oarkworks wanted to 
be seen to be paying homage to 
Capcom's Resident Evi/ 4. From 
the laser-sighted weapons and 
the over-the-shoulder combat 
viewpoint to the parasite-driven 
plot points, those who recently 
played the fourth Evil will feel 
immediately among familiar 
territory here. Weirdly, though, 
it turns out to be coincidence, the 
French and Japanese developers 
working independently and just 
happening to arrive at some of 
the same places. We've seen 
those sparkly item identifiers 
in previous Evils, though •.. 
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a me makers have yet to explore all 
manner of avenues in their quest to 
make the~r works seem more 

realistic, but one of the most obviously 
overlooked IS weather. Quite why is a 
mystery, s1nce it's obvious from even 
someth1ng as s1mphst c as A Unk To The Past 
that tne splash of teem1ng ra1n can add an 
extra dimens1on of atmosphere to a scene 
And Cold Fear has buckets of the stuff, along 
with monstrously swollen waves which crash 
over the sides of the whaling vessel you've 
been charged to mvest1gate. The result is one 
of the wettest games on record, and an 
exerc1se m nch, flavoursome environments. 

lrside and away from the elements. 
however, you must face the real1ty of an 
ocean-go1ng life: the ship IS all pla 'n grey and 
green metal, boxy rooms and long, narrow 
corridors. Which doesn't help navigatiOn, 
especially given the unusual absence of a 
map and the fact that every sign you 
encounter IS wntten m Russ1an (pom\lng your 
weapon towards one reveals a translat on), 
making gettmg about the place occasionally 
a strarn, espec1ally 1f you've missed a deta1l or 
two among the game's dark recesses. 

Of more consequence is your standard
issue weapon. a p stol you'll swear is firing 

Certain weapons have built·in torches 
- essential in such a murkily lit garM 
These ~rasitic organisms have a habit 
of sneaking up on you: listen for their 
movements among the excellent audio 

Cold Fear has a style all of its own, whether you're exposed 
to the elements out on the deck of a whaling ship (above) or 
exploring undersea environments via a glass·walled tunnel 
elsewhere (right). These two scenes illustrate the two styles 
of camera - main and over·the·shoulder (used in combat) 

blanks once you've lined up what appears to 
be a perfect headshot on an enemy only to 
m1ss 1t completely for the th1rd time m a row 
Pra1se be for the healthy roster of add1t10nal 
arms, from a shotgun to a grenade launcher 
to a modif ed spear gun whose enemy-lunng 
gas sets up some tremendously entertaining 
opportu mties for laymg down traps. it is a 
shame you do not get a wider vanety of 
enemy types to gun down and blow up; 
Darkworks' badd1es are mostly rean1mated 
corpses, with only a handful of truly tw1sted 
adversanes to really rattle your cage. 

Thrs is just one area where Cold Fear does 
not stand up to comparison w1th Resident 
Evil 4, whose elaborate bosses, countless set 
preces and disparate locat1ons reveal it to be 
a work of much larger scale (and budget) By 
contrast, Cold Fear can feel ploddy (it doesn't 
truly kick 1nto gear unt1l you reach its second 
half}, g1mm1cky (the Resrstance meter IS an 
1nterest1ng 1dea, but an underutihsed one) 
and shallower, wrth fewer puzzles than even 
the Capcom game's meagre tally. 

Taken in ISOlation. there's no denying 
Cold Fear's panache- RenderWare has rarely 
been used to such strong visual effect - and 
there is a fa1r helprng of survival horror 
entertainment to be had here, it's just that 
you have to d1g through several layers 
of frustration to get at 1t. [6) 

The ship is continuously tossed back and forth by the 
power of the ocean, and you're sometimes at risk of 
being washed overboard. A trip to the crow's nest 
provides an opportunity to take it all in (above) 



ood stealth games aren't about 
chaos, but order: providmg well
defined and rigid boundanes for the 

player to conf,dently work W1th1n The 
moment some unpred,ctabd,ty enters the 
m1x, you lose your trust and th1ngs get 
messy. That's how the f1rst Splmter Cell game 
felt, as the game's prom1se of hHech 
,nflltration turned into somethu'lg far more 
frustratmg than expected. Sequel Pandora 
Tomorrow brought w1th it one of the most 
smart and captivating multiplayer modes of 
recent years, forcing the equally troubled 
solo campaign to rema1n in the background. 
But, 'mally, Chaos Theory 1s the game that 
the ong1nal Splmter Cell was meant to 

deliver: a t1ght play experience w1th 1n a trusty 
framework, one more of enJoyment than 
Irritation. and a game that's no longer 
exclusrvely for fans of repeated reload,ng 

The most s gniflcant change is the 
simplest: the player can now save whenever 
they want. it 's a change that encourages 
experimentation w1thout an mtimidating nsk. 
and aiiOYIS players to get as much out of the 
experience as they want. Few miSSions make 
harsh reqwements in terms of k1lls, alarms 
triggered or detection by the enemy and 
even when they do, the game IS surprisingly 
en1ent. Anyone troubled by thiS lack of 
ngour will be reassured by the 1act that 
miss1ons are rated, and accomplished 

Chaos Theory is shrouded in even more 
darl<ness than its predecessors. giving 
plentiful opportunity for improvised 
stealth strategies and silent kills 

Water stealth kills. present in both PS2 and GameCube 
versions. are arbitrarily absent from the Xbox. The PS2 
versus modes are running on the same engine as those 
in Pandor a Tomorrow, while tM Cube version omits this 
mode completely, due to its minimal online take-up 

espionage IS rewarded by a su1tably high 
score lt's a challenge whiCh hinges on the 
tightness of your control over Sam F1sher 
Here he feels even more natural and reliable 
in his movements - his predatory crouch1ng 
walk has even more analogue subtlety. 
allowing you to freeze h1m at any point m his 
panther-like stalk, and move directly 
backwards mto the shadows. Extra detail has 
been added elsewhere. too, in the form of 
control Fisher can sw1tch sides when a1m1ng 
a weapon, allowing the player to choose 
the1r blind spot, while a raft of new enemy 
takedowns and options (choosing stealth- or 
assault-oriented equ1pment packages. lock! 
door breaking) are smoothly included 

Thanks to thts 1ncreased ease of use and 
approachab,lity, there's a genuine sense of 
anticipatiOn to see what Sltuatton 1S round 
the next corner. it's enthusiasm, more than 
any sense of dread, that accompan es your 
progress. Fuelling th1s 1s the atmosphenc 
richness of the environments Spectacular 
lighting and textures are almost expected of 
a Splinter Cell game, but 1t's the glistemng, 
wet slabs of rock that 1mpress the most 

Ult,mately, the game feels complete, both 
in terms of 1ts solo campa1gn and the 
multiplayer packages, and perhaps represents 
as fine a return to form as a certain other 
threequel thiS month (see p90). Chaos 
Theory doesn't so much see F sher h1tt1ng 
h1s stride as. thankfully, relax1ng into t [8] 

The PC version features an entirely 
new graphics engine, but that doesn' t 
prevent the Xbox iteration from shining. 
lt's water that's the star, whether through 
lashings of rain. trickles of run-off dotted 
around the environments or the gorgeous 
selection of wet rock textures on show 

Flown the coop 

As well as the enhanced return 
of Pandora Tomorrow's excellent 
versus mode, Splinter Celts 
multiplayer suite is expanded 
even further thanks to a series of 
twoplayer cooperative missions, 
play able via Live, system link or 
splitscreen (only splitscreen on 
PS2 and GC). A set of unique 
teamwork moves are available, 
such as the Tomoe Nage. where 
one player throws the other 
across a long-jump distance, or 
to knock out a nearby guard. 
Pairs also have to take turns to 
jam cameras, while their partners 
pass by undetected. Four levels 
are available, making a 
significant campaign for those 
into t/te more productive aspect 
of social gaming, and splitscreen 
- on Xbox, at least - runs crisply 
without losing much detail. 
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Pick of the bunch 

One of Stolen's fi nest elements is 
the way the developer has turned 
typically automated tasks into 
rewarding minigames. To name 
three, lock picking involves 
matching pin and barrel shapes, 
computer hacking requires 
replicating a sequence on a nine
square grid and steel cutting has 
you tracing a contour without 
straying too far from the 
designated path. it's a neat touch 
which cleverly integrates a 
character's in-game tasks into the 
player's experience and their 
smooth implementation 
(combined with the game's other 
stronger elements) suggests the 
ultimately disappointing Stolen 
experience doesn't fully reflect 
blue52's game-making ability. 
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n apt name, cynics w1ll say, 
considering that from the moment 
you start off Stolen you'll recogn1se 

elements of Mecal Gear Solid, Splinter Cell 
and co A th1rdperson stealth adventure - m 
th1s case. one that features a hlgi'-tech
reliant lady th1ef with feline-like acrobatic 
sk1lls- was never gomg to stray too 'ar from 
the litter but it's easy to label th1s as another 
fa, led copycat attempt. 

Too easy Granted, the topdown HUD line 
map (complete with optional perception
zone cones- actiVated by tagging guards, 
cameras and sentme drones w1th a track1ng 
dart). the vis1bility meter and crawling 
through air shafts w1ll seem worryingly 
familiar to a player hopmg for new gammg 
ground to sneak their way through but 
Stolen is soon showing signs of 1ts promised 
individuality. Though in essence a tra ining 
level. the first mission (involving the theft of 
a precious stone from the city's highly 
guarded museum) nevertheless shares the 

The game is at its finest at moments such 
as the minigames (above) blueS2 has 
included to engage players in the nitty· 
gritty of a thief's work - lock picking. 
computer hacking. safe cracking - but 
also welcome in terms of diversity are 
the Tomb Raider· like timed navigational 
puzzles I hat occasionally turn up. Sadly, 
encounters with enemy AI - particularly 
In combat (right)-are by far the weakest 
link In an otherwise enjoyable effort 

marathon quality of subsequent ass1gnmems 
and should take the average gamer a couple 
of hours to complete With1n that time you'11 

be Introduced to your character's beautifully 
ammated and comprehensive ati'let1c ability, 
you'll p1ck guards' pockets. get used to 
scanmng rooms for potential loot. learn the 
skills of computer hacking and lock p1ckmg 
(see 'P1ck of the bunch'), photograph 
artworks. and expenment with your arsenal 
in order to remain undetected. 

The latter point is crucial in more than 
s1mply the obvious in-game implication 
because 1t's when guards become aware of 
your presence that Stolen breaks down. Up 
until then you would have not1ced how the 
camera can be awkward and disorientating. 
how some of the control mappmg is 

Assisting in your duties are a number of aids: In addilion 1 

scanning rooms, your hi·toch specs offer zoom. night and 
sonic vision (a sonar map of adjoining room) options whil 
your a"enal is composed of nuUifie" (which stun guards 
and disable electronic equipmenl), 1Tacker1, tripwires and 
sonic emitte" to attract guards away from your posotion 

ill thought out, how the game 1ns sts on 
h1ghlighting nav,gatJOnal po1nts 1n rooms 
with silly gleaming vapour emanating from 
key structures, and graph1cal glitches (torch 
beams shining through structures, say)
hardly game-breaking stuff, but capable of 
substantial disappointment when combmed 
But 1t's physical encounters w1th guards that 
most mar the expenence. First, the f1ght1ng 
model is too limited, consisting of frustra ted 
one-button presses that offer no guarantee 
of blows landing on the intended target. 
More often than not a guard who's standing 
withm hugg1ng d1stance will calmly strike you 
systematically until your health is depleted 
and not suffer a s1ngle bru1se 1n return. 
Second, they're also intellectually limited, 
their AI suffering from too much art1f1c1ality 
and not enough ntell1gence. resulting 1n 
unconvincing staccato responses to st1mul' as 
tney abruotly SWltch 'rom one state to 
anotner (someth1ng further compounded by 
early Resident Evil-like vocalisatJOns). 

The developer will no doubt argue the 
game's essence is to rema1n mvls,ble (1ndeed. 
scores get heavily penalised 'or the number 
of times spotted and guard KOs) and Within 
that constra'nt Stolen operates competently, 
easily capable of provid,ng elegant moments 
of great enjoymerrt. But With compet1tors 
already offering accomplished stealthlact1on 
packages, it's impossible to dism1ss the fact 
blue52 has clearly concentrated too heav1ly 
on executing one side of the equat1on. [5] 



udged on the first hour of play, 
Constantme IS dire. An open1ng 
section that sees you wandenng 

through characterless rubble-strewn streets, 
shooung at poorly animated creatures 
against drab backdrops does nothing to 
engender enthuSiasm. A floaty hero and 
cut-scenes rammed full of hackneyed one
lmers ("Demons on Earth? That breaks all 
the rules") leaves you m httle doubt you're 
1n for another poorly executed mov1e-t1e 1n. 
But Constanttne gathers momentum and, 
desp1te some obv1ous shortcomings, rewards 
those who persevere. 

Progress naturally bnngs a greater 
selectiOn of weapons, and they're both 
amusing and novel. A shotgun that fires 
cartndge blasts in the shape of a crucif1x, an 
automatiC hand-cannon capable of 
propelling nails pulled from the flesh of 
martyrs. and a special mention must go to 

The crackling, pyrotechnic 
magical eHects are pretty but 
add little to the game. When 
triggered, time slows dovm 

the imagmat1ve, but crass, Moses· Shroud, 'a 
one-hit smart bomb area of effect weapon' 
it would have been easy to introduce any 
one of these made-up rehg1ous contraptions 
just to m1m1c the movie. but each IS soundly 
integrated into the fabric of the game. 

Constantine has to tackle ever-more
threatening demons, and while they can 
generally be executed with any of the 
weapons, there's usually one that's strongest 
against a g1ven foe. Not a new idea, clearly, 
but this lends the combat some subtlety 
and strategy, espec1ally in the game·s later 
sections Throw1ng bottles of holy water at 
possessed humans before destroy,ng the 
creature that scuttles out of the carcass 
with your Holy Shotgun is just one such 
tactic. and expenmentat1on 1s both 
encouraged and rewarded. 

The magic system is not so well 
conceived, and following on-screen button 
presses w1thin very generous time limits g1ves 
1t a touch of the Harry Potter. The shifting in 
between planes s also underused- 1t's a 
mechamc brilliantly implemented in Legacy 
Of Kam.· Soul Reaver, but there's no flexibility 
here, just scripted moments when the player 
has to trigger the appropriate spell 

In Constanrme, Hell1tself is also a 
desultory location, not the dynamiC 
Miltonesque fire and brimstone place you 

might 1magine. Drawn w1th a palette that 
only stretches from ma'lure brown to mocha 
1t's sometimes d1ff1cult to dist1ngu1sh the floor 
from the walls, but thankfully most of the 
act1on takes place back on Earth. 

Constantine's narrat1ve is compelling 
enough, and some excellent puzzles save 1t 
from the 1gnom1ny of bemg yet another 
average th~rdperson movie t1e-in, but only 
JUSt. There are no d1fficulty spikes, thiCk
headed des,gn dec1s1ons and the bonus 
materials, which include 1nterv1ews w1th the 
cast, are genUinely worthwhile. Yes, rs 
uncomplicated, but sti.l an engagmg 
real•sation of the source material [5] 

The antisocial Bile·Riz climb inside corpses before attacking 
you. Hurt the possessed body enough and it will plop on to 
the noo~ but you must dispatch it before it finds another host 

Glow in the dark 

John Constantine's True Sight 
abil ity is by far his most versatile 
and useful. Similar 'second sight' 
features have made it into 
games before but here it has 
more than one applicat ion 
elevating it above gimmick 
status. Its primary function is to 
reveal demon glyphs; these 
show the way ahead, uncover 
se<ret hidey-holes and provide 
clues for solving some simple, 
but cleverly constructed puzzles. 
However, you'll also use True 
Sight to help collect up the 
hundreds of nails launched from 
your Crucifier. Using normal 
vision, they're far too small and 
insignificant to spot, but switch 
to True Sight and they emit a 
pale blue glow- perfect for the 
obsessive-compulsives who can't 
bear to leave anything behind. 
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Turret torrent 

Thanks to Brothers In Arms' 
unsettlingly tranquil sense of 
isolation, the appearance of a 
tank is a fearsome and startling 
event. lt's not necessarily bad 
news, as the thunderous 
machines are often on your side. 
Certain missions see a tank join 
your squad, and it's yours to 
command. lt's both a rush and a 
relief to have such hefty support, 
and sending one in to clean out a 
barricade of enemy troops is a 
welcome option. A tank is so 
fundamental to your unit's 
strength that if it's destroyed, the 
mission is automatically failed. 
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tones are often just an excuse for 
war in v1deogames, or vice versa, but 
Brothers In Arms is hard to separate 

in such a cymcal way. Road To Hill 30 isn't a 
glonous, glamorous voyage, nor does 1t take 
m any tremendous sweep of time or place. 
Charting JUSt e1ght days 10 a squad 's bid to 
take the French town of Carenton, and 
narra:ed by a dour monologue from the 
introspe<tlve lead charaaer, Sgt Mart Baker, 
1t seems a calm and narrow representation 
compared to typical v1deogame warfare, and 
is all the better for 11 

The game's battlefields are just that
rural stretches of furrowed farmland and 
hushed towns- giv1ng the game an atr of 
disconcerting quiet wh1ch is remforced by 
the open scope of the landscape. A lack of 
in-game muSIC, too, only adds to th1s 
atmosphere. an atmosphere realised through 
absence of bustle and chaos. it means that 
when your squad does encoumer enemy 
act1on, 'I feels all the more threatenmg and 
brutal for 1t, w1th each f1ref•ght becom1ng a 
set-piece. In fact. th1s seems to be exactly 
how Gearbox planned 11- one of Brothers In 
Arms' most 1mpress1ve features 1s S1tuat1onal 
Awareness mode, where the game pauses 
and zooms out for an RTS-style view of the 

Your soldiers will respond to movement 
orders with an alarming amount of common 
sense. in the sense that they can vanish from 
view, scattering instead of just huddling 
together at your requested cover point 

combat zone. Th is allows players to evaluate 
the SituatiOn, and dole out orders 
accordmgly While it may sound like a 
shame-faced crutch, 1t's actually a bnlliant 
touch, giVing the player fores1ght Without 
hav1ng to reap the hindsight of many tnal
and-error deaths, and mean1ng that the 
blame for any bungled offens1ves is left at 
the foot of the player, not the des1gner's. 

The problem with Brothers In Arms' 
strategy, however, is that it beg1ns to feel 
one-note all too quickly. Encounters are 
almost always about setting up suppressive 
f,elds of f1re, and then finding a su1table 
flank1ng angle. lt's like a hands-on, retro 
realisatiOn of Full Spectrum Wamor. and 1ts 
tactiCS can dui JUSt as quiCkly. Noth1ng feels 
broken -giVing orders is a slick and s1mple 
process. executed well by your squad 
members - but the sense of ava1 able 
tactics feels limited, if not flawed, and it's 
reinforced by the occasionally frustrating 
1nv1sible wall or implausible barricade. 

Still, Brothers In Arms is a smooth and 
well-realised war story, rendered in strik1ng 
crispness. from the underpowered crack of 
1ts archaic nfles to the stark prof1le of a 
church against a countrys1de backdrop 
Plenty of games have flourrshed around 
the slaughter, scale and destruct1on of war, 
but few have managed to realise a soldier's 
role and worth - disposable, vulnerable, 
pivotal -as well as th1s. [7] 

The camera pull-back during Situational 
Awareness mode IS impressive, but the views 
on offer are locked on to your objectives. 
allies and enemies, sometimes making it 
tricky to survey the environment as intricate!; 
as you'd like. No matter, though - the require< 
path for a successful flank Is often obvious 

lt's not often that loading screens are worthy of note. 
but BIA's scrolling montages of troop cutouts and 
other mission details are surprisingly stylish, and are 
typical of the game's flair for unobtrusive visual detail 



s t read1es the frnal chapter of 
Anakin Skywalker's precurs1ve fall 
from grace, Star Wars 1tself has 

arguably fallen out of touch with the Force. 
Labounng 1nto its sixth (or, stnctly speakrng, 
th1rd) episode, the senes stands accused of 
cloudrng its morals Wi th poht1cs, drlut1ng 1ts 
rconic characters and retreatrng to a grand, 
but tellingly artifrcial stage. If that's the case, 
then Republic Commando is a d1shearten1ng 
parad1gm - its tack of 1ntegnty and favour 
suggests a licence w1tn wanrng authonty 
over its products. 

Though decorated w1th Wook1es. 
Dro1dekas and the part culars of the Clone 
Wars, thrs tact1ca FPS feels more detached 
than any prev1ous Star Wars t1tle. Its 
campaign visits three familiar environments 
but is preceded, inconceivably. by no opening 
lltles. No logo, no scroll, no galax1es far, far 
away - no attempt ex1sts, 1t would seem, to 
establish that most fundamental connection. 
Blessed with neither the technical intncacy of 
the hghtsabre nor the limitless capability of 

the Force, the game harvests f1rstperson 
components with little apprec1at1on of the1r 
purpose or function. There's an obtrusive 
visor/HUD, a Halo-inspired arsenal and a 
recharging sh1eld, all bereft of the1r vrtal 
strategy and balance. 

Nonetl'leless, the core of the game st1ll 
holds some potential. Charg1ng you with the 
command of a four-man squad of Clone 
Trooper elrtes, Commando's rud1mentary 
system of squad assrgnment and tactics rs 
reliably clear-cut. Features of the 
environment, when appropriate, can be used 
to exploit the sniper, grenade and anti
armour abihtres of your team. Once 
positioned. squad members will concentrate 
frre at the1r nearest, or des1gnated, target. 
From these basiCs a command system 
emerges which stands to be the game's 
saviour. Directed by a context -sensrtive 
ret1cule, all tactiCal commands come via a 
Single button press or hold. Advantageous 
positions are constructed so as to provide 
feasible cover and opportunity to both AI 

Your visor has two alternative view 
modes - 'low light' and ' tactical'. 
The first gives night vision with an 
authentically gritty monochrome filter; 
ttM second is so modtit in its attempt 
to provide a detailed overview of your 
squad that it's of practically no use 

Incapacitated, but all is not lost thanks to a revival manoeuvre available to you and your teammates. Call 
for help and, thanks to some questionable AI, a clone trooper will run either to your aid or into enemy fire 

and the player, creating a combat arena 
where the duties of squad and commander 
are effrc1ently intertwined. Indeed, the game 
is at 1ts best when you are downed and call 
for assistance, your squad rushing to your a1d 
a11d draw1ng enemy fire 

Ult1ma:ety, though, at every junc:ure 
where the game should convert its potentral, 
the design misf1res. The neat control system 
1s called upon only in a senes of 
underdeveloped and torturously repet1trve 
set p1eces. Requrring the execution of 
deliberately obstruct1ve splice or demoht1on 
commands (button presses often over a 
minute tong), encounters feel needlessly 
protracteo - born of a stubborn refusal to 
admit the game's fundamental lack of 
content. The layout of scenery predetermines 
your every gambit before enemies blithely 
meander into your squad's unlimited gunfire. 
With health statrons practiCally omn1present, 
the subsequent 1ack of diffiCulty suggests a 
game acutely aware of 1ts potential for 
annoying the player. Fearfully treading an 
easy path, Commando emerges as that most 
dreaded of Star Wars packages - a lazy, 
comprehensive return to the Dark Side. [5] 

Joint offensive 
I 

As an exercise in priority 
mismanagement, Republic 
Commando's multiplayer mode is 
exemplary. So skeletal are its 
maps and features that, 
considering the underdeveloped 
singleplayer campaign, its very 
existence feels impossible to 
justify. Yes, it can be played by 
up to 16 players via splitscreen, 
System Link and Xbox Live, but 
reasons to do so prove elusive. 
Incorporation of the efficient 
squad mechanic of singleplayer 
could have produced a genuinely 
original experience; as is 
characteristic of the overall 
package, however, the 
opportunity is squandered. 
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The first of Catch/ Touchrs play 
modes makes your heart sink. A 
simple coin-collecting challenge, 
it's over in five minutes or so. 
Happily, it works as a demo for 
the rest of the game. and despite 
the diversions of the boss
fighting time-trial mode, and the 
stressful survival challenges of a 
countdown mode, it's the 
straightforward distance Endless 
mode that is the real game. 
Yoshi's trek becomes an epic 
journey, as skies morph from 
apple dawn to midnight pinks 
and as level sections slot together 
in unpredictable patterns which, 
with the inclusion of random 
elements, ensures the game 
remains about quick thinking, 
not rote learning. 

M~nu likt !Mse are wllen the game 
requires the most Improvisation. How will you 
save the day? Keep tapping Yoshi to hover 
him over everyone's heads. or tap out an egg 
barrage to take out enemies? Or draw in a 
high walkway to give you time to bubble 
those coins before they inch off screen? 
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on't be misled by the time fag: 
Catch! Touch! Yoshi is the DS's true 
launch game. lt does for the 

machine what Mario did so well for the N64 
and so unsatisfactorily for the DS itself: it 
builds on N1ntendo's hentage with inventiOn 
and imag:nat1on and ta:lors a new k1nd of 
play around a new kind of control. 

The ma1n essence of the game is to 
protect Yoshi as he ferr es Baby Mano on h1s 
eternal jOurney from left to nght. The stylus 
is use<l to draw cloud platforms for him to 
run on. to poke h1m to make h1m jump and 
to tap out the trajectones of his eggs. 
Sweep1ng a cloud c1rcle around an enemy 
traps him and turns him into a coin, which 
can then be dragged to Yoshi for 
consumptiOn. As the game progresses. you 
become aware of subtle new possibilities. 
Empty bubbles can be used to nudge co1ns 
and erem1es 1nto place for 1mpressive egg
shot combos Clouds that hold you up can 
just as well be use<l to pen enem1es in place. 
Bullets can be tapped out of the air, clumsy 
clusters of clouds blown out of ex1stence 
with one powerful huff into the DS's 
miCrophone. lt becomes an extended 

® 0 
The more coins Mario can collect on his tumblo to eanh. the more eggs the trusty YO<hi waiting to catch up at the bottom 
can carry. Yoshi's soctions are far longer, and so the game gives you a choice of restarting from the end of Mario's sertion 

Improvisation. a desperate, deltghted juggle 
to correctly pnorit1se unexpected vanables. It 
effortlessly preserves the l<tnet1c slapstiCk of 
Yoshi's ls/and(see p108). 

Also preserved is the SNES game's visual 
charisma. lt may be little more than a fa1rly 
fa1thful homage to the onginal, but 1t's 
handled with much more sens1tiv ty then the 
ham-f1sted efforts of Universal Gravr!ltation 
However, it isn't nostalgia wh1ch fuels your 
progress through the game, 1t's enjoyment 
and amazement. There's a s1mple. 
unstoppable magic about f nng an egg on 
the bottom screen and watch.ng 1t arc mto 
view on the other - a tact1le joy in perfectmg 
the angles as it ricochets up a narrow 
chimney in an arpeggio of pops. 

There's strategic satisfaction to be had, 
too Level design, the fundamental artistry of 
any good platform game, becomes 
substant1ally irrelevant when you g1ve the 
players the ability to draw their own.Instead, 
enemy design becomes the issue, and the 
familiar roster develops ever more dev1ous 
ab1!1t1eS- bursting cloud platforms W1th 
sp1ked shells and burrowing to safety- which 
are mgenious and adaptable 

Added to this is a simple, but soundly 
devised twoplayer mode, beamable to any 
other OS. Here the two screens are put to 
perfect use. allowing you to monitor each 
other's progress as you trade cha1ns of spiky 
m1nes, egging them from your screen to have 
them pop up on your opponent's. There may 
be downsides to Catch! Touch!'s clanty of 
VISIOn- rt certa1nly lacks the vanety and sense 
of progress that great platform games can 
offer But then 1t was never supposed to be 
a great platform game. lt was supposed 
to be, and 1s, a great OS game. [8] 

Bubbles give the gamo a great deal of its subtely. Once 
loaded with coins, they must be flicked in the right 
dirertion to intercept Mario as he falls. Be wary. however, 
of the fact that the impact will shift his own trajectory 

Firing eggs is a simple process of tapping in the direction 
you want them to go. Gauging the correct angle for 
extended top-screen combos is particularly satisfying 



n 1812's Box1ana, P1erce Egan 
descnbed the 'sweet science of 
bruismg' a momcker that 

resurfaced dunng the 1950s and has def1ned, 
as an deal, the sport of box1ng ever s1nce 
A cyn1c would suggest that F1ght Night 
Round 2 - a modern game by the world's 
b1ggest publisher • would hkely be a paper 
champion. relegating the sc1ence 10 favour 
of the fireworks lt 1sn 't W1th a supenor 
control system and a raft of IOCISive 
upgrades, this year's update IS a conno•sseur 
of the box1ng arts. 

Round 2's Career mode. hke last t1me. 
has no story but is more than JUSt a schedule 
of matches it's a comprehensive, 
unforgiving lesson in boxmg diSCipline. Its 
instruction is gold sealed w1th AI and 
mechanics that have reached to w1th1n mches 
of being absolutely convincing. CPU f1ghters 
adapt to every situatiOn m accordance w1th 
their persQnahty, round to round. moment to 
moment. Of the many upgrades, not one IS 

counter-product1ve, instead captunng ever 
more of a dynamiC tha:. last year. was 
partially achieved. 

Punch power now ranges from the 
standard sw1pe to the Jarring haymaker. 
all executed v1a a neat adjustment of the 
Total Punch Control system. A eulogy to 
th1s analogue punching mechanic could go 
on forever; the degree to which it 
transparently capacitates the player rema1ns 
excellent. Cuts and swelling must now be 
managed between rounds, again controlled 
via mteraction of the analogue st1cks; a 
button-press. meanwhile. wi ll chnch your 
opponent. providing a convenient means 
by which to escape an impending knockout 
or, 1f used without care, to get yourself 
disqualif ied from the fight. 

Certainly, there's an uncompromising 
lack of immediacy to it all: training and 
progress can feel monotonous w1thout 
appreciation of the drama that runs beneath 
the surface. In the stra:egic migratiOn 

The cuts and swelling sessions provide 
further opportunity to appreciate a 
vastly improved1 more mature and 
insightful commentary. it's possible 
to listen and learn without wincing 
at repetitions of 'street' remarks 

The recovery procedure that confounded players last 
time as now simplified with icon indicators. Contrary to 
first impression$. this in no way detracts from the appeal 

Hard Hits matches offer a spin on boxing tactics. awarding points only for knockdowns with rounds 
lasting as long as is required for one to occur. With 1 S rounds in total, the fights seldom go the distance 

between we1ght d•vis1ons. meticulously 
mfluent1al stats and adjusted personalities 
lies a subtler path to compulsion. To its 
great cred1t, the game allows you 
challenges you - to produce those classic. 
memorable bouts. Momentum will shift 
back and forth as strategies play out. 
12th-round brawls will eke v1tal points from 
fatigued lunges, devastatmg sucker punches 
will fl.p a stalemate mto a ten count and 
the crowd 1nto turmoil. Rarely, 1f ever, 
has the 'lt's in the game' edict of EA 
Sports been val1dated w1th qUite th•s 
much convict•on. 

There could be more •n terms of 
1nc•dentals- at tames the game feels more 
like an eng•ne than a package. perhaps in 
need of more than .ts stockpile of unlockable 
garments and somewhat d•mmished spec1al 
punches lt seems a shame to introduce 
novel features such as an upgradable 
entourage and then fall somewhat short of 
fleshing them out. But the fact remams that. 
mechanically speakmg, the fight for the 
crown may already be won - an altogether 
fierce knockout in the second. (8] 

Spray of the exploding fist 

The first Fight Night sometimes 
felt more like a kissing contest 
thanks to a lack of impact in its 
presentation. For Round 2. the 
game is looking to get bloody. 
Camera zooms and shakes pick 
out the prize punches. with 
haymakers triggering a grand 
display of particles. Noses break 
and eyes shrink beneath bruises, 
every knockdown rewarded with 
three brutal slow-mo replays. 
Fighters' bodies, sharply defined 
and crisply textured. fold and 
ripple as punches crash in, even 
leaving the floor if the right (or 
wrong) connection is made. 
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t 's almost a relief to see 
Artoon not trying to break the 
mould, instead producing 

something without the suicidal 
ambition of 8/inx. Swords Of Destiny 
is a flashy dash'n'slash scrapper, 
well-travelled ground that seems, 
initially, to be providing a firmer 
footing for Artoon's ideas. 

Its main attraction is Sword Time, a 
showy and destructive mid-air combo 
that can be accessed by striking 
enemies at critical times. Your lock-on 
reticule briefly flashes red just before 
or after an enemy attack, allowing the 
player to cast all nearby enemies into 
the air for a vicious series of sword 
swipes. it's at its most enjoyable, 
surprisingly, during boss encounters, 
where it makes weak-spot exploitation 
feel far less cumbersome and 
humdrum than it usually does. 

lt's less satisfying, however, when 
facing groups of opponents, where 
things can swiftly feel dull and 
stuttered. it's the linking of attacks 
that's the problem, and there's no 
sensation of being able to gradually 
and skilfully build ever-slicker chains of 
hits. There's none of the magnificent 
grace to be found in Bujingai, or the 
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The stages are moderately pretty, but it's the 
soundtrack that shines. Magical statues can 
only be destroyed during Sword Time. a task 
veering from the pleasing to the frustrating, 
depending on the nature of nearby enemies 

hyperactive chaos of Devil May Cry 3. 
The inclusion of numerous blades to 
collect and upgrade does add a slight 
feeling of progression, but the actton 
never seems to evolve into anythmg 
approaching epic. 

Swords Of Destiny keeps its head 
up thanks to some nice touches- the 
softly epic soundtrack, and the 
effective camera tilting that takes 
place during dashes - but never 
really flowers into anything truly 
consuming. And, as such, the player 
never quite feels there's any scope 
for them to graduate beyond 
repeating the basics. [5] 

There's an RPG aspect at work in Swords Of Destiny. 
Every enemy has its own experience level, meaning 
that the game can increase its difficulty without having 
to keep introducing new types of opponent. Ultimately 
this only adds to the average feel of the action 

his is nothing more than a 
brush stroke in the larger 
picture." A quip from one of 

Xenosaga 2's characters, though 
directed at a preceding 20-minute cut
scene, sums up all elements of this, 
part two of Tetsuya Takahashi's six
game inter active anime opus. Every 
facet of character, scenario, reference 
and camera angle is but a tiny nuance 
on the vision's sprawling canvas. 

Xenosaga is the natural endgame 
for the FMV-driven RPG gaming that 
SquareSoft's PS 1 output prophesied. 
The player is required to reap the1r 
principle enjoyment from the narrative 
and cinematic rather than the 
interactive. The traditional flow of play 
has been turned on its head: 
cut-scenes are the new king, gameplay 
elements little more than lines to link 
the drama; a space-opera Shenmue 
with the interaction and observation 
emphases swapped. 

The Xenosaga world is both 
inordinately expansive and 
microcosmically detailed so it naturally 
demands a narrative to match. 
Takahashi does so with a tide of closely 
developed characters while continuing 
to scattergun frankly bizarre references 
ranging from Paul McCartney to the 
eponymous work of Nietzsche and on 
through to the Old Testament 

Improvements visually over the first 
Xenosaga game are evident: the 

Battles earn skill points that can then be used 
to 'purchase' upgrades. In contrast to the first 
game, every skill upgrade is available to every 
character so responsibility for how to develop 
your team lies satisfyingly in the player's hands 

cut-scenes are expertly directed and 
often genuinely impressive. The battle 
system has w isely been reworked, 
drawing more heavily on series 
prequel Xenogears' template, and the 
resulting boss fights can be fraught 
with real tension. 

Xenosaga 2 is undoubtedly a 
labour of one man's love and vision. 
However, choosing to release episodic 
chapters on the videogame format is a 
fundamentally different design gambit 
to, say, George lucas' development of 
Star Wars on film. Gaming is not a 
static format; neither is gameplay a 
static tenet While this game is 
superior to the first Xenosaga title, in 
the two-year wait, videogame players 
have once again become wary of 
barely interactive narratives. 

The episodic template that has 
been established is already a rod for 
its own back: if Monolith strays too 
far from the established format the 
series will look incoherent and 
disjointed. But fail to adapt to 
changing times, tastes and a 
continually developing medium and 
the series will become outmoded and 
sidehned. Xenosaga 2 already bears 
testament to the latter. If the series 
contmues its current course, it will be 
eight years before episode six 
concludes. Pernaps the refinement 
over reinvention seen here will not be 
enough to see the canvas covered. [6] 



nowblind could be a victim of ItS 
own success: Dark Alliance and ts 
many descendants, including the 

developer's own Champtons Of Norrath, 
have seen the console hack-and-slash 
market reach such a crittcal mass that 
producmg the most polished of the bunch 
1sn·t necessarily enough 

That's not to say Snowbl1nd has rested on 
1ts bump-mapped laurels w1th Return To 
Arms: not quite a sequel but more than an 
expansion, there are new character types. a 
new set of dungeons to crawl through W•th 
unlockable Side-quests, and the prom1se of 
new Items to spur on your massacnng. You 
may have seen what the game's combat has 
to offer (perhaps across four t1tles now), but 
RTA seems almost desperate to silence cnt1cs 
of 1ts s1mphcity by the mtroductJon of every 
twlst 1ts des1gners can th1nk of - escort 
quests, t•med puzzles, collect1on sprees. an 
lll-adv1sed stealth section. They're tolerable 
enough, but actually less entertaining than 

when the game drops the pretence to being 
anything other than a battle royale, nor can 
they change the game's fundamental, 
intent1onal lack of complication compared to 
the obsessive wheels within wheels of slat
tweaking champion Diab/o 2. 

But f RTA's (and Champ1ons' before it) 
weakness •sn 't that lack of depth, more of a 
case can be made aga•nst the lack of checks 
and counterbalances that characterised 
Blizzard 's t1tle. There's a feast-or-famine 
sensatton pervad.ng the game's currencies: 
skills veer from unfairly meffectrve to wildly 
overpowered, and you're often e1ther too 
poor to afford equipment from vendors or so 
nch that pricmg becomes irrelevant. 

Bosses, too, can either be defeated 
without breaking a sweat or will obhterate a 
party in a smgle attack, and the most 
effective strategy to combat them •s 
invariably one player drawmg the fife - With 
one finger on block and the other to 
constantly scull healing potions- and the 

Spell effects remain spectacular, 
though there'll be few new arcane 
sights for returning Champions playen, 
even in the supplemental skills given 
to the classic character types. Aura 
effects have in fact been toned down 

The original game's storyline provided little justification 
for your travels, and RTA's dimension-hopping does so 
even leu: the fverQuesrlicence seems a little irrelevant 

Wizards receive one of the more appealing new skills in Battle M age, allowing them to swap their wands 
for blades and throwing stars- but their low armour and hit points mean they're still a liability in combat 

others button-mashmg from the rear The 
bolstenng of RTA's new enemy types With 
heavtly damag1ng cham attacks, charges and 
knockdowns is obv1ously intended to 
encourage more cons1dered play, but •n 
practiCe encourages lengthy hikes back to 
the nearest save po1nt to resurrect fallen 
players, g1ven how qu1ckly and unpredictably 
the t1de of battle can turn 

And yet 1t's that artifiCial tide that makes 
the multtplayer so compelling (and the 
singleplayer mode a strangely appeahng 
grudge match) there's sat1sfact10n to be 
found both in cutting down swathes of 
meffectual foes and m triumphing over an 
encounter that's already cost you half a 
dozen just-one-more attempts. 

lromcally, 1t's people who haven't played 
Champions rather than veterans who could 
f1nd the most to like, given that tt's a year's 
worth of tweaks and polish on that game·s 
largely positive foundation. lt's the cream of 
the crop that Snowbh nd planted, and no less 
entertaining as a chalnmail-bikint-and
popcorn-thnlls romp - but. at th1s stage, 
1! IS less of a revelat1on for it. [6] 

Odd jobs 

Most stages include optional 
'medal rounds' - singleplayer 
minigames such as being tasked 
to escape from an undead
infested dungeon without 
armour or equipment, or 
defending a caravan against 
kobold raiders with an infinite 
supply of explosive potions. 
They're a little scattershot in 
appeal and difficulty, but some 
are more entertaining than they 
should have any right to be, and 
in addltion to a Champion's 
Medall ion for success you' ll 
unlock an extra dungeon for 
party exploration. 
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TIME EXTEND 
SUPER MARIO WORLD 2: YOSHI'S ISLAND 
FORMAT: SNES 
PUBLISHER NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE 
ORIGIN JAPAN 
'<ElEASE DATE: 1995 

n late 1995, the rebirth of 
videogames was almost 
complete. Sony's PlayStation 

was already on shelves and under 
televisions in the UK, remoulding 
Mario Karfs tartrazine fizz into the 
gunmetal-grey designer drug of 
Wipeout before amazed, dilated eyes. 
The 26th issue of Edge proclaimed 
that month's future of electronic 
entertainment to be '3D world beater' 
Fade To Black, and while that name 
would largely be forgotten, the 
moody humanity of the cover image 
and the cinematic ambition of the 
game were right on the money. 

Meanwhile, in Kyoto, Shigeru 

Miyamoto's internal teams at 
Nintendo were at the very height of 
their powers. Their SNES work had 
been an unbroken hot streak, five 
years long and littered with 
masterpieces all the way back to Super 
Mario World. Now they were elbow
deep in revolution themselves, months 
away from completing what would be 
their most dizzying feat: 
simultaneously entering and setting 
the seal on the brave new three
dimensional world, with fateful 
perfection, in Super Mario 64. 

But with every beginning comes an 
ending, and Nintendo wasn't about to 
drop the curtain without fanfare on 

an era it had ruled. Development of 
Mario 64 had overlapped with 
another Mario sequel in EAD's labs, 
and it was the other that bore the1 

title Super Mario World 2. lt was the 
other that would be the last great 
Nintendo game on the SNES, the last 
great 20 platform game, and arguably 
the last great game of its generation. 
Videogames were growing up, but 
not before Nintendo had wound the 
dock black one last time, dumped its 
greatest star in nappies, and del ivered 
its soulful, comic eulogy for their 
infancy: Yoshi's Island. 

The spellbinding intro takes us 
back into a world in which Mario and 
Luigi aren't just babies, they aren't 
even born yet: they've been stolen 
from a stork and separated before 
reaching their parents (and who, 
before this game, had ever 
entertained the idea of Ma and Pa 
Mario?}. But the route Nintendo took 
to this gaming prehistory wasn't the 
open nostalgia and quaint 
retrospection the company is so fond 
of today. A year earlier, Rare had 
begun Donkey Kong Country by 
cranking a tinny Sbit tune out of a 
gramophone, before swatting the 
past aside and brashly announcing its 
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EXIT STAGE 
LEFT/RIGHT 
Most serious of the 
criticisms that can be 
levelled against Yoshi's 
Island - and there aren't 
many - is its total 
abandonment of the 
branching pathways and 
multiple level exits that 
unfurled in the more 
mysterious Super Mario 
World. Yoshi's progress 
from one level to the next 
is rigidly linear: you can go 
anywhere you like, so long 
as it's from left to right. lt 
wouldn't be a Miyamoto 
game if levels weren't 
packed with secret byways 
and spatial puzzles, of 
course, but the promise of 
that enticing title screen
of one coherent space, ripe 
for exploration - is never 
fulfilled. lt's frustrating, 
but infinitely preferable to 
the structure of the 
disappointing Nintendo 64 
sequel Yoshi's Stoty, which 
was so loose as to be 
positively shapeless. 

modernity with hip-hop beats and 
dazzling prerendered sprites that 
seemed strangely out of place on the 
16bit hardware. Yoshi's Island, 
however, looked neither back at 
earlier gaming technology, nor 
forward to any kind of conventional 
future for it . Though it (almost 
literally) stretched the SNES to 
breaking point, it tried its hardest not 
to look like technology at all. 

The Nintendo logo that introduces 
it is a wobbling scribble in pencil. A 
soft lullaby t inkles over the clockwork 
grinding of a music box that, cutely, 
has to be rewound halfway through 
the intro. The sunrise that blushes 
behind the flapping stork is so 
delicate it seems tollave been done in 
watercolours, and t he characters in 
this storybook drama might be from, 
well, a storybook. This carries 
convincingly through into the game 
proper, as Yoshi bears the Infant 
Mario to his abducted brother 
throug~ worfds that seem to have 

been conjured out of crayon and 
chalk, patchwork, paper and clay. 
The sprites look more like hand-drawn 
illustrations lined in thick ink. Yoshi's 
Island is a living, organic cartoon, 
made not of pixels or polygons, but of 
playroom detritus that has a texture 
so convincing you want to reach into 
the screen and touch it. The game's 
graphics aren't screaming 'now' but 
rather suggesting 'then': a pre· 
technological past, a daydreaming 
childhood, a story that begins 'a long, 
long time ago. ' 

This was a major step in a radical 
art style for games, an alternative goal 
to realism: the use of serious technical 
firepower to create the impression of 
something handmade. The thic,k 
outlines foreshadow ed t he prirrlary 
technique in t he development of 30 
eel-shading, and the deliberately 
simplistic background dioramas were 
a precursor to the cardboard cutouts 
of pseudo-20 styles like Viewtiful 
Joe's. lt was an approach Nintendo 

would experiment with time and 
again with results as different (and 
stunning) as Wind Waker, PaP.er 
Mario, and even some of wa:io 
Ware's scrapbook schizophrenia. lt 
was profoundly influential, and 
though at the time it lacked the 
immediate wow factor of the super· 
shiny Donkey Kong Country, it has 
aged far more gracefully. 

These homespun visual stylings 
weren't the only task to which 
Miyamoto harnessed his artists' tal en 
and his programmers' by-now-total 
command of the SNES. For Yoshi's 
Island was a technological marvel, 
making extravagant use of the Super 
FX chip in its cart. From the rippling 
logo to the ballooning bosses, 
absolutely everything in the game 
scales, spins, squashes, distorts, 
distends and warps. Jump on a 
rotund, blushing creature called a 
Milde and it squeezes flat for a 
moment before popping, satisfyingly, 
into nothingness, sending nearby 



enemies tumbling with the force of 
the blast. Much bigger monsters made 
of translucent goo bounce, stretch, 
twist and quiver, furrowing their 
bushy eyebrows. Giant blocks of wood 
fall out of the screen. beams rotate, 
drums roll and boulders trundle with 
heavy momentum. The eggs Yoshi lays 
and throws ricochet like bullets, 
burrowing through soft earth, 
spinning pulleys to heft convincing 
weights for the little dinosaur to 
scamper underneath. 

Mario games had for a long time 
been built around inertia and 
rebound, a strong physicality at the 
root of that peerless connection 
between player and avatar. But Yoshi's 
Island was, and 1s, on another level. Its 
whole world is as tactile and elastic as 
a warm lump of Plasticine, as 
energetic as a rubber ball, as 
startlingly three-dimensional as a pop
up book. lt IS gloriously, intoxicatingly 
physical. And it's not just in the lavish 
effects, or the surprisingly convincing 
physics. Tiny details of sound and 
animation -splattering mud, snow 
brushed off trees, the fat pop of a 
laid egg, the frantic. feather
scattering flap of a Goome trying to 
support Yoshi's weight - are just as 
vital in helping this playground 
paradise defy its well-worn idiom of 
lava and ice to become tangible, 
responsive and real. 

If there's a defining moment in 
Yoshi's Island, it comes toward the end 
of the first world: after you've 
defeated Burt The Bashful by 
throwing eggs at him until his pants 
fall off and he explodes out of sheer 
embarrassment, but before you've 
shaved Salvo The Slime's gelatinous 
body down to a tiny dollop that can 

difficu lt section, but it takes a while 
because you're too busy hooting with 
laughter to prevent Yoshi's headlong 
tumble from one Fuzzy into the next 
(as if you'd want to). 

This is where the game's living 
landscape, its hero's irrepressible 
momentum and its bewilderingly 
imaginative bestiary meet. Together, 

Whereas other classics of videogame 
humour have jokes written in to them, the 
best jokes in Yoshi's Island issue directly 
from the game play and involve the player 

no longer accommodate his blinking 
eyes. In a level called Touch Fuzzy Get 
Dizzy, an unremarkable woodland 
stroll is interrupted when the screen 
floods with hairy, puffy white balls 
like obese dandelion seeds, wafting 
gently on the breeze. Touchmg one 
makes Yoshi 'dizzy' - but really this is 
just t he game's kindergarten 
euphemism for blind drunk. He goes 
cross-eyed, colours pulse and shift. the 
music squawks queasily, and the entire 
landscape begins to undulate in 
heavy, seasick rolls. In a beautifully 
literal, physical interpretation of a 
mental state, the teetering dinosaur 
plunges helplessly mt o the troughs 
and labours up to the crests of these 
waves in a stagger that's Just the right 
side of impossible to control. lt's not a 

they create spontaneous, physical 
comedy that has never been bettered 
in games. lt's unapoiogetically low 
comedy of course, the kind of violent 
and absurd Tom & Jerry slapstick 
beloved of children and animators 
everywhere, but it is unusually native 
to the game. Whereas other classics of 
videogame humour (Monkey Island, 
say) have jokes written in to them, the 
best jokes in Yoshi's Island issue 
directly from the gameplay, and 
involve the player. The designers set 
them up, seeding the world with 
carefully-timed com1c possibilities - a 
monkey spitting melon seeds here, a 
trough of slippery mud here, a 
balloon carrying a Shy Guy with a 
bomb - but it's always your fingers 
that deliver the punchhne. That's 

Going by the book. there's 
only one way to enjoy 
Yoshi's Island today: via the 
GBA port that was the third 
instalment in the Super 
Mario Advance series. tt's a 
fine conversion, and the 
presence of this ten-year-old 
great on today's shelves Is 
more than welcome. But the 
sound is emasculated, the 
bustling action lacks 
smoothness, and the GBA's 
colour palette is too thin to 
reproduce the original's 
incredibly warm, rich tones; 
it's like a remastered CD 
reissue of a favourite slab of 
vinyl: faithful, enjoyable, 
but just not the same. There 
are shadier channels 
through which the game 
can be obtained and played, 
of course, but even some 
current emulation software 
struggles a little with its 
festival of Super FX. No 
wonder the original SNES 

carts are so sought· 
r--r:-'"h-~..... after - they're still 

by far the best 
passport to this 
island paradise. 
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The betinflin9 of a stage is !M best place to 
admire IIM view. The warm palette and freefonn 
style are richly atmospheric. and give a strong 
sense of place. season. and time of day 
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Are Harry Hedgehog's blue spikes and fast pace a 
sly nod to a rival series? like all the inhabitants 
of Yoshl's Island, he is so sweetly in tune with his 
surroundings you almost believe it's a coincidence 

what makes it one of t he purest, most 
native expressions of comedy in the 
videogame form. 

These are jokes, however, that you 
couldn't pull off on your own; you 
need help from your enemies, but 
'enemies' often seems an 
inappropriate word. Not for those 
Bandits, it's true, or the Lakitus who 
pelt Yoshi from clouds or holes in the 
wall, or the ever-hateful, gnashing 
piranha plants. But the cheerful 
monkeys that scamper around Yoshi 
throughout world three, coyly 
playing catch-me-if-you-can, swinging 
in chains from the treetops. or 
engaging the dinosaur in seed
sp•ttmg f1ref•ghts, seem more like 
mischievous playmates overstepping 
the mark. The wide-eyed Flightless 
Goonies. running in terrified streams 
and rolling in fat stupor along the 
ground, are no more malevolent than 
the little vacant penguins that bounce 
Yoshi around the game's later 
snowscapes: they're just pratfalls 
waiting to happen. The weeble-like 
Burts might be trying to get Yoshi as 
they leap ridiculously off each other's 
heads, or they might just be practising 
some inept, clownish acrobatics. Each 
new creature is encountered not with 
fear, but joy and curiosity, compelling 
the player to jump on it, stomp it, 
shoot it, eat it and spit it out until 

every quacking sound effect and 
comic permutation of cause and effect 
has been discovered. 

There's a subtle innocence to 
everything about Yoshi's Island, and it 
runs deeper than the game's 
whimsical presentation Take the most 
common bad guys: the Shy Guys. 
Caped from head to toe, and wearing 
expressionless open-mouthed masks 
as haunting as they are cute, the Shy 
Guys come at Yoshi in wi ldly varied 
and hilariously undignified fashion: 

cruel. With the Shy Guy, 
the game's genial exuberance tips 
light ly into pathos, as it does with the 
bosses. These aren't ferocious, fully 
grown terrors: they aren't bosses at 
all, each one being no more than a 
common-or-garden variety of the 
island's surreal fauna, enlarged by the 
wizard koopa Kamek to outrageous 
size, but mindless and blameless in its 
fate. This makes them the perfect 
opponent s for the faithfu l, dog-l ike 
dinosaur and his young charge, 

Each creature is encountered with joy and 
curiosity, compelling the player to jump on it, 
stomp it, shoot it, eat it and spit it out until 
every comic permutation has been discovered 

somersaulting, dangling from head· 
propellers, gingerly picking their way 
on stilts, or even hiding under sheets 
and pret ending to be ghosts. Some 
are grotesquely fat, and when eaten, 
cause Yoshi to lay giant egg-bombs 
that can barely be thrown. Some are 
tall and thin, their elongated masks 
scarily resembling Munch's Scream. 
Their patterns are preset, their attacks 
half-hearted, and they seem to have 
no will or malicious intent of their 
own. They're funny, but also a little 
sad: their attempts to assault Yoshi so 
hopeless and ridiculous, it's almost 

because it ensures that from hero to 
ultimate enemy- excepting Kamek, 
who rarely acts directly - Yoshi's 
Island is a world entirely without 
adults, complete in its innocence. 
Fittingly, the final battle starts as a 
toddler's brawl, with a baby Bowser 
jealous of Mario's mount, stomping 
furiously and crying "MINE! MINE" 
as he tries to snatch a ride on the 
•green donkey• . 

The most touching twist on this 
world of eternal childhood is in t he 
hero himself, or rather the heroes 



hen tllf island's most le-monstetS have a 

wlne<able side. The ·-Shark Chomp weeps when it 
a.OS Its teeth on hMd stone. while Sluggy The Unshaven 
uon only be defeated by, literally. breaking hos heart 

themselves. For what could be more 
infantile than Yoshi, with his digestive 
impulse to put things in his mouth 
and either throw them straight back 
up or pass them, mysteriously, out of 
his backside? The answer, of course, is 
an actual infant. a being whose 
powerlessness and trust are absolutely 
complete, who cries in terror at the 
slightest loss of contact with his 
guardian. Yoshi is a child put in charge 
of a child, and the key mechanical 
feature of this game 1s also its 
emotional core: be1ng struck means 
not death for the dinosaur but peril 
for the baby, as he's knocked off 
Yoshi's back. and floats awf1Y in a 
bubble. There are few things 1n games 
as heart-rendingly stressful as those 
panicked moments, scrambling to 
reclaim the baby against a ticking 
clock. impelled by his enervating. 
desperate cnes. The threat IS displaced 
from the avatar to his helpless cargo, 
and the childish, enthusiastic beast 
becomes a parent responsible harried 
and defensM of hiS charge 

tt's a priiNI rnotlv.tion. more 

instinctive and more profound than 
the romantic heroism that drives a 
lone, fearless Mario to save his damsel 
in d1stress. And perhaps it gives extra 
contextual poignancy to a game that 
was the last two-dimensional gasp of 
the greatest platform series. In giving 
the player care of Mario - and by 
extension, the captured Luigi - before 
the event of their birth, Miyamoto 
entrusts the player with the very 
existence of his creations. If Yoshi 
were to fail, none of Mario's 
adventures would ever take place, and 
a beloved icon would wink out of 
existence. Of course, such a failure is 
an Impossible paradox. and the 
game's final frame shows Mar~o and 
Luigi held aloft by their parents over 
the legend 'Heroes Are Born I' In 
retrospect. it's sad to realiSe that 
Mario's adventures. '" their original 
form, mf1Y have died at that moment 
of his birth. But If they did end there, 
they did so after theJr most Idyllic and 
loving episode, mourned by a Joyful 
tear: and celebrated by the ~ 
widest of smiles. ~ 

t 

Ever since Yoshi's first 
appearance in Super Mario 
World, and with the glaring 
exception of Yoshi's Island, 
Nontendo has struggled to 
furnish the cute creature 
with his own gaming 
identity. Yoshi's Cookie and 
Safari were meaningless 
endorsements; the same can 
be said of Intelligent 
Systems' misleadingly titled 
puzzler Tetris Att.lck 
(below), though that at 
least was a terrific game, 
and gra<eed by Islands 
dehghtful character art. 
Yoshi's Stoty appointed him 
the saviour of the 20 
platform game, b\Jt even if 
it wasn't already dead, the 
genre wouldn't have 
survived this unfortunate 
misconception. left 
languishing on the celebrity 
golf and after-donner 
entertainment circ\Jit for 
years, it wasn't until his 
supporting role in Mario 
Sunshine that Yoshi's 
rehabilitation as a platform 
star began. Now woth 
Universal Gravitation and 
CBtch! Touch I Yoshil he has 
at last found a niche - in 
physically innovative, 
intuitive platform games
that suits him well and 
recalls his finest hour. 
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THE MAKING OF ... 
TEMPEST 2000 
Discover why Tom and jerry had such an influence 
on one of the most cherished shooters ever 
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During the development of Tempest 
2000. Minter would typically wake 
up in the morning, smoke 
cigarettes, drink tea (at least two 
cups). read the newspaper. then 
feed his sheep before sitting down 
at his workstation. Coding would 
usually go on until 1 Opm, when he 
would embark to the local pub. In 
the latter stages. however, the 
routine altered somewhat to allow 
for an unusual QA process: "The 
daughter of the landlord of the pub 
used to frequently visit in the 
afternoons. At first for SNES Street 
Fighter 11 sessions - she was Chun-li 
and I was Blanka - and as things 
progressed with Tempest, as an 
unofficial gameplay tester. Her 
sister had done pretty much the 
same thing during the development 
of Llamatron." 
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Anatomy of a Ce ll 
At its core, the Cell chip 
consists of a dual-threaded 
64bit Power processor with 
a VMX/AitiVe< vector unit 
supported by 512Kb of U 
cache memory. This is 
connected to eight 
Synergistic Processing Units, 
each of which consists of 
128K 128bit registers with 
256Kb of memory. The 
resulting 234-million transistor 
processor, boasting 2.5Mb of 
on-chip memory, is thus a 
ten-way coherent threaded 
machine. lt is capable of 
supporting multiple operating 
systems simultaneously, 
includong linux. 

Designed and 
manufactured thanks to the 
three-way strategic 
agreement between Sony, 
Toshiba and IBM, it's already 
cost them over S2 billion. 
Production silicon from the 
three 90-nanometer 
fabrication plants at East 
Fishkill NY (IBM), Oita 
(Toshiba) and Nagasaki (Sony) 
won't to be available until the 
middle of the year and the 
planned full-scale output of 
15,000 wafers a month will 
take further months to come 
online. As well as Sony's 
consoles. the Cell will be used 
in high-definition TVs from 
Toshiba, while IBM has 
announced that it will create 
highend Cell workstations 
for film and other digital 
content creation tasks. 



0 ne of t he best things about playing 
games in vi rtual space is the 
convenience of not needing the time 

and physical space to ~et up enormous and 
complicated toysets. There's also the fact that 
ther<.>'s no need to define formal challenges or to 
monitor play, which means more freedom to 
enjoy play. These days, playing patience with 
real cards feels antiquated and laborious, even 
with the scope to cheat reinstated. 

Rules in computer and videogames aren't 
made to be broken - not often, not formally, 
anyway. But what if the rules of play are made 
malleable, interpretable: 'soft rules'? 

ln tag, whether someone's been tagged is 
open to interpretation- and that adds s pice. 
'T'his manifests to great effect {and has seldom 
been bettered) in the original Pac-Man: the fact 
a ghost just touches Pac-Man isn't considered 
contact enough - a ghost has to be almost on 

much easier when the setting is more obviously 
mundane than abstract. 

Computer software programs rather than 
distinctive embodiments maintain the rule~. 
Unlike the rules in real games, which are almost 
always subject to more tangible direction and 
adjudication in the form of referees, dungeon 
masters and the like. The fact that a human 
element manages the rules is what makes many 
sports interesting and involving for many. 

How would you react to a 'bad call' in a 
virtual spor t? {Assuming the author provides 
appropriate support for you to express 
yourself ... you can hardly attack an umpire 
when control over your action figure is 
suspended and there are no rules governing 
racquet and umpire interaction, so repeated 
blows to his &kull simply aren't recognised.) 
There's no doubting it would take you by 
surprise the first time - if you even noticed 

Natural or supernatural rules, depending on appropriateness, 
determine how toys enter play, perform in play and leave play 

top of him before he's tagged {well, touching a 
central point). The illu~ion of a soft rule makes 
play more tense and players feel'jammy: 

Typically, thousands of hard rules are 
defined during the development process. 
Natural rules underpin a microcosm for the 
purpose of play and games {and tend to include 
interpretations of the laws of physics). "'atural 
or ~upernatural rule!>, depending on 
appropr iateness, determine how toys enter play, 
perform in play and leave play (effec tively birth, 
life and death performances). Supernatural rules 
tend to govern how players play - how they 
manipulate toys and to what end. Adequately 
conveying e nough of these rules to players is 
often more work than defining them - and 

that, say, the ball was in fact in and not out. But 
would the uncertainty ruin or enliven play? 

Referees have the power to introduce and 
remove toys from play, start and stop play. They 
keep track of time and note what you do, when 
you do it, for how long, how often and how well. 
They decide what attention to pay to you and 
for how long - determine what rewards and 
punishment!> are appropriate. Referees mainly 
manifest through ceremonies. Referees in 
virtual play are usually omniscient and 
omniprewnt with no audible, visible or tactile 
presence or obvious personality. Even though 
people make them what they are and bias their 
st ructure, these referees are at least impartial. 

Play might be all the more entertaining if 

referees did have clear-cut qualities. Referees 
monitoring play constantly, regularly or 
irregularly can be exploited. Referees ipfluence 
by mood might take a shine to the way you pla 
so you get away with murder. Short-sighted 
referees, likely to miss incidents at a distance, 
can be u sed to your advan tage. 

You could be given the chance to obscure th 
referee's sense:> or even remove the referee 
altogether. In Geoff Crammond's still 
unparal leled Tl1e Sentinel, the eponymous beint 
and its minions tend to act as referee and 
linesmen, upholding the law~ of energy 
distribution in the playscape. You find yourself 
avoiding their senses with the aim of removing 
their rule and ru le~ from play. 

The civilians and law enforcement in the 
likes of GTA represent fragmented referees. 
Rules arc only considered broken when there 
are witnesses. But the enforcement of the rule; 
isn' t instantaneous and absolute - you have to 
be caught by the long arm of the law before yol 
can be punish(.'<!. It's similar to contesting the 
referee's judgement in a sport, although there's 
no chance of reversing the call. Is there much 
satisfaction to be had taking on the sole role of 
referee, not following or making the rules but 
overseeing them, watching players (real or 
artificial) play a game and providing guidance? 
Dungeon Keeper and its ilk touch on this, but th 
t•xtent of the interference makes you more 
p layer than arbitrator. 

What happens when the player is expected 
to self-referee? In Pac-Man, what if the player 
decides if a ghost has caught Pac-Man and 
chooses when to end or restart play? Most 
would cheat , even if it means they only cheat 
themselves. Like it or not, we need clear, 
consistent mle~ to follow or bend and 
independent authorities to maintain them. 

Cary Penn began I! is car..,r on Zzap!64. before u.'Orkins at 
BMC and DMA V.sign. He no., makes 8am~< arDenki 
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I
t's six years since I began writing a lit tle 
book called Trigger Happy. Back then my 
usual explanation of the project, when I was 

chatting to people at parties, was that it was 
about 'the aesthetics of videogames: lt was an 
impressively efficient conversation killer. Blank 
stares and silence while the interlocutor carried 
out a rapid internal monologue: '·Okay, now how 
am I going to get away from this gcek?" Almost 
worse was politely feigned interest -a long
drawn-out "Oh!'; and then, hesitantly, "You 
mean, how they look?" Well, not exactly. Not 
only. Can I have some more beer? 

This phrase about aesthetics, once received 
as a pure oxymoron a baffling jmctaposition 
of high philosophy and low entertainment -
now seems to be more generally palatable. 
People know about Grand Thefr Auto et al - if 
they haven't played them they'w seen someone 
play them, or they've read scurrilous newspaper 

I wa& fortunate to receive a somewhat more 
positive review from Tony Parsons, music 
writer turned professional dad and sentimental 
novelist, who performed a nice rhetorical trick. 
After saying that Trigger Happy was 'almost 
certainly the best book that could be written 
about videogames: he proceeded to explain that 
this was because videogames were essentially 
worthless. In his day, you see, youth culture was 
punk- rebellious, cool, creative. A culture of 
gaming, on the other hand, just means that we 
are placid slaves of corporate dream factories. 
It 's a clever argument, designed to appeal to 
ageing reactionaries everywhere, but it won't 
hold up. We are no more force -fed the 
mechanised results of others' imagination in 
games than we are in cinema. And, just as in 
cinema, among the wealth of works produced 
there is always a mix of cynical blockbusters 
and original, stunning works of beauty. 

Among the wealth of works produced there is always a mix of 
cynical blockbusters and original, stunning works of beauty '' reports about them. And they accept more 

readily the idea that there's something 
interesting going on. Meanwhile, both within 
acadernia and without, there are more and more 
good writers who don't feel embarrassed to be 
writing about this form of art. 

It's a slow process. When my book was 
reviewed in the Times Literary Supplement, a 
mysteriously fatigued woman complained that 
it was 'far too long; and, in a borderline libel, 
accused me and my editor of deliberately 
spinning the subject out to fill the covers. As if 
a whole new genre of creative endeavour did not 
merit even 250 pages accorded to it! Her 
response is typical of a kind of prejudice that 
still exists in certain quarter~ today. 

I've been gratified to see that many of the 
arguments I made in the original book have 
been brilliantly answered by the best games to 
have appeared since. (I am not egotistically 
claiming to have altered the course of gaming 
history, just that certain gifted designers had 
independently noticed the same things I had.) 
I argued that games should create coherent, 
beautiful spaces to engender an emotion of 
wonder, and then along came Ico. I suggested 
tha t games might draw on t he non-realist 
traditions in art history, and then there was Rez. 
I insisted that a feeling of dramatic involvement 
would arise from improvements in AI rather 
than in prescripted cut-scenes, and we got Halo. 
I hoped that games would widen their scope 

with new control systems: enter Eyc1'oy. 
T hese jewels of recent giiming hi<.tory do not 
quite make the book's arguments obsolete, since 
there are still mountains of dull and inc~herent 
gaming fodder. The stylistic shift between 
Prince Of Persia: The Sands Of Time and its 
sequel I find depressing, an acknowledgment 
that marketing a cliched aesthetic to teenage 
boys is still seen as the best way to assure profit. 
And for every MGSJ, pushing the boundaries 
with ideas of complex corporeal peril, there is a 
Doom J, a glorified tech demo whose symbolic 
paucity and spatial failure would have been 
risible ten years ago. 

Meanwhile, games still have a long way to 
go in treating the political arena with any 
consistent maturity. What does it mean tO put 
terrorists and law-enforcement agents in a 
game after 2001? Episode five, season four of 
24 plays out like a cross between Metal Gear 
Solid and Time Crisis; conversely, I look 
forward to the first game that explicitly takes 
place in the world of swirling propaganda and 
arcane geopolitical strategy of our current 

'War on Terror: 
This colunm, dear readers, has a 

retrospective feel because it's the last one. I am 
hanging up my thumbsticks and working on a 
new book about political language. I would like 
to say that it has been a privilege to write for 
Edge, and to engage in many conversations with 
its consistently intelligent and passionate 
readership. It has also been most stimulating to 
rub up against my fel low columnists. I thank 
Messrs Mott and Diniz-Sanches for indulging 
me, and ! look forward to continuing to observe 
the world of games as a consumer. As long as 
we have a Kojima or a Mizuguchi around, I think 
it will be a very interesting ride. Stay tr igger
happy, won't you? 

Stt'\ .. n Poolei :-, -:-,~-.-.,.,...hor-o_,{.,.Tr-:-~-r""'H.,..ap-1')-: -=Th-e l.,..nn-n-:L-::if•-o7f 
Videogames (fourth £Slate). fmoil: <lel'<n_poo/t(.a>ma< .<Om 



G uy meets girl. We all know that 
storyline. Guy meets guy, or girl 
meets girl - the 20th century made 

us comfortable with that. But this is the 21st 
century, so how about this: guy who likes girls 
becomes girl; other guy, who also likes girls, 
also becomes girl; guy who likes girls but has 
become a girl meets other guy who also likes 
girls but has also become a girl- and they 
fall in love. 

Try making a Blur song out of that. 
I met Torley Torgeson last month, while 

I was looking into the stor ies of disabled 
people using virtual worlds to live freer lives 
on line. Torgeson has Asperger's syndrome, 
and Torgeson is a nut. Even Catherine Smith, 
the senior marketing manager at Linden Labs, 
is happy to say so. "We love him," she told 
me, "but he's a nut." But Smith is slightly 
misguided. Torgeson isn't a 'he' any more. 

and they tried a few virtual dates. " I thought it 
would be interesting to have a relationship 
with a guy in Second Life who was actually a 
girl in real life," Lily explained. "It didn't work 
out." But Lily kept playing as a woman, and 
soon Lily and Torgeson met. "Jade's the type 
of person who I felt !'knew' early on; Torgeson 
said. The t\vo hh it off, and are now an 
inseparable virtual couple. "I am in love with 
Jade," 'Torgeson claims. "Simply put, I am happy 
when I am with her." It's a 21st-century 
love-affair: a lesbian relationship between 
two men who insist they are absolute ly 
not gay. 

"I'm not attracted to guys physically;' 
Lily insists. "In real life, I'm clearly attracted 
to women. In Second Life, it gets shady. I see 
my avatar, Jade, and I'm compelled to play a 
female role ... because it's what she's supposed 
to do, I gue~s. Second Life has either taught me 

lt's a 21st century love-affair: a lesbian relationship 
between two men who insist they are absolutely not gay 

He used to be. He used to wear a neon-pink 
monk's robe, with bright green gloves, to match 
his pink-and-green speedboat. But now he 
wears a black dress, and he has breasts. He has 
become a she. Sometime in :-=ovember last year, 
Torgeson told me, his malt' character "collided 
with a spacetirne rift and was n<.'ver heard 
from again." 

Meanwhile, somewhere across the virtual 
continent of Second Life- where all this is 
unfolding- Jade Lily was born. Lily's owner is 
a man, but he chose to join Second Life as a 
woman, just to see what it felt like. Lily's creator 
originally joined Second Life to have an online 
relationship with an ex-girlfriend, who now 
lived far away. The girlfriend joined as a man, 

a lot about myself, or created more questions. 
Maybe both." 

Virtual worlds are a way of making more 
concrete a relationship that would otherwise 
be fragile and dbtant. In the past, a relationship 
with a far-away partner meant occasional 
awkward chats on the phone; now these 
connections can flower in fully animated 
splendour. Many residents see in virtua l worlds 
the seeds of a new kind of utopia: a world that 
recaptures pre-AIDS innocence, and where 
gender politics and sexual morality no longer 
apply. (After all, there are no laws again>t on line 
bigamy.) In virtual worlds, where we are 
liberated from the restrictions of our bodies, 
sexuality is often the fust area people 

experiment with. In the early days of EverQues1 
designers were stunned to discover that players 
were holding marriage ceremonies, swapping 
rings and sharing bank accounts (there

1
are 

now s,ooo married couples in the game). 
Nowadays, in more experimental virtual worlds 
like Second Life, sex is big business. A major 
source of online income for some players is 
dancing at a Second Life strip club, getting 
tips from passers-by. There are even online 
escor ts, which you can hire for soo Linden 
Dollars - around £.1 - for half an hour of 
interactive cybersex (performed with the aid 
of special furniture, which animates your 
character in compromising positions, and 
even special'skins' which replicate male and 
female genitalia). Linden Labs insists that 
Second Life is only accessible by over-18s, 
so who are they to dictate what their residents 
want to do? After all, 'virtual' doesn't have to 
mean 'virtuous: 

In fact, the two words do share the same 
root. But, through 'virtues'- or qualities -

'virtual' has come to mean 'in essence'; 
something imaginary that nonethe less has an 
effect on the real. True to form, virtual 
relationships have begun to encroach on 
the real world. At least one US custody case 
has used online game transcripts as evidence 
of infidelity. 

Even Torgeson and Lily, overwhelmed by 
their feelings for each other, hope to meet 
in person. Their love is so pure, they think, 
that perhaps their lack of homo~exual feelings 
won't matter. "Do I want to meet j ade in 
real life?" Torgeson wrote. "ABSOLUTELY, 
YES! She's such an exceptional person. Simple 
as that. There are certain things that can be 
faked online, but real personality shines througlj 
And she shines so brightly." 

Tim Guest is an author and ''C'tcnm ,.;dtoBCJmt' t«hnolog)' 
joumalisr. His boo~., My Lif<ln 0ra"8t, fs publi<h«< by Gran!( 
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Most clicMs have a grain of truth to 
them ('there are plenty more fish in 
the sea; 'never trust your shoes to a 

funfair worker; etc), and there's certainly 
something to the hoary old adage 'radio has the 
best pictures: But in an era where technology 
takes the effort out of everything, it seems we 
no longer even have to do our own imagining. 

Though I never owned a BBC Model B, 
almost all my poncey, middle-class mates did. 
I'd seek refuge at their palatial mansions, too 
traumatised to return to the whorehouse in 
which I'd been raised. There I would lose myself 
in Superior Software's Citadel. 

I recently revisited Citadel, and I couldn't 
tell what it was that had originally stuck in my 
affections. It's an ugly and unremarkable action 
adventure, but as a child of indeterminate age I 
was awed by the richness of the world. My 
memory was of an utterly convincing 

decades of adventuring. 1 was transported more 
by subconscious fantasy than the artist's whim. 
Imagination filled in the blanks. Nowadays, 
games do all the work for us. Graphics are so 
ruddy swell that there's little room for user 
interpretation. Half-Life l is such a convincing, 
benchmark recreation of a realistic environment 
that there's little left for our brains to do. 

The graphics in Half-Life l, or Splinter Cell, 
or Call Of Duty are an easier target for criticism 
than you'd think. They strive for realism, but do 
a Paula Radcliffe before the finishing line. We 
notice what's not there because so much of 
what should be there is. Yet the graphics in 
Citadel, or Donkey Kong, or jet Set Willy are so 
far removed from real life (short of an acid
fuelled stay in a stately home) that they 
virtually transcend criticism. They're functional, 
yes, but work as a kind of visual shorthand. 

It was only when Star Wars arrived that 

Nowadays, games do all the work for us. Graphics are so 
ruddy swell that there's little room for user interpretation 

microcosm of reality squeezed into a brown
and-cream slab of '8os consumer plastic. Yet 
re-experiencing that microcosm as an adult I 
realised it was about as convincing a recreation 
of reality as a photograph of a kitten stapled to a 
bonsai tree, with a potato stuck on a shaft of 
bamboo meant to represent the sun. Somehow, 
Superior Software sold to my youthful self a 
believable world without elaborate cut-scenes 
or a single carefully rendered blade of grass. 

When I originally played Citadel I didn't see 
a pink castle made of jagged blocks. I saw a 
majestic fortress towering above a sea of 
snarling peaks, its corridors ripe with the 
stench of trolls. My avatar was no pixellated 
dwarf, but as real as you or I, weathered by 

people started to criticise the wobbly sets in 
Doctor Who. Prior to that the audience's 
imaginations could forgive any number of aliens 
fashioned from offal-stuffed condoms. 

At the risk of wafting across like some 
musty old fart, a large part of what concerns me 
is that the youth of today (you can practically 
hear the rattle of my Zimmcr frame ... ) would 
rather play videogames ahead of traditional 
games like cops and plumbers, shove-a-turnip 
or lupus. They are games which not only require 
a degree of imagination on the part of the child, 
but social interaction. 

I'm not for a minute advocating we ditch the 
last 20 years of graphical evolution. !'m just 
concerned that if all kids do is play modern 

games we'll end up breeding a generation of 
Paul W Andersons (theW stands for 'What A 
Lot Of Wubbish Films He's Made'), w~ose 
entire creative vocabulary appears to stem frorr 
a lifetime playing Mortal Kombat. Would 
tarnished wunderkind George Lucas have 
redefined cinema if he'd spent all his formative 
years achieving high scores on Pong (though 
current form suggests he spent the last two 
decades wanking into a pile of money)? 

My kids got a lot of games for Christmas 
last year, and for the first few weeks of 2005 

play games was pretty much all they did. It 
seemed unfair to limit their playing as we 
normally do - but it was soon apparent that th 
games marathon started to affect them. Their 
social skills went to pot and all they talked 
about was games. And so they were banned 
from all games for a fortnight. Non-negotiable. 

After three days they stopped talking about 
games altogether. They rediscovered all the 
other toys they'd got for Christmas and had 
promptly forgotten about when they unwrappe< 
the Nintendo OS I'd Stupidly bought myself 
(them). The Lege set got built. Robosapien was 
dragged out. 1'hey built cities out of books and 
boxes, and boats out of duvets and bunk beds. 
They even - god forbid - played Monopoly. In 
fact, they enjoyed themselves so much that the) 
had to be reminded when the ban was over. 

Though they're back on the games, their 
playing time is now a fraction of what it was. 
The astonishing thing is they don't even seem 
to mind. After all, even sandbox-style games 
like The Sims 2 can't offer the infinite flexibility 
of making Green Greedo have dirty bum sex 
with your sister·~ Barbie, while Man-At-Arms 
and Orko use an eyeliner to draw spurting 
phalluses all over her Dream Kitchen walls. 

Urn ... please don't tell Social Services. 

Mr Bi{fo co-(oundtd Digftiscr, Chann<l 4'< Ttletexr -l><IScd 
vidtosomes section, and no,. writes mostly for tele..ision 
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Microsoft's handling of 
the Xbox'• f~ulty power 

cord is~-ue was going •o 
smoothly, but they fell badly at 
the last hurdk The 
replacement cord I received 
has a European-style two-pin 
plug. Assuming this wasn't 
•imply a mistake, Microsoft 
must have done this purely to 
cut costs. There is not even a 
mention in the accompanying 
booklet that UK users would 
need to buy, at their own 
expense, a two-pin to three
pin plug adapter. Microsoft 
wouldn't dare sell a new Xbox 
with a £urn-style plug, so why 
is it OK to fob off e.Yio;ting 
customers with one? 

r actually feel more 
concerned about the fire risk 
from using the replacement 
cord with an adapter than 
u•ing my existing potentially 
lethal cord! Isn't it obvious 
that when it comes to >afety 
issues, being seen to openly 
cut corners will undermine 
consumer trust and goodwill? 

I feel like they're saying UK 
Xbox owners don't really 
matter, and therefore I don't 
matter. This, along with my 
increased safety fears, has 
made me decide to hit them 
where it hurts: the CnmcCube 
is now my console of choice. 
Rob Collins 
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• 
I fee l r really must take issue with 
some of your more deri!>ive 

comments on the issue of how fear is 
interpreted in videogames <Scare 
Tactics, E147). One recurring point in 
particular in the article seems to imply 
that when we are concerned (or indeed, 

'scared') for our on-screen character's 
well-being that we are not sensing fear 
(\vith a capital 'f') itself but rather 
merely anxious of the gameplay 
consequences. You then compare this 
less favourably to how fear is 
incorporated into other media like 
literature and film. 

But just because we're scan•d that 
our memory cards might be getting 

both - and that's just how it goes for 
games, too. 

Also, just because we are worried 
about whether our little mannequin can 
afford the next bazooka or not does not 
mean that we have lost sight of our 
ultimate goals either - 'the moment 
you become more concerned about 
finding a save point than finding your 
sister, all that atmospheric effort 
becomes irrelevant: Literature and film 
storylines have short -term objectives 
too and frequently we as audiences are 
more concerned with whether Anakin 
Skywalker will win the pod race rather 
than whether he can help Arnidala et al 
stave off their incoming aggressors. 

I feel sure that my instinctive leaps towards my 
GameCube to check the controller connections were 
first and foremost to save her hide from a kicking 

erased in Eternal Darkness doesn't 
mean that we're scared more for our 
O\l,'ll game progress rather than our 
in-game character's health. After all, if 
our game is erased then our character's 
well-being has been affected as well as 
our own the concerns arc almost one 
and the same. How can you be so sure 
that we're more concerned about our 
game progress when Alex Roivas is 
getting smacked arolllld by monsters 
onscreen, accompanied by the 'No 
controller inserted' message box? J feel 
sure that my instinctive leaps towards 
my GameCube to check the controller 
connections were first and foremost to 
save her hide from a good kicking. Our 
interactivity in games compels us to 
preserve our storyline. If a new horror 
film could manage to intentionally shut 
our DVD players down at a crucial 
point mid-plot, would we be concerned 
about not seeing the rest of the film, or 
the state of our hardware? Probably 

So stop being so negative about the 
state of fear in games, please. Sure, 
there is a lot of scope for improvement 
as you point out, but I've been a damn 
sight closer to my wits' end playing 
Resident Evil 4 for the last few weeks 
than I have sitting though any of the 
horror films or books on offer in the 
last 12 months. And f'm convinced it 
wasn't for the thought of not being able 
to afford the mine thrower because I 
had to buy that first -aid spray after 
that double El Cigante attack 
James Rhodes 

1 here's no qut•stion games now have 
a more sophistkat<·d vocabulary of 
fear, and no question moments in 
Eternal Darkness have elements of 
fright, frustration and real, pure 
fear interwoven. But there's no 
getting away from the fact that 
poor v,ameplay can disastrously 
undercut atmosphere. Right? 

• 
E146's Time Extend article 
attributed Prince Of Persia: TSOT 

critical acclaim largely on the basis 
that it was designed unlike other 
videogames, and in doing so the articlt 
brought to light a subject that has 
deeply bothered me for some time. 

"Then you will have seen everythine 
we have to give you, everything you 
have paid for." I for one believe that tht 
standard videogame structure of 
unlocking this, that, and the next 
thing is wholly dissatisfying. I can't 
stand the false longevity placed on 
games as you struggle for hours to 
unlock 150 new moves, or 75 pieces of 
artwork. A low-res picture of early 
concept art is not a reward, in my book 
and should not be described as one. 
Dressing my fighter/snowboarder/pet 
monkey in thousands of different 
outfits, including a rainbow afro, does 
not give me pleasure. I want playability 
as my reward. I want another level of 
pure adrenaline as my reward. 

Dcf jam: Fight For NY suggested that 
you needed to boost your charisma by 
changing your outfits, and adding bling 
I did not buy the game to play Barbie, I 
bought it to kick seven shades of crap 
out of Ludacris, 

Such materialism did not seem out 
of place in DOA:XBV because it 
complemented the way you played the 
game. It was not forced longevity, but a 

Our Princr Of P~r.la: Tbe Sands Of Tlmr 
Time Ext~nd struck a chord with Andrew 
Merson, who'd rather beat up upper< than 
dress up Barbie. Ah, the agony of choice ... 



fundamental gameplay function. Maybe 
if more games had the style of POP, 
instead of a Pokemon attitude to 
collectables, we'd all be happier. 
Andrew Merson 

DO<'~ it really have to be one or the 
other? lt 's dear that if games want to 
evolw they have to become better at 
adapting to player prefcrt•nces, be they 
Barbie lovers or Ludacris bulliers. 

I made an incredible discovery the 
other day. \\lhile pondering over 

the next title to add to my dwindling 
collection of Nintendo stock, it 
occurred to me that l am the victim 
of a terrible effect. 

Dan Scales prai•eo Nlntendo's DS for it• 
ability to attract non-gamers into the fold 

Howe\·er low enthusiasm for pming 
slips, it only ever takes one pml' for it 
to be rekindled. lt just has to bt tht> 
right game, and that's where Edge\ 
previews come in handy. This month 

I thought 'I love games. I love reading about them, 
talking about them, and would love to get involved 
in the industry. But when do I actually play them?' 

But before that, ~ome backstory: 
I obtained a SNES a~ a hand-me
down from my brother at the age of 
ten and found the console incredibly 
'nutritious~ and have remained an 
avid fan of the company ever since. 
Although I skipped the N64 days, 
having Sony's entry into the market 
instead, I am now the proud owner 
of a GameCube and Came Boy Advance 
SP, and am hoping to obtain the 
intriguing OS upon release. I will 
happily admit I am a 'hardcore' gamer. I 
love the escapism, and the entire 
principle. Games are fun. But I am a 

'hardcore' gamer on a casual level. I 
thought: 'I love games. I love reading 
about them, talking about them, and 
would love to get involved in the 
industry. But when do I actually 
play them?' 

Some of my friends arc in a similar 
position, although to a lesser extent. I 
have become the creation of a battered 
industry. I see very little to get excited 
about these days, or even in the 
foreseeable future (exceptions being 
anything final Fancasy and a certain 
Legend Of Zelda distraction incoming). 
And what does it say when somebody -
who holds opinions about the current 
situation and direction - loses the 
will to play? 
SimonCrimp 

alone the pro~pect of the inescapable 
\\orld of WarCraft, the irrepressible 
l.ego Star Wars or the unexpected Mario 
Kart Arcade GP should be enou!(h to 
kick off t he cravin!(s. 

Having just read E147 cover 
to cover, one particular article 

stuck in my mind. It was the interview 
with Nintendo's Jim Merrick, regarding 
the strategy of the OS, and its 
comparisons to the PSP. I'd just like to 
congratulate you on one of the most 
refreshing interviews I've read in 
some time. 

It's nice to see that you're not shy 
to insist that PRs are not just able to 
run through the motions of the 
products they represent, regurgitating 
information that we all already know 
but in the sugar-coated way they're oh 
so good at. I almost laughed out loud 
when the issue of the PSPs technical 
specs were 'reinforced' into the 
interview, and could visualise the 
stuttering and hesitation in the replies 
(!can only they weren't scripted purely 
for ease of reading.) 

Being a proud PSP owner perhaps 
this made my grin slightly wider than 
others, but it still made for a nice 
change. Keep up the good work - it's 
nice to know that even though your 
design seems to have been dumbed 

It's OK to like average 
gam~s, isn't it? I've been 

playing videogames since the 
late 1970s and have seen my 
fair share o f so-called average 
titles over the years. These are 
the sort of games that don't 
offer anything new, have many 
flaws and arc generally put in 
the category o f 'don't bother: 
Due to finances and time 
constraints, I've t ended to 
focus my gaming time on AAA 
titles and I've rarely been 
disappointed in tho~e games. 

But I did something 
different las t month. I bought 
an 'average' game - Galleon. I'd 
been following Galleon's 
development over the years, 
yet when it was released to a 
rather lukewarm reception I 
decided to leave it on the shelf. 
However, when it appeared in 
the sales I decided to snap it 
up and t ake a chantt. And you 
know what? I've been enjoying 
it. lmmensdy. I can see the 
flaws, but am able to look past 
them and enjoy the game for 
what it's worth. 

But do I te ll anybody else? 
No. For some s trange reason, I 
keep my thoughts to myself. 
After all, it 's no t the done 
thing to like a •upposcdly 
average game, is it? Imagine 
the derisory comments I'd 
get. Best t o keep quiet. But 
why? I shouldn' t be 
embarrassed. It's OK to like 
average ga.m~s, isn't it? 
Peter \\ ihton< 

But surely G111leon is the 
very antithe~is of an 
' average ' game? Wildly 
inventive and sorely 
flawed, it balances out to 
something that's well 
beyond t he run of the mill. 

BO ~ 

down overall (in my opinion), your 
content continues to flourish. 
Dan Clarke 

Well, there's nothing more guaranteed 
to bring out our inner Paxman thJn a 
badly thou!(ht -out analogy. 

• 
Just wanted to share my 
experience with you as a brand

new import OS owner. 
I bought the DS because with a wife 

and a three-year-old daughter I no 
longer have command of the TV but 
still wanted to do some gaming. I have 
only had the OS for a day but already 
have noticed something interesting 
about it. Last night I took it to my 
in-laws to show off, and found that my 
father-in-law, who has never been 
interested in games, got hooked on the 
minigames in Mario 64 DS, as has my 
wife. In fact to date she has played it far 
more than I have! 

The simplicity of the touchscreen 
interface seems to be very appealing to 
non-gamers, and I believe this could be 
the key to the success of the machine. I 
have no doubt that if you let someone 
who is not necessarily a gamer play 
either Ridge Racers on PSP or 
Wario Ware Touched! 1 know which 
game they would instantly prefer to 
play. I'm not saying that I'm not turned 
on by flashy graphics; I ant. I will 
probably get a PSP as soon as they 
come out in the US, too. Everyone 
keeps going on about videogames not 
being able to break into mainstream 
consciousne~s like music or films; it's 
just possible that Nintendo's unique 
approach to handheld gaming could 
bring it that one step closer ... 

I'm off to try and beat my wife's 
levcl 13 on the Mario/Shyguy rninigame. 
Dan Scales 

Carly sales suggest that the OS is 
delivering on Satoru Iwata's promise 
of a bringing nt•w players to gaming. 
Sintendogs .,..ill only add to the flow. 

I'm writing to you with a 
concern over your reviews 

section: you never mention music 
and/or audio. Why not? 

Take the last i~sue (E147), for 
example: there were 19 A4 sides 
devoted to reviewing games. How 

• 
143 



much was written about the music/ 
sound design/ambience? I counted 30 
measly words; 29 of those were for 
Darwinia and the remaining word was 

'sounds' in the Resident Evil 4 review - I 
suppose indicating that it actually had 
some. I presume the rest of the games 
reviewed did not? 

Alas, it seems that long gone are the 
days when a Rob Hubbard soundtrack 
could sell a C64 game on its own -but 
t hey were good days. Now? Developers 
seem to want games to be like films. 
Really? Well, no problem! Take a look 
at the rave reviews that the American 
Beauty or Lord Of The Ring.> 
soundtracks received. Don't think that 
there arc the same things in computer 
games? Listen to the excellent job that 
the sound team on Lionhcad's Fable did. 
\\That a difference that soundtrack 
makes! Edge's review did give 22 words 
to the soundtrack in it!> review in bsue 
142 (out of three A4 sides), but you 
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To me, Xbox Lh·e used to 
be a harsh gaming 

environment full of verbal 
abuse and players exploiting 
glitches in games. I was ready 
to give up on tive until I 
stumbled upon the TGSN clan. 
What started as a clan has 
grown into a community of 
more then 150 members 
composed of garners who want 
to play games for fun and not 
receive the torrent of abuse 
that has become part of the 
Xbox Live experience for 
regular Live garners. 

Games are actually 
moderated by a set of basic 
rules, with no abuse and no 
cheating. Players who break 
these rules are removed from 
the clan. So you are left with a 
group of like minded garners 
who all now enjoy their live 
games on a regular basis. 

These guys deserve some 
credit for the work that they 
have done in turning Uve into 
what it should be. 
")~ .. id Kni!:bt 

didn't say why it was excellent, or give 
any comment on how it complimented 
the gameplay ... 

What really gets my back up is not 
so much that you choose to ignore so 
much of that which aids atmosphere, or 
the feelings that you get from a great 
game soundtrack - this is your right as 
reviewers. No, it's that you then have 
the gall to turn around and make Be~t 
Audio Design one out of only eight 
major awards in issue 145! I was under 
the impression from your reviews that 
you don't really listen to the audio?! 
Please explain. 

Music and audio play such an 
important part in the gaming 
experience. I would love time to return 
to the heady days or the soundtrack 
being as much a selling point as, say, 
the visuals, but I'm not that naive. 
Suffice to say, I think Edge could do a 
lot better in laying off the technicalities 
or how you change multiple silencers 

on whatever guns in whatever new FPS 
and think more about the experience 
that the end-gamer is going to ket - a 
part of which is sound. 
Hugh Edwards 

Audio design is something we consider 
very carefully in our revkws, which is 
why yot1'1l sec it given promint>nce 
when it deserves it, such as tht! work 
to be found in Daru·inia. Soundtracks 
are a different mattt·r - music is 
notoriously subjectivt! and we'll stick 
to reviewing ~ames, not track-listings. 
Incidentally, since when has Edge been 
A4 sized? Honestly, if only pl·npk put 
a little research into their letter~ .. . 

Send us email (edgeOfuturenet.co.uk), 
but be sure to use 'lnbox' as the subject 
line. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox, Edge, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BAl 2BW 
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